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From the Editor-in-Chief:
December 2017

Karl Granström Marcus Baum

Guest Editorial: Foreword to the Special Issue on Ex-
tended Object Tracking

Multi-Object tracking, i.e., the successive determina-
tion of the number and states of objects based on sensor
measurements, is an enabling technology in many ar-
eas such as surveillance, (mobile) robotics, autonomous
driving and automation. Traditional multi-object track-
ing algorithms are based on the “small target” assump-
tions, i.e., (i) objects evolve independently, (ii) objects
can be modelled as a point, and (iii) objects gives rise to
at most one measurement per scan. These assumptions
are usually valid for target objects that are far away
from the sensor or for a low sensor resolution, e.g., in
air surveillance.
However, due to recent advances in sensor technol-

ogy, as well as novel applications involving objects in
the near-field of sensors, it is becoming increasingly
common that the objects occupy several sensor reso-
lution cells. Hence, there is an increasing demand for
so-called extended object tracking algorithms that can
deal with objects that gives rise to multiple measure-
ments from different spatially distributed measurement
sources.
Extended object tracking comes with many new

challenges: For example, in contrast to a point target, it
is necessary to determine the shape of the object, which
is a highly nonlinear problem. Furthermore, data asso-
ciation becomes much more challenging for multiple
extended objects because a huge amount of association
events is feasible. Extended object tracking is applica-
ble to many different sensors, such as radar, lidar, and
camera.
The special issue consists of five articles, some of

which are significantly extended versions of papers that
have been presented at the International Conference
on Information Fusion (FUSION) within the special
session “Extended Object and Group Tracking.”
The first paper by Granström, Baum and Reuter, ti-

tled “Extended Object Tracking: Introduction, Overview
and Applications,” gives a tutorial introduction to the
extended object tracking problem. The most common
methods are discussed and overviewed. Furthermore,
several real-world applications of extended object track-
ing are illustrated.
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The second paper by Schuster, Reuter and Wanielik,

titled “Multi Detection Joint Integrated Probabilistic

Data Association Using Random Matrices with Applica-

tions to Radar-Based Multi Object Tracking,” is about

an extended object version of the Joint Probabilistic

Data Association (JPDAF) filter that allows for multiple

detections per object and employs the random matrix

approach for shape estimation. The method is experi-

mentally evaluated by means of vessel tracking using a

high-resolution radar sensor.

The third paper by Vivone, Braca, Granström, Na-

tale, and Chanussot, titled “Converted Measurements

Bayesian Extended Target Tracking Applied to X-band

Marine Radar Data,” deals with the tracking of marine

vessels using X-band marine radar and the random ma-

trix extended target model. X-band radars are flexible

and low-cost tools that provide high resolution mea-

surements in polar coordinates. To track targets mod-

elled in Cartesian coordinates, it is necessary to convert

the measurements from polar to Cartesian coordinates

before they are input into the tracking algorithm. The

paper presents a method for modelling detections af-

fected by polar noise, and derives an efficient estimator.

The estimator is evaluated using 10 real-world datasets.

The fourth paper by Wyffels and Campbell, titled

“Priority Based Tracking of Extended Objects,” presents

a framework for allocating computational resources to

achieve tracking with variable precision for different ob-

jects. Inspired by human perception, higher relevance is

given to objects that are closer to the sensor, i.e., closer

to, e.g., the robot or ego-vehicle. Three levels of rele-

vance are used, with more accurate, and computation-

ally expensive, models used for objects with higher rel-

evance, and cheaper models used for objects with lower

relevance.

The fifth paper by Bordonaro, Willett, Bar-Shalom,

Luginbuhl, and Baum, titled “Extended Object Tracking

with Exploitation of Range Rate Measurements,” consid-

ers the raw measurements (range, bearing and range

rate) from a single scan and develops an expectation

maximization (EM) algorithm that provides the target

position, velocity, heading and turn rate. The obtained

single scan estimate is subsequently used in a Kalman

filter for recursive estimation.

The special issue covers several different aspects of

extended object tracking, and represents an excellent

sample of current research trends in the area, and of

state-of-the-art methods and results. We sincerely hope

that you will find reading the papers as interesting and

enjoyable as we have. We would like to extend our sin-

cere gratitude to the JAIF Editorial Board for the possi-

bility to prepare this special issue, and to the Editor-in-

Chief for the support and the encouragement. Finally,

we wish to thank the authors for their contributions to

the special issue and to the research area in general.

Karl Granström

Department of Signals and Systems

Chalmers University of Technology,

Gothenburg, Sweden

E-mail: karl.granstrom@chalmers.se

Marcus Baum

Institute of Computer Science

University of Goettingen, Goettingen, Germany

E-mail: marcus.baum@cs.uni-goettingen.de

Guest Associate Editors
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Extended Object Tracking:
Introduction, Overview, and
Applications

KARL GRANSTRÖM
MARCUS BAUM
STEPHAN REUTER

This article provides an elaborate overview of current research

in extended object tracking. We provide a clear definition of the ex-

tended object tracking problem and discuss its delimitation to other

types of object tracking. Next, different aspects of extended object

modelling are extensively discussed. Subsequently, we give a tutorial

introduction to two basic and well used extended object tracking

approaches–the random matrix approach and the Kalman filter-

based approach for star-convex shapes. The next part treats the

tracking of multiple extended objects and elaborates how the large

number of feasible association hypotheses can be tackled using both

Random Finite Set (RFS) and Non-RFS multi-object trackers. The

article concludes with a summary of current applications, where

four example applications involving camera, X-band radar, light

detection and ranging (LIDAR), and red-green-blue-depth (RGB-D)

sensors are highlighted.

Manuscript received January 29, 2016; released for publication Febru-

ary 8, 2017.

Refereeing of this contribution was handled by Stefano Coraluppi.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple Target Tracking (MTT) denotes the process

of successively determining the number and states of

multiple dynamic objects based on noisy sensor mea-

surements. Tracking is a key technology in many areas

such as robotics, surveillance, autonomous driving, au-

tomation, medicine, and sensor networks.

Traditionally, MTT algorithms have been tailored for

scenarios with multiple remote objects that are far away

from the sensor, e.g., as in radar-based air surveillance.

In such scenarios, an object is not always detected by the

sensor, and if it is detected, at most one sensor resolu-

tion cell is occupied by the object. From traditional sce-

narios, specific assumptions on the mathematical model

of MTT problems have evolved including the so-called

“small object” assumptions:

² The objects evolve independently,
² each object can be modelled as a point without any
spatial extent, and

² each object gives rise to at most a single measurement
per time frame/scan.

MTT based on the “small object” assumptions is a

highly complex problem due to sensor noise, missed

detections, clutter detections, measurement origin un-

certainty, and an unknown and time-varying number of

targets. The most common approaches to MTT are:

² Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) [23], [106],

[154],

² Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) [4], [6],
[61],

² Probabilistic Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (PMHT)
[177], [203], and

² Random Finite Sets (RFS) approaches [125], [127].

In the hypothesis-oriented MHT [154] and track-

oriented MHT [106], the probability and log-likelihood

ratio of a track, respectively, are calculated recursively.

The JPDA type approaches blend data association prob-

abilities on a scan-by-scan basis. The PMHT approach

allows multiple measurement assignments to the same

object,1 which results in an efficient method using the

Expectation-Maximization (EM) framework, see, e.g.,

[22, Ch. 9]. The RFS type approaches rely on modelling

the objects and the measurements as random sets. A

recent overview article about MTT, with a main focus

on small, so-called point objects, is given in [197].

Today, there is still a huge variety of applications

for which the “small object” assumptions are reason-

able. However, due to rapid advances in sensor tech-

nology in the recent years, it is becoming increasingly

common that objects occupy several sensor resolution

cells. Furthermore, novel applications with objects in

1Note that allowing multiple assignments to the same object is in

violation of the “small object” assumption, which assumes at most a

single measurement per time frame/scan.
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the near-field of sensors, e.g., in mobile robotics and

autonomous driving, often render the “small object” as-

sumptions invalid.

The tracking of an object that might occupy more

than one sensor cell leads to the so-called extended ob-

ject tracking or extended target tracking problem. In ex-

tended object tracking the objects give rise to a varying

number of potentially noisy measurements from differ-

ent spatially distributed measurement sources, also re-

ferred to as reflection points. The shape of the object is

usually unknown and can even vary over time, and the

objective is to recursively determine the shape of the

object plus its kinematic parameters. Due to the non-

linearity of the resulting estimation problem, already

tracking a single extended object is in general a highly

complex problem for which elaborate non-linear esti-

mation techniques are required.

Although often misunderstood–extended object

tracking, as defined above, is fundamentally different

from typical contour tracking problems in computer

vision [212]. In vision-based contour tracking [212],

a complete red-green-blue (RGB) image is available at

each time frame and one extracts a contour from each

image that is tracked over time. In extended object

tracking, one works with a few (usually two or three-

dimensional) measurements per time step, i.e., a sparse

point cloud. It is nearly always impossible to extract a

shape only based on the measurement from one time

instant. The object shape can only be determined if

measurements over several time steps are systemati-

cally accumulated and fused under incorporation of the

(unknown) object motion and sensor noise. An illus-

tration of the difference between point object tracking,

extended object tracking, and contour tracking is given

in Figure 1.

In many practical applications it is necessary to track

multiple extended objects, where no measurement-to-

object associations are available. Unfortunately, data as-

sociation becomes even more challenging in multiple

extended object tracking as a huge number of associa-

tion events are possible: all possible partitions of the set

of measurements have to be enumerated, followed by

all possible ways to assign partition cells to object esti-

mates. The first computationally feasible multi-extended

object tracking algorithms have recently been devel-

oped, and rely on approximations of the partitioning

problem in the context of RFSs.

The objective of this article is to

(i) provide an elaborate and up-to-date introduction to

the extended object tracking problem,

(ii) introduce basic concepts, models, and methods for

shape estimation of a single extended object,

(iii) introduce the basic concepts, models, and methods

for tracking multiple extended objects,

(iv) point out recent applications and future trends.

Fig. 1. Illustration of different types of tracking problems: a) Point

object tracking example: Frame 1 (left) & Frame 2 (right). In point

object tracking, at most one measurement (red markers) per frame is

received. b) Extended object tracking example: Frame 1 (left) &

Frame 2 (right). In extended object tracking, multiple measurements

(red markers) from a varying number of measurement

sources/reflection centers are obtained per frame. c) Contour

Tracking example: Frame 1 (left) & Frame 2 (right). In contour

tracking, a single contour (red) is extracted from each single image

frame. Hence, one can say that in contour tracking, the

measurements are contours, while in extended object tracking the

measurements are (Cartesian) points. However, in both extended

object tracking and contour tracking one aims at estimating the

shape, i.e., a contour, based on the received measurements.

Historically, the first works on extended object track-

ing can be traced back to [42], [43]. Already in 2004,

[199] gave a short literature overview of cluster (group)

tracking and extended object tracking problems. How-

ever, since then, huge progress has been made in

both shape estimation of a single object and multi-

(extended)-object tracking. An overview of Sequential

Monte Carlo (SMC) methods for group and extended

object tracking can be found in [132]. The focus of

[132] lies on group object tracking and SMC meth-

ods. Hence, the content of [132] is orthogonal to this

article, and the two articles complement each other. A

comparison of early versions of the random matrix and

random hypersurface approach was performed in [17].

Since the publication of [17], both methods have been

significantly further developed.

The rest of the article is organised as follows. In the

next section some definitions are introduced, and mod-

elling of object shape, number of measurements, and

object dynamics is overviewed. Section III discusses

two popular approaches to extent modelling and estima-

tion: the random matrix model, Section III-A, and star-
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convex models, Section III-B. Multiple extended object

tracking is overviewed in Section IV, and in Section VI

four applications are presented: tracking cars using a LI-

DAR, marine vessel tracking using X-band radar, track-

ing groups of pedestrians using a camera, and tracking

complex shapes using a RGB-D sensor. The article is con-

cluded in Section VII.

II. DEFINITIONS AND EXTENDED OBJECT
MODELLING

In this section we will first give a definition of

the extended object tracking problem and some related

types of object tracking. We will then overview ex-

tended object state modelling, measurement modelling,

shape modelling, and dynamics modelling.

A. Definitions

In tracking problems the physical, real-world-

objects-of-interest always have spatial extents. This is

true for relatively large objects-of-interest, like ships,

boat, cars, bicyclists, humans and animals, and it is

true for relatively small objects-of-interest, like cells.

The differences between extended object tracking and

point object tracking is due to sensor properties, espe-

cially the sensor resolution, rather than object proper-

ties such as spatial extent. If the resolution, relative to

the size of the objects, is high enough, then an ob-

ject may occupy several resolution cells. Thus, each

object may generate multiple detections per time step

in this case. In other words, depending on the sensor

properties, specifically the sensor resolution, different

types of object tracking will arise, and it is therefore

instructive to distinguish between different types of ob-

ject tracking problems. The following are definitions

of types of tracking problems that are relevant to this

article.

² Point object tracking:
Each object generates at most a single measurement

per time step, i.e., a single resolution cell is occupied

by an object.

² Extended object tracking:
Each object generates multiple measurements per

time step and the measurements are spatially struc-

tured on the object, i.e., multiple resolution cells are

occupied by an object.

² Group object tracking:
A group object consists of two or more subobjects

that share some common motion. Further, the objects

are not tracked individually but are instead treated

as a single entity. Thus, the group object occupies

several resolution cells; each subobject may occupy

either one or several resolution cells.

² Tracking with multi-path propagation:
Each object generates multiple measurements per

time step that are due to multi-path propagation. Thus,

the measurements are not spatially structured around

the object.

All of the tracking approaches, except for point ob-

ject tracking, assume the possibility of multiple mea-

surements per target. Due to the required differences

in motion and measurement modelling, we differentiate

between the three tracking approaches rather than defin-

ing a single type called multi-detection tracking. Most

literature considers one type of tracking problem, how-

ever, for the same sensor it can be the case that when an

object is far away from the sensor it occupies at most

one resolution cell, but when it is closer to the sensor it

occupies several resolution cells.

The focus of the article lies on extended object

tracking. However, we note that it is possible–and quite

common–to employ extended object tracking methods

to track the shape of a group object, see, e.g., [132]

and the example in Section VI-A. It is easy to see that

extended object tracking and group object tracking are

two very similar problems. However, some distinctions

can be made that warrant two definitions instead of just

one.

In extended object tracking, each object is a single

entity, e.g., a car, an airplane, a human, or an animal.

Often the shape can be assumed to be a rigid body,2

however, extended objects with deformable extents are

also possible. In group object tracking, each object

is a collection of (smaller) objects that share some

common dynamics, while still allowing for individual

dynamics within the group. For example, in a group

of pedestrians, there is an overall group motion, but

the individual pedestrians may also shift their positions

within the group.

The measurements from an extended object are

caused by measurement sources, which has different

meaning depending on the sensor that is used and the

types of objects that are tracked. In some cases, e.g.,

see [25], [26], [91], one can model a finite number of

measurement sources, while in other cases it is better

to model an infinite number of sources. For example, in

[91] automotive radar is used to track cars, and the mea-

surements are located around the wheelhouses of the

tracked cars, i.e., there are four measurement sources.

In [165], [167] LIDARs are used to track cars, and the

measurements are then located on the chassi of the car.

This can be interpreted as an infinite number of points

that may act as measurement sources.

Note that certain sensors measure the object’s cross-

range and down-range extents (or similar object fea-

tures), allowing for the extent (size and shape) of the

object to be estimated, see e.g., [1], [162], [179—181],

2With the exception of the orientation of the extent, the size and shape

of the object does not change over time.
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Fig. 2. Example illustration of car state. The state vector x models
position x,y, velocity v, heading ', turning-angle μ, length `, and

width w. Note that velocity, length, and width are not marked in the

illustration.

[223]. However, by the definitions used here, this is not

extended object tracking unless there are multiple such

measurements.

Lastly, multi-path phenomenon occur, e.g., when

data from over-the-horizon-radar (OTHR) is used, see,

e.g., [90], [164], [184]. An important difference be-

tween extended object tracking and tracking with multi-

path phenomenon lies in the distribution of the mea-

surements: for the plain multi-path problem a spatial

distribution is not assumed.

B. Object state

The extended object state models where the object

is located, where it is going, and what its spatial extent

(shape and size) is. The state typically includes the

following:

² Position: Either (x,y)-position in 2D or (x,y,z)-posi-

tion in 3D.

² Kinematic state: The motion parameters of the object,
such as velocity, acceleration, heading, and turn-rate.

² Extent state: Parameters that determine the shape and
the size of the object, as well as the orientation of the

shape.

An example object state, appropriate for a car that is

tracked using a horizontally mounted 2D LIDAR sensor

[85], is illustrated in Figure 2. In this example the state

vector at time step k, denoted xk, is

xk = [xk yk vk 'k μk `k wk]
T (1)

where xk,yk is 2D position, the kinematic state is com-

prised by velocity vk, heading 'k and turning angle μk,
and the extent state is comprised by length `k and width

wk. Note that the shape of the car is assumed to be a

rectangle, and the orientation of this rectangular shape

is assumed to be aligned with the heading of the car.

This state model is used in the car tracking example

that is presented in Section VI-C.

In general, exactly what parameters the object state
includes–e.g., 2D or 3D position? Which kinematics?
Any assumed shape?–depends very much on the type
of object that is tracked, the type of sensor data that is
used, and the type(s) of object motion that one wishes
to describe.
For example, for tracking cars it is often sufficient to

only model the 2D position on the road, while airborne
objects typically require 3D position. The position state
may coincide with the objects centre-of-mass, however,
this is not always the appropriate choice. When cars are
tracked it is suitable to take the position as the mid-
point on the rear-axle, because this facilitates the use
of single-track-bicycle models in the motion modelling.
Motion modelling, or dynamic modelling, for extended
objects is address further in Section II-E.
If 2D position is modelled, the heading/orientation

of the object can be described by a single angle, while
3D position may require more angles to accurately
describe the heading/orientation, e.g., roll, pitch, and
yaw angles. Often the orientation of the extent is aligned
with the heading, however, this is not always the choice.
For example, some motion models for cars include a so
called slip angle that describes the angular difference
between the heading of the car and the orientation of
the shape of the car, see, e.g., [168] for an introduction
to vehicle dynamics modelling.
The extent state is determined by the type of shape

that one wishes to describe; it could be a simple ge-
ometric shape like the rectangle used in Figure 2, or
it could be a more general shape. There are many dif-
ferent alternatives for this, and an overview is given in
Section II-D.

C. Measurement modelling
Depending on what type of sensor is used, where

the measured object is located w.r.t. the sensor, and how
the object is oriented, the sensor will produce a different
number of detections, originating from different points
on the object. In addition to this, sensor noise will affect
the detections, and all these properties have to be taken
into account in the measurement modelling.
An example with real-world LIDAR data is given

in Figure 3. Here the 2D-LIDAR was used to track a
car; in the Figure LIDAR detections from three different
time steps are shown. We can see that the number
of detections, as well as their locations relative to the
target, changes with the sensor-to-target geometry.
Due to sensor noise and model uncertainties, the

measurement modelling is typically handled using prob-
abilistic tools. Let the extended object state be denoted
x, and let

Z= fz(j)gnj=1 (2)

be a set of measurements that were caused by the object.
Modelling the extended object measurements means to
model the conditional distribution

p(Z j x), (3)

often referred to as the extended object measurement
likelihood. The likelihood (3) needs to capture the num-
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Fig. 3. Example of real-world LIDAR detections. The sensor is

located in the origin, the measured object is a car. a)—c) shows

detections from the same car from three different time steps. When

the sensor-to-target geometry changes, the set of detections changes.

In a) only the front side of the car is visible to the sensor, and the

detections form a line. In b) the front and right sides are visible, and

the detections (approximately) form an L-shape. In c) only the right

side is visible to the sensor. Note that the car is farthest from the

sensor in a), and closest in c).

ber of detections, and how the detections are spatially

distributed around the target state x. This modelling can
be approached in several different ways; we overview

the most common ways in the following.

1) Set of points on a rigid body: One way is to model

that the extended object has some number L of reflec-

tion points3 located on a rigid body shape, as described

3For some sensors, e.g., high resolution radar, the term scattering point

may be a more accurate description of the underlying sensor proper-

ties. Further, reflection source may be a more accurate terminology in

some cases, because the reflector may not be a discrete point but a

larger structure, e.g., in automotive radar where the entire side of the

car can be a reflector [29]. However, reflection point appears to be

the more common expression in extended object tracking literature,

so in the remainder of the paper we adhere to this terminology.

Fig. 4. Car with eight modelled radar reflection points: four points

on the corners of the car, and four points on the wheel-houses. Also

illustrated are the visibility regions. Image courtesy of

Hammarstrand et al. [92].

in, e.g., [125, Sec. 12.7.1]. We denote this as a Set of

Points on a Rigid Body (SPRB) model.

In SPRB models the reflection points are detected

independently of each other, and the `th reflection

point has a detection probability p`D that is a func-

tion of the object state. The measurement likelihood is

[125, Eq. 12.208]

p(Z j x) =
X
μ

Y
μ`=0

(1¡p`D)
Y
μ`>0

p`Dp
`(z(μ`) j x) (4)

if jZj · L and p(Z j x) = 0 otherwise. Here jZj is the
cardinality of the measurement set, and μ is an assign-
ment variable.4 In mathematical terms, the measurement

process for each reflection point can be described as a

Bernoulli RFS [125], [127], and the measurement pro-

cess for the extended object is a multi-Bernoulli RFS

[125], [127].

SPRB models were used in some early work on

extended object tracking, see, e.g., [27], [28], [39], [96],

and were applied to data from vision sensors [27], [28].

SPRB modelling has also been applied to automotive

radar, e.g., to model the reflection points on cars [29],

[88], [92]. An illustration of the L= 8 automotive radar

reflection points modelled in [88], [92] is shown in

Figure 4.

A challenge with the SPRB approach is that in a

Bayesian estimation setting it requires data association

between the L points on the extended object and the tar-

get detections, see the summation over the assignments

μ in (4). This association problem can be quite challeng-
ing in settings where the number of points, and their re-

spective locations on the object, are (highly) uncertain.

There are some standard methods for handling asso-

ciation problems, such as finding the best assignment

using the auction algorithm [20], finding the M best

4μ` = 0 means that the `th point is not associated to any measurement,

and μ` = j means that the `th point is associated to the jth measure-

ment. Each measurement in Z is associated to one of the reflection
points, however, no reflection point is associated to more than one

measurement.
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assignments using Murty’s algorithm [135], or comput-

ing marginal association probabilities using, e.g., Prob-

abilistic Data Associastion (PDA) [4] or fast-PDA [57].

A framework for handling the association uncertainty

when automotive radar is used to track a single extended

object is presented in [91]. In [25], [26], the association

problem for the SPRB approach is by-passed by allow-

ing more than one measurement from a point on the

extended object and using the expectation maximization

(EM) algorithm.

2) Spatial model: It was proposed by Gilholm et al.

[66], [67] to model the target detections by an inhomo-

geneous Poisson Point Process (PPP). This models the

number of detections as Poisson distributed with a rate

°(x) that is a function of the object’s state, and the detec-
tions are spatially distributed around the target. By this

means, the data association problem is entirely avoided.

The name spatial model derives from the assumption

that the detections are spatially distributed. In this model

the measurement likelihood is [125, Eq. 12.216]

p(Z j x) = e¡°(x)°(x)jZj
Y
z2Z
p(z j x): (5)

Using a PPP model is motivated in part by mathe-

matical convenience–it is simple to use in both sin-

gle object and multiple object scenarios, and avoiding

an explicit summation over associations between mea-

surements and points on the object is very attractive

[66], [67].

The single measurement likelihood p(z j x) in (5) is
called spatial distribution, and it captures the structure

of the measurements by using a model of the object

extent and a model of the sensor noise. One alternative

is to model p(z j x) directly, e.g., using physics based
modelling of the sensor. Another alternative is to model

each detection z as a noisy measurement of a source
y located somewhere on the object. The distribution
p(z j y) models the sensor noise, the distribution p(y j x)
models the extent and the spatial distribution p(z j x) is
given by the convolution

p(z j x) =
Z
p(z j y)p(y j x)dy: (6)

In other words, the measurement likelihood (6) is the

marginalization of the reflection point y out of the
estimation problem. For the noise model p(z j y) the
Gaussian distribution is a common choice, however,

other noise models are possible. An appropriate choice

for the measurement source distribution p(y j x) depends
heavily on the type of sensor that is used and the

representation of the object’s shape.

In [130, Sec. 2.3] the PPP model (5) is interpreted to

imply that the extended object is far enough away from

the sensor for the measurements to resemble a cluster

of points, rather than a structured ensemble. However,

the PPP model has been used successfully in multiple

Fig. 5. Example of the spatial measurement model. The sensor is a

2D LIDAR located in the origin, and the tracked object is a car. The

sensor can either recieve measurements from two sides (example on

left), or measurements from one side (example on right).

object scenarios where the object measurements show a

high degree of structure, see, e.g., [70], [78], [85].

Multiple extended target tracking using the PPP

model (5) has shown that the tracking results are sensi-

tive to the state dependent Poisson rate °(x), see [74].
The Bayesian conjugate prior for an unknown Poisson

rate is the gamma distribution, see, e.g., [64]. By aug-

menting the state distribution with a gamma distribution

for the Poisson rate, an individual Poisson rate can be

estimated for each extended object [79].

In [85] the PPP spatial model was used to track cars

using data from a 2D LIDAR. The cars were modelled

as rectangularly shaped, see (1) and Figure 2. The

measurement modelling can be simplified by assuming

that the LIDAR measurements are located along either

one side of the assumed rectangular car, or along two

sides. Example measurement likelihoods for these two

cases are shown in Figure 5. The source density p(y j x)
is assumed uniform along the sides that are visible to the

sensor, and a Gaussian density was used for the noise

p(z j y).
A second alternative to the SPRB model with L reflec-

tion points is to use a spatial model where the number of

detections is binomial distributed with parameters L and

pD [159], [160], i.e., there is an implicit assumption that

the probabilities of detection are equal for all L points,

p`D ´ pD, 8`. As in the PPP model, the detections are
spatially distributed around the target state. The mea-

surement likelihood is [159, Eq. 5]

p(Z j x) = L!

(L¡ jZj)!p
jZj
D (1¡pD)L¡jZj

Y
z2Z
p(z j x): (7)

if jZj · L and p(Z j x) = 0 otherwise. Note the consid-
erable similarity to (5): the difference is in the assumed

model for the number of detections, and the single

measurement likelihood p(z j x) in (7) is analogous to
p(z j x) in (5). For known L, the conjugate prior for
an unknown pD is the beta distribution. Bayesian ap-

proaches to estimating unknown L given a known pD, or

estimating both L and pD, have to the best of our knowl-

edge not been presented. However, a simple heuristic for
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the three levels of shape complexity. a) No

shape model is used, the point corresponds to, e.g., the

centre-of-mass. b) A basic geometric shape, such as an ellipse, is

used to represent the extent of the target. c) An arbitrary shape

model is used for the extent of the target.

determining L, under the assumption that pD is known,

is given in [159].

In [66], [67] the Poisson assumption for the number

of detections is not given much motivation using direct

physical modelling of sensor properties. Similarly, in

[159], [160] there is no physical modelling of sensor

properties to motivate the binomial distribution model

for the number of detections. Indeed, both models may

be crude approximations for some sensor types, e.g.,

LIDAR. Nevertheless, experiments with real-world data

show that both models are applicable to many different

sensor types, regardless of whether or not the number

of detections are actually Poisson/binomial distributed.

The PPP model has been used successfully with data

from LIDAR [70], [78], [85], radar [75], [76], and camera

(see Section VI-A). The binomial model has been used

successfully with camera data [159], [160].

3) Physics based modelling: In [29], [88], [91] SPRB

models for car tracking using automotive radars are

derived using a physics based approach. Naturally, it

is possible to use physical modelling of the sensor

properties–both the modelling of the number of de-

tections, and the modelling of the single measurement

likelihood–to derive models that do not fit into the

SPRB model or the spatial model. For example, for a high

resolution radar the number of measurements and their

locations in the range-Doppler image can be reasonably

predicted by deterministic electromagnetic theory, see,

e.g., [21]. In [100] automotive radars are modelled us-

ing direct scattering, and this model is integrated into a

multi-object framework in [166]. LIDAR sensors can be

modelled precisely using ray-tracing [148] which fa-

cilitates the integration into multi-object tracking algo-

rithms using the separable likelihood approach [167].

D. Shape modelling

When it comes to modelling the shape of the object,

it is useful to distinguish different complexity levels for

describing the shape, because different shape complex-

ities might require different approximations and algo-

rithms. The different ways to model this type of ex-

tended object tracking scenario are here divided into

three complexity levels:

TABLE I

Object shape (2D in 2D-space)

Stick [7], [24], [67], [70], [186]

Circle [11], [145], [146]

Ellipse [2], [12], [38], [73], [102], [108], [155], [157],

[171], [224]

Rectangle [73], [85], [100]

Arbitrary shape [9], [32], [86], [95], [109], [111], [121], [198]

1) The simplest level of modelling is to not model the

shape at all, i.e., to only estimate the object’s kine-

matic properties. This approach has lowest compu-

tational complexity and the flexibility to track differ-

ent type of objects is high because this model, even

though it is simplistic in terms of object shape, is

often applicable (with varying degree of accuracy).

2) A more advanced level of modelling is to assume a

specific basic geometric shape for the object, such

as an ellipse, a line, or a rectangle.

3) The most advanced approach is to construct a mea-

surement model that is capable of handling a broad

variety of both different shapes and different mea-

surement appearances. While such a model would

be most general, it could also prove to be overly

computationally complex.

The three complexity levels are illustrated in Fig-

ure 6, and some references whose shape modelling fall

into the latter two categories are listed in Table I.

The correct choice of complexity level is challenging

and does not have a simple answer. In general, the more

complex the shape, the more measurements (with less

noise) are required to get a reasonable shape estimate.

Furthermore, it depends on the type of sensor that is

used, the types of objects, their motions, and what the

tracking output will be used for. In some scenarios it

may be sufficient to know the position of each object, in

other scenarios it is necessary to have a detailed estimate

of the size and shape of each object.

For example, in [70] it is shown that using LIDAR

data bicycles can be tracked fairly accurately with-

out modelling the extent. However, estimation perfor-

mance5 is improved by using a spatial distribution

model where the measurement source distribution, cf.

p(y j x) in (6), is modelled by a stick shape and uniform
distribution and the noise distribution, cf. p(z j y) in (6),
is modelled by a Gaussian distribution. Specifically, by

modelling the shape it becomes possible to capture ro-

tations of the shape, and thus capture the onset of turn-

ing maneuvers. Without a shape estimate, the turning is

captured at a later time [70].

The 2D-LIDAR bicycle tracking results are also an

example of how a simple geometric shape, in this case

a stick, combined with a simple Gaussian noise model,

is a suitable measurement likelihood. A 2D stick shape

5Video with tracking results: https://youtu.be/sGTGNkrprts.
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is a crude approximation of the way a person riding a bi-

cycle looks from a top-down perspective, however, here

the stick shape is intended to model the measurement

likelihood, and is not intended to be a nice visualization

of the tracked bicyclist. Similarly, a rectangle shape is

suitable when 2D-LIDAR is used to track cars, see, e.g.,

[73], [85], [148], even though many cars are only ap-

proximately rectangular. Another example is the ellipse-

shape that is used to track boats and ships using marine

radar in, e.g., [75], [76], [188—190]. Typically neither

boats, nor ships, are shaped like ellipses, however, the

ellipse shape is suitable for the measurement modelling,

and the estimated major and minor axes of the object

ellipses are accurate estimates of the real-world lengths

and widths of the boats/ships [188—190].

In some scenarios the objects have extents with

shapes that cannot accurately be represented by a simple

geometric shape like an ellipse or a rectangle. For esti-

mation of arbitrary object shapes, the literature contains

at least two different types of approaches: either the

shape is modelled as a curve with some parametrization

[9], [32], [95], [121], [198], or the shape is modelled

as combination of ellipses [86], [109], [111]. When the

shape is given a curve parametrization the noisy detec-

tions can be modelled using Gaussian processes [95],

[198]. Applied to car tracking using 2D-LIDAR [95],

[198], this allows for shape modelling with rounded cor-

ners, which is a more accurate model of actual cars than

a rectangle with sharp corners is. The price of a more

accurate model is an increased complexity: a general

shape requires more parameters than a simple geometric

shape.

The increased complexity can be alleviated by uti-

lizing the prior knowledge that cars are symmetric, see

[51] for a general concept to incorporate symmetries

and [95] for a Gaussian process model example. An-

other approach to handling the complexity is to use dif-

ferent models at different distances from the sensor; in

[206] the priority of objects is ranked in three groups,

specifying how accurately the different objects should

be modelled. For example, for collision avoidance in au-

tonomous driving, the objects closest to the ego-vehicle

are more important than the distant objects, and this jus-

tifies “taking” computational resources from the distant

objects and “spending” it on the closer objects.

In addition to modelling the shape itself, there are

different ways to model how the measurements are

spatially distributed over the shape. The types of ex-

tended object spatial distributions can be divided into

two classes:

² Measurements along the boundary of the object’s
extent. For measurements in 2D, this means that

the measurements are noisy points on a curve. For

measurements in 3D, the measurements are noisy

points on either a curve or a surface. Measurements

along the boundary are obtained, e.g., when LIDAR is

used in automotive applications.

Fig. 7. a) Measurements from the boundary b) Measurements from

the surface.

TABLE II

Shape Dimensions

Curve in 2D/3D space: [7], [24], [67], [70], [150], [222]

Surface in 2D space: [12], [38], [73], [102], [108], [146], [155],

[157], [171], [224]

Surface in 3D space: [48], [52]

² Measurements inside the object’s extent, i.e., the
measurements form a cluster. For example, two-

dimensional radar detections of marine vessels can

be interpreted as measurements from the inner of a

two-dimensional shape, e.g., an ellipse, see [76] and

Section VI-B for an experimental example.

In Table II some references are listed according

to the shape dimension and measurement type, and

Figure 7 provides an illustration. To our knowledge

there is no explicit work about the estimation of 3D

shapes in 3D space, probably because there are rarely

sensors for this case. However, most algorithms for 2D

shapes in 2D space can be generalized rather easily to

the 3D case.

When the measurements lie on the boundary of the

extended object, the resulting theoretical problem shares

similarities with traditional curve fitting, where a curve

is to be matched with noisy points [34], [58]. However,

the curve fitting problem only considers static scenarios,

i.e., non-moving curves. Additionally, the noise is usu-

ally isotropic and non-recursive non-Bayesian methods

have been developed. Hence, curve fitting algorithms

usually cannot directly be applied in the extended object

tracking context. For a discussion of the rare Kalman

filter-based approaches for curve fitting, we refer to

[150], [222].

To summarize the discussion about shape modelling,

we note that it is important that the shape model is not

only a reasonable representation of the true object shape

but is also suitable for the measurement modelling, and

that the shape model has a complexity that is appropriate

for the sensor, the tracked object, and the computational

resources.

E. Dynamics modelling

The object dynamic model describes how the ob-

ject state evolves over time; for a moving object this

describes how the object moves. This involves the posi-

tion and the kinematic states that describe the motion–

e.g., velocity, acceleration, turn-rate–however, it also

involves descriptions of how the extent changes over

time (typically it rotates when the object turns) and how
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the number of measurements changes over time (often

there are more measurements the closer to the sensor

the object is).

There are two probabilistic parts to dynamics mod-

elling that are important: the transition density and the

Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. The transition density

is denoted

p(xk+1 j xk), (8)

and describes the transition of the state from time step k

to time step k+1, i.e., from xk to xk+1. The Chapman-
Kolmogorov equation

p(xk+1) =
Z
p(xk+1 j xk)p(xk)dxk: (9)

describes how, given a prior state density p(xk) and
a transition density, the predicted density p(xk+1) is
computed.

In many cases the dynamics for the position and

the kinematic states can be modelled using any of the

models that are standard in point object tracking, see

[115] for a comprehensive overview. Examples include

the constant velocity (CV) model, the constant accel-

eration (CA) model, and the coordinated, or constant,

turn (CT) model. Detailed descriptions of CV, CA and

CT models are given in [115]. When the tracked objects

are cars, so called bicycle-models, introduced in [158],

are suitable for describing the target motion, see, e.g.,

[168, Ch. 10—11] for an overview and introduction to

bicycle-models.

When the extended object is a rigid body its size

and shape does not change over time, however, the

orientation of the shape (typically) rotates when the

object turns. If the object is described by a set of

points on a rigid body, see Section II-C.1, the point of

rotation must be specified, and the centre-of-mass is a

suitable choice. For the more common spatial models,

see Section II-C.2, a typical assumption for the extent

is to assume that its orientation is aligned with the

heading of the object, e.g., this is the case in the bicycle

models that are used in [70], [85]. When the heading

and orientation are aligned the rotation of the extent

does not have to be explicitly modelled as it is implicitly

modelled by the object’s heading. However, if this is not

the case, the point of the rotation must be specified–

again a suitable choice is the object’s centre-of-mass.

When there are multiple objects present a common

assumption is that the objects evolve independently of

each other, resulting in the object estimates being pre-

dicted independently. Obviously, an independent predic-

tion may result in physically impossible (e.g., overlap-

ping/intersecting) object state estimates. To better model

target interactions one can use, e.g., social force mod-

elling [93]; this is done in [155], where LIDAR is used

to track pedestrians. In group object tracking, where

several objects form groups while remaining distin-

guishable, it is possible to apply, e.g., leader-follower

models, allowing for the individual objects to be pre-

dicted dependently, see e.g., [35], [143]. A Markov

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach to inferring inter-

action strengths between targets in groups is presented

in [134].

III. TRACKING A SINGLE EXTENDED OBJECT

In this section we overview some widely-used ap-

proaches for single extended object tracking, namely

random matrix models and star-convex models.

A. Random Matrix Approach

The random matrix model was originally proposed

by Koch [102], and is an example of a spatial model

(Section II-C.2). It models the extended object state

as the combination of a kinematic state vector xk and
an extent matrix6 Xk. The vector xk represents the
object’s position and its motion properties, such as

velocity, acceleration, and turn-rate. The d£d matrix Xk
represents the object’s extent, where d is the dimension

of the object; d = 2 for tracking with 2D position and

d = 3 for tracking with 3D position. The matrix Xk
is modelled as being symmetric and positive definite,

which implies that the object shape is approximated

by an ellipse. The ellipse shape may seem limiting,

however, the model is applicable to many real scenarios,

e.g., pedestrian tracking using LIDAR [78] and tracking

of boats and ships using marine radar [75], [76], [171],

[188]—[190].

1) Original measurement model: In the original

model [102] the measurements are assumed indepen-

dent, and conditioned on the object state xk,Xk the sin-
gle measurement likelihood–cf. (5), (7)–is modelled

as Gaussian,

p(zk j xk,Xk) =N (zk; (Hk − Id)xk,Xk): (10a)

where − is the Kronecker product, Id is an identity
matrix of the same dimensions as the extent, the noise

covariance matrix is the extent matrix, and (Hk − Id) is a
measurement model that picks out the Cartesian position

from the kinematic vector xk.
For Gaussian measurements, the conjugate priors

for unknown mean and covariance are the Gaussian

and the inverse Wishart distributions, respectively. This

motivates the object state distribution [102]

p(xk,Xk j Zk) = p(xk j Xk,Zk)p(Xk j Zk) (10b)

=N (xk;mkjk,Pkjk −Xk)
£IWd(Xk;vkjk,Vkjk), (10c)

6The book by Gupta and Nagar [89] is a good reference for various

matrix variate distributions.
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the random matrix measurement model. The sensor is located in the origin. a) Uniform reflection points, no noise.

b) Gaussian approximation of uniform distribution. c) Uniform reflection points, Cartesian Gaussian noise. d)—e) Uniform reflection points,

polar Gaussian noise. Note how the spread due to noise is larger when the object is further away (e).

where the kinematic vector is Gaussian distributed with

mean mkjk and covariance Pkjk −Xk, and the extent ma-
trix is inverse Wishart distributed with vkjk degrees of
freedom and scale matrix Vkjk. Owing to the specific
form of the conditional Gaussian distribution, where the

covariance is the Kronecker product of a matrix Pkjk and
the extent matrix, non-linear dynamics, such as turn-

rate, can not be included in the kinematic vector. In

this model the kinematic state xk is limited to consist of
a spatial state component rk that represents the center
of mass (i.e., the object’s position), and derivatives of

rk (typically velocity and acceleration, although higher
derivatives are possible) [102]. It follows from this that

the motion modelling for the kinematic state is linear

[102], see further in Section III-A.4.

The measurement update is linear without approx-

imation [102], the details are given in Table III. For

the kinematic state a Kalman-filter-like update is per-

formed, and the extent state is updated with two matri-

ces N and Z, where the matrix N is proportional to the

spread of the centroid measurement z̄ (mean measure-
ment) around the predicted centroid (Hk − Id)m, and the
matrix Z is proportional to the sum of the spreads of

the measurements around the centroid measurement.

2) Improved noise modelling: An implicit assump-

tion of the original random matrix model (10) is that

the measurement noise is negligible compared to the

extent. In some scenarios this assumption does not hold,

for example when marine X-band radar is used [188].

If the measurement noise is not modelled properly the

filtering will lead to a biased estimate, see, e.g., [76].

To alleviate this problem Feldmann et al. [54]—

[56] suggested to use a measurement likelihood that

is a convolution of a source distribution and a noise

distribution, see (6). The noise is modelled as zero mean

Gaussian with constant covariance,

p(zk j yk) =N (zk;yk,R), (11)

and the measurement sources are modelled as uniformly

distributed on the object,

p(yk j xk,Xk) = U(yk;xk,Xk): (12)

A uniform distribution is appropriate, e.g., when marine

radar is used to track boats and ships, see [75], [76],

[188]—[190]. The drawback of the uniform distribution

is that the convolution (6) is not analytically tractable.

It is shown in [56] that for an elliptically shaped ob-

ject the uniform distribution (12) can be approximated

by a Gaussian distribution

p(yk j xk,Xk) =N (yk;Hkxk,zXk) (13)

where z is a scaling factor and Hk is a measurement
model that picks out the position. A simulation study

in [56] showed that z = 1=4 is a good parameter set-

ting; this result is experimentally verified in [188]. The

difference between the uniform distribution (12) and its

Gaussian approximation (13) is illustrated in Figure 8,

see subfigures a and b.

With the Gaussian noise model (11) and the Gaus-

sian approximation (13) the solution to the convolution

(6) is

p(zk j xk,Xk) =N (zk;Hkxk,zXk +R): (14)

An example with elliptic extent X and circular mea-

surement noise covariance R is given in Figure 8, see

subfigure c. The inclusion of the constant noise matrix R

means that, with a Gaussian inverse Wishart prior of the

form (10), the update is no longer analytically tractable.

Feldmann et al. [54]—[56] proposed to approach this by

modelling the extended object state with a factorised

state density

p(xk,Xk j Zk) = p(xk j Zk)p(Xk j Zk) (15a)

=N (xk;mkjk,Pkjk)
£IWd(Xk;vkjk,Vkjk): (15b)

Note the assumed independence between the kinematic

state xk and Xk in (15b), an assumption that cannot be
fully theoretically justified.7

Despite this theoretical drawback of a factorised

density (15), there are some practical advantages to us-

ing the state distribution (15b), instead of (10c). The

factorised model allows for a more general class of

kinematic state vectors xk, e.g., including non-linear dy-
namics such as heading and turn-rate, and the Gaussian

covariance is no longer intertwined with the extent ma-

trix. Further, the measurement model is better when the

size of the extent and the size of the sensor noise are

within the same order of magnitude [56]. The assumed

independence between xk and Xk is alleviated in practice

7After updating with a set of measurements Z the kinematic state x
and extent state X are necessarily dependent.
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TABLE III

Random matrix update from [102]

Input: Parameters m,P,v,V of conditional state density (10), mea-

surement model H, set of detections W, n= jWj
Output: Updated parameters m+,P+,v+,V+

m+ =m+(K − Id)"

P+ = P¡KSKT

v+ = v+ n

V+ = V+N +Z

"= z̄¡ (H− Id)m

z̄=
1

n

X
zi2W

zi

Z =
X
zi2W

(zi ¡ z̄)(zi ¡ z̄)T

S =HPHT +
1

n

K = PHTS¡1

N = S¡1""T

by the measurement update which provides for the nec-

essary interdependence between kinematics and extent

estimation, see [56].

With the measurement likelihood (14) and the state

density in (15) the updated extent estimate is unbiased,

however, the measurement update requires approxima-

tion. The update presented in [56], for details see Ta-

ble IV, is based on the assumption that the extent is

approximately equal to the predicted estimate,

Xk ¼ X̂kjk¡1 = E[Xk j Zk¡1], (16)

and on the approximation of non-linear functions of

the extent using matrix square roots computed with

Cholesky factorisation, X̂ = X̂T=2X̂1=2. After some clever

approximations the update of the kinematic state is

again a Kalman filter-like update, and the extent state

shape matrix is again updated with two matrices N̂ and

Ẑ proportional to the spreads around the predicted mea-

surement and the centroid. Note that the difference to

the original approach, see N and Z in Table III is in the

scaling of the two matrices.

A simulation study in [56] shows that the noisy

measurement model (14) and the factorised state model

(15) does indeed outperform the original model (10)

when the measurement noise is non-negligible. A per-

formance analysis of the update in Table IV based on

the posterior Cramér-Rao lower bounds can be found in

[163].

For the models (14) and (15) two additional updates

are presented in [3], [138]. The update presented in

TABLE IV

Random matrix update from [56]

Input: Parameters m,P,v,V of factorised state density (15), measure-
ment model H, measurement noise covariance R, scaling factor z, set
of detections W, n= jWj
Output: Updated parameters m+,P+,v+,V+

m+ =m+K"

P+ = P¡KSKT

v+ = v+ n

V+ = V+ N̂ + Ẑ

"= z̄¡Hm

z̄=
1

n

X
zi2W

zi

Z =
X
zi2W

(zi ¡ z̄)(zi ¡ z̄)T

S =HPHT +
Y

n

K = PHTS¡1

X̂ = V(v¡ 2d¡ 2)¡1

Y = zX̂ +R

N̂ = X̂1=2S¡1=2""T(S¡1=2)T(X̂1=2)T

Ẑ = X̂1=2Y¡1=2Z(Y¡1=2)T(X̂1=2)T

[138] is based on variational Bayesian approximation,8

where the unknown measurement sources y, cf. (6), are
estimated as so called hidden variables. The update is

iterative, and can be run either for a fixed number of

iterations, or until some convergence criterion is met.

The details are given in Table V.

A simulation study in [138] shows that the varia-

tional update has smaller estimation error than the up-

date based on Cholesky factorisation (Table IV), at the

price of higher computational cost. It is reported that the

update on average converges in 5 iterations, however, to

be on the safe side 20 iterations were performed in each

update in the simulation study [138].

An update based on linearisation of the natural log-

arithm of the measurement likelihood (14) is presented

in [3], details are given in Table VI. A simulation study

in [3] shows that the log-linearised update gives results

that almost match the variational update, at a lower com-

putational cost.

8Variational Bayes, or simply variational inference, is a type of ap-

proximate inference that builds upon approximating the true distri-

bution with a factorised distribution, i.e, approximation under as-

sumed independence. Thus, variational Bayes is a suitable estimation

method for the state model (15b), since this model already makes the

necessary factorisation assumption and approximates the distribution

p(xk ,Xk j Zk) with a factorised distribution p(xk j Zk)p(Xk j Zk). Varia-
tional Bayes, and other approximate inference methods, are described

further in, e.g., [22, Ch. 10].
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TABLE V

Random matrix update from [138]

Input: Parameters m,P,v,V of factorised state density (15), measure-
ment model H, measurement noise covariance R, scaling factor z, set
of detections W, n= jWj
Output: Updated parameters m+,P+,v+,V+
Initialize

yi,(0) = zi

§(0) = zV(v¡ 2d¡ 2)¡1

m(0)+ =m

P(0)+ = P

v+ = v+ n

V(0)+ = V

Iterate until convergence

yi,(t+1) = §(t+1)(v+(zV
(t)
+ )¡1Hm(t)+ +R

¡1zi)

§(t+1) = (v+(zV
(t)
+ )¡1 +R¡1)¡1

m(t+1)+ = P(t+1)+

Ã
P¡1m+ nHTv+(zV

(t)
+ )¡1

1

n

X
i

yi,(t)

!
P(t+1)+ = (P¡1 + nHTv+(zV

(t)
+ )¡1H)¡1

V(t+1)+ = V+
1

z

X
i

(yi,(t)¡Hm(t)+ )(yi,(t)¡Hm(t)+ )T

+
n

z
HP(t)HT +

n

z
§(t)

Output (T is the final iteration)

m+ =m
(T)
+

P+ = P
(T)
+

v+ = v+ n

V+ = V
(T)
+

To improve the measurement modelling for the orig-

inal conditional state model (10c) the following mea-

surement likelihood was proposed in [107], [108],

p(zk j xk,Xk) =N (zk; (Hk − I)xk,BkXkBTk ) (17)

where Bk is a known parameter matrix. The update,

see details in Table VII, builds upon the approximation

[108, Eq. 28]
BkXkB

T
k ¼ °kXk (18)

where °k is a scalar that is given by setting the determi-

nants of both sides equal [108, Eq. 29]

det(BkXkB
T
k ) = det(°kXk)) °k = det(Bk)

2=d (19)

Under the assumption that the extent is approximately

equal to the predicted estimate (16) the measurement

model (17) can model additive Gaussian noise approx-

imately by setting

Bk = (zX̂kjk¡1 +R)
1=2X̂

¡1=2
kjk¡1: (20)

TABLE VI

Random matrix update from [3]

Input: Parameters m,P,v,V of factorised state density (15), measure-
ment model H, measurement noise covariance R, scaling factor z, set
of detections W, n= jWj
Output: Updated parameters m+,P+,v+,V+

m+ =m+K"

P+ = P¡KSKT

v+ = v+ n

V+ = V+M

"= z̄¡Hm

z̄=
1

n

X
zi2W

zi

Z =
X
zi2W

(zi ¡ z̄)(zi ¡ z̄)T

S =HPHT +
zX̂ +R

n

K = PHTS¡1

X̂ = V(v¡ 2d¡ 2)¡1

C =HPHT + zX̂ +R

M = nX̂ + nzX̂C¡1
³
Z

n
+ ""T¡C

´
C¡1X̂

Note that similarly to the update presented in [56], this

requires matrix square roots. In addition to modelling

noise, the matrix Bk can be used to model distortion of

the observed extent [108].

3) Non-linear measurements: Both the original mea-

surement likelihood (10a) and the noise adapted mea-

surement likelihoods (14) and (17) are linear with re-

spect to the kinematic state xk, and the noise covariance
in (14) and (17) is constant. However, when real-world

data is used the measurement model is often non-linear,

e.g., a radar measures range and azimuth to the object’s

position instead of measuring the position directly as in

(10a) and (14). Further, due to the polar noise the noise

covariance in Cartesian coordinates is not constant, but

increases with increasing sensor-to-object distance.

In [188]—[190] non-linear radar measurements are

handled by performing a polar to Cartesian conversion

in a pre-processing step, and by modelling the the noise

covariance R(y) as a function of the reflection point.
The measurement noise model (11) is modified to

p(zk j yk,xk,Xk) =N (zk;yk,R(yk)): (21)

After conversion to Cartesian coordinates the spread of

the measurements due to noise is larger the further the

object is from the sensor, see Figure 8, subfigures d and
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TABLE VII

Random matrix update from [107]

Input: Parameters m,P,v,V of conditional state density (10), mea-

surement model H, parameter matrix B, set of detections W, n= jWj
Output: Updated parameters m+,P+,v+,V+

m+ =m+(K − Id)"

P+ = P¡KSKT

v+ = v+ n

V+ = V+N + Ẑ

"= z̄¡ (H− Id)m

z̄=
1

n

X
zi2W

zi

Z =
X
zi2W

(zi ¡ z̄)(zi ¡ z̄)T

S =HPHT +
det(B)2=d

n

K = PHTS¡1

N = S¡1""T

Ẑ = B¡1ZB¡T

e. With the Gaussian noise model (21) and the Gaussian

approximation (13), the convolution of the two (cf. (6))

p(zk j xk,Xk)

=

Z
N (zk;yk,R(yk))N (yk;Hxk,zXk)dyk, (22)

does not have an analytical solution. In [188]—[190] this

is handled by approximating the noise covariance as

R(y)¼ R(ŷk), (23)

ŷk =Hx̂kjk¡1 =HE[xk j Zk¡1]: (24)

This allows any of the updates presented in [3], [56],

[138] to be used (see Tables IV, V and VI).

Non-linear range and azimuth measurement for the

conditional state model (10c) and the measurement like-

lihood (17) are modelled in [113], where linearisation

and a Variational Bayes scheme are used to handle the

non-linearities in the update. Radar doppler rate is inte-

grated into the measurement modelling in [171].

4) Dynamic modelling: In the original random matrix

model [102] the transition density is modelled as

p(xk+1,Xk+1 j xk,Xk)
¼ p(xk+1 j Xk+1,xk)p(Xk+1 j Xk), (25a)

=N (xk+1;(Fk − Id)xk,Dk −Xk+1)
£Wd(Xk+1;nk,Xk=nk) (25b)

TABLE VIII

Random matrix prediction from [102]

Input: Parameters m,P,v,V of conditional state density (10), motion
model F, motion noise covariance D, sampling time Ts, temporal

decay constant ¿

Output: Predicted parameters m+,P+,v+,V+

m+ = (F − Id)m

P+ = FPF
T +D

v+ = e
¡Ts=¿ v

V+ =
v+¡ 2d¡ 2
v¡ 2d¡ 2 V

and in [56] a slightly different transition density was

proposed,

p(xk+1,Xk+1 j xk,Xk)
¼ p(xk+1 j xk)p(Xk+1 j Xk): (26a)

=N (xk+1;Fkxk,Qk)
£Wd(Xk+1;nk,Xk=nk) (26b)

In both cases we have a linear Gaussian transition

density for the kinematic vector, and for the extent a

Wishart transition density where the parameter nk > 0

governs the noise level of the prediction: the smaller nk
is, the higher the process noise.

The predicted parameters of the kinematic state are

simple to compute. For the extent state, rather than

solving the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, a simple

heuristic is used in which the expected value is kept

constant and the variance is increased [102]. This corre-

sponds to exponential forgetting for the extent state, see

[83] for additional discussion. The predicted parameters

are given in Table VIII and Table IX.

This model for the extent’s time evolution is suffi-

cient when the object manoeuvres are sufficiently slow.

In practice, this means that the object turns slowly

enough for the rotation of the extent to be very small

from one time step to another. The kinematics transi-

tion density p(xk+1 j xk) in (26) is assumed independent
of the extent. This neglects factors such as wind resis-

tance, which can be modelled as a function of the extent

Xk, however, the assumption is necessary to retain the

functional form (15b) in a Bayesian recursion.

An alternative to the heuristic extent predictions

from [56], [102] is to analytically solve the Chapman-

Kolmogorov equation (9) for a Wishart transition den-

sity, and approximate the resulting density with an in-

verse Wishart density. Different approaches to this is

discussed in, e.g., [83], [102], [107], [108], [117].

In [107], [108] the following transition density is

used, where transformations of the extent are allowed
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TABLE IX

Random matrix prediction from [56]

Input: Parameters m,P,v,V of factorised state density (15), motion

model F, motion noise covarianceQ, sampling time Ts, temporal decay
constant ¿

Output: Predicted parameters m+,P+,v+,V+

m+ = Fm

P+ = FPF
T +Q

v+ = 2d+2+ e
¡Ts=¿ (v¡ 2d¡ 2)

V+ =
v+¡ 2d¡ 2
v¡ 2d¡ 2 V

via known parameter matrices Ak,

p(xk+1,Xk+1 j xk,Xk)
¼ p(xk+1 j Xk+1,xk)p(Xk+1 j Xk), (27a)

=N (xk+1;(Fk − Id)xk,Dk −Xk+1)
£Wd(Xk+1;nk,AkXkA

T
k ) (27b)

The solution to the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (9)

is not Gaussian inverse Wishart of the form (10), how-

ever, using moment matching it can be approximated as

such. The predicted parameters are given in Table X.

The parameter matrices Ak correspond to, e.g., rotation

matrices. Rotation matrices are useful for a turning tar-

get, because the extent rotates as the target turns. By

using the prediction in Table X with three motion mod-

els, with different matrices Ak corresponding to i) no ro-

tation, ii) clockwise rotation and iii) counter-clockwise

rotation, the target motion can be predicted better com-

pared to using the prediction in Table VIII, leading to

improved estimation, see [108].

The extent transition density p(Xk+1 j Xk) in (25),
(26), and (27), assumes independence of the prior kine-

matic state xk. The extent of an object going through a
turning manoeuvre will typically rotate during the turn,

because the extent is aligned with the object’s heading.

This implies that the extent transition density should be

dependent on the turn-rate, i.e., it should be dependent

on the kinematic state xk.
The inverse Wishart transition density is generalized

in [77], [83] to allow for transformation matrices M(xk)
that are functions of the kinematic state, which means

that the rotation angle can be coupled to, e.g., the

turn-rate, and estimated online. The following transition

density is used with the factorised state density (15),

p(xk+1,Xk+1 j xk,Xk)
¼ p(xk+1 j xk)p(Xk+1 j xk,Xk): (28a)

=N (xk+1; fk(xk),Qk)

£Wd

μ
Xk+1;nk,

M(xk)XkM(xk)
T

nk

¶
(28b)

TABLE X

Random matrix prediction from [107]

Input: Parameters m,P,v,V of conditional state density (10), motion
model F, motion noise covariance D, motion noise degrees of freedom

n, parameter matrix A

Output: Predicted parameters m+,P+,v+,V+

m+ = (F − Id)m

P+ = FPF
T +D

v+ =
2n(¸¡ 1)(¸¡ 2)

¸(¸+ n)
+2d+4

V+ =
n

¸¡ 1 (v¡ 2d¡ 2)AVA
T

¸= v¡ 2d¡ 2

Note that a non-linear motion model f(¢) is used.
Similarly to (27), the solution to the Chapman-

Kolmogorov equation is not of the desired form, i.e, not

a factorised Gaussian inverse Wishart (15). By minimis-

ing the Kullback-Leibler divergence, the predicted den-

sity can be approximated as Gaussian inverse Wishart

of the form (15). The parameters of the prediction are

given in Table XI. The proof that the solution s to the

non-linear equation is unique is given in [77].

A comparison of the predictions resulting from the

transition densities (26), (27) and (28), i.e., the predic-

tions in Tables IX, X, XI, is presented in [83]. For a

target that moves according to a constant turn motion

model, see, e.g., [115, Sec. V.A], the prediction in Ta-

ble XI is shown to give lowest filtering and prediction

errors when the true turn-rate is unknown. If the true

turn-rate is assumed to be known, the two predictions

in Tables X and XI perform similarly. Average cycle

times for Matlab implementations are reported for the

prediction in Table XI and the prediction in Table X; the

prediction in Table XI is shown to be about three times

faster than the prediction in Table X with three modes.

Note that any prediction or update can be speeded up,

e.g., by parallelising computations or implementing in a

fast low level language, like C++. Because of this it is

important to interpret any differences in average cycle

time with care.

When there are many measurements per object the

measurement update will dominate the prediction and

compensate for dynamic motion modelling errors. How-

ever, when multiple objects are located next to each

other the prediction is important even in scenarios with

many measurements per object, and accurate motion

modelling can be crucial for estimation performance,

see [83], [86], [87].

5) Further extensions of the random matrix model:
Multiple extended object tracking is overviewed in

Section IV, here we briefly mention some MTT algo-

rithms where the random matrix model has been used.
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In [200]—[202] it is used in the Probabilistic Multi-

Hypothesis Tracking (PMHT) framework [176] to track

persons in video data. The random matrix model has

also been used in several RFS-type filters for multiple ex-

tended object tracking in clutter [19], [68], [78], [122].

JPDA-type MTT algorithms are presented in [170], [171],

[187]. Multi object tracking requires the predicted like-

lihood

p(Z) =
Z Z

p(Z j x,X)p(x,X)dxdX (29)

In [78, Appendix A] it is shown that for the original

model [102] the predicted likelihood is proportional to

a generalized matrix variate beta type 2 distribution. In

MTT algorithms it is necessary to maintain several ob-

ject hypotheses due to the many involved uncertainties.

When the random matrix model is used the number of

hypotheses can be reduced using the merging algorithm

presented in [81].

Elliptically shaped group objects are tracked un-

der kinematical constraints in [101]. A multiple model

framework is used to handle different object types in

[31], [112], leading to joint tracking and classification.

New object spawning, and merging of two object’s into

a single object, is modelled within the random ma-

trix framework in [82]. The MTT algorithms mentioned

above all consider a single sensor. In [191] the multi

sensor case is considered, and four different updates

are derived and compared using marine radar data. A

random matrix estimator based on a Rao-Blackwellised

state density, with a Gaussian for the kinematic state

density and a particle approximation for the extent

state density, is shown to have best performance, albeit

at higher average cycle time that the other estimators

[191]. The random matrix model is applied to mapping

in [53], where a batch measurement update is presented,

allowing all data to be processed at once instead of se-

quentially.

The random matrix model assumes an ellipse shape

for the object’s extent. For objects with irregular, non-

ellipsoidal, extents, the shape can be approximated as a

combination of several elliptically shaped subobjects.

Using multiple instances of a simpler shape allevi-

ates the limitations posed by the implied elliptic object

shape,9 and also retains, on a subobject level, the rel-

ative simplicity of the random matrix model. In [111]

a single extended object model is given where the ex-

tended object is a combination of multiple subobjects

with kinematic state vectors x(i)k and extent matrices

X(i)k , and each subobject is modelled using (10c). Note

that this model assumes independence between the sub-

objects. By modelling the subobject kinematic vectors

as dependent random variables estimation performance

can be improved significantly, see [86], [87]. In [110]

the non-ellipsoidal extended object model [111] is used

9As the number of ellipses grows, their combination can form nearly

any given shape.

TABLE XI

Random matrix prediction from [83]

Input: Parameters m,P,v,V of factorised state density (15), motion

model f(¢), motion noise covariance Q, motion noise degrees of

freedom n, matrix transformation function M(¢)
Output: Predicted parameters m+,P+,v+,V+
m+ = f(m)

P+ = FPF
T +Q

v+ = (d+1)

³
2+

(s¡ d¡ 1)(n¡ d¡ 1)(v¡ 2d¡ 2)
sn(v¡ d¡ 1)¡ (s¡ d¡ 1)(n¡ d¡ 1)(v¡ 2d¡ 2)

´
V+ =

v+¡ d¡ 1
v¡ d¡ 1

s¡ d¡ 1
s

n¡ d¡ 1
n

C2

F=rxf(x)jx=m
C1 = E[log(det(M(x)VM(x)

T))]

C2 = E[M(x)VM(x)
T]

where s is the unique solution to h(s) = 0,

h(s) = d log

³
s

2

´
¡

dX
i=1

Ã0

³
s¡ i+1
2

´
+C1¡ log(det(C2))

and Ãk(¢) is the poly-gamma function of order k. A solution to h(s) = 0
can be found using numerical root-finding. The second order Halley’s

iteration is

s(t+1) = s(t)¡ 2h(s(t))h0(s(t))
2(h0(s(t)))2¡ h(s(t))h00(s(t))

where the first and second order differentiations of h(s) w.r.t. s are

h0(s) =
d

s
¡ 1
2

dX
i=1

Ã1

³
s¡ i+1
2

´

h00(s) =¡ d
s2
¡ 1
4

dX
i=1

Ã2

³
s¡ i+1
2

´
The expected values can be approximated using Taylor expansion,

C1 ¼ log(det(M(m)VM(m)T))

+

nxX
i=1

nxX
j=1

d2 log(det(M(x)VM(x)T))
dxidxj

¯̄̄̄
x=m

Pi,j

C2 ¼M(m)VM(m)T

+

nxX
i=1

nxX
j=1

d2(M(x)VM(x)T)
dxidxj

¯̄̄̄
x=m

Pi,j

where xi is the ith element of x, Pi,j is the i,jth element of P, and the
differentiations are (Mx =M(x) for brevity)

d2 log(det(W))

dxidxj
= Tr

μ
W¡1 d2W

dxidxj
¡W¡1 dW

dxi
W¡1 dW

dxj

¶
dMxVM

T
x

dxj
=
dMx
dxj

VMT
x +MxV

dMT
x

dxj

d2MxVM
T
x

dxidxj
=
d2Mx
dxidxj

VMT
x +

dMx
dxj

V
dMT

x
dxi

+
dMx
dxi

V
dMT

x
dxj

+MxV
d2MT

x
dxidxj
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in a joint tracking and classification framework. The

work [225] derives a multi-Bernoulli filter for extended

targets based on sub-random matrices.

For performance evaluation of estimates computed

using any of the random matrix predictions/updates, the

Gaussian Wasserstein distance is a suitable performance

measure [211]. For the random matrix prediction/update

presented in [56], see Tables IV and IX, the posterior

Cramér-Rao Lower Bound CRLB is given in [163].

B. Star-Convex Shape Approaches

Star-convex shape approaches based on the random

hypersurface model [8], [10] and its variant the Gaus-

sian process model [95], [198] constitute an extended

object tracking framework that employs

² a parametric representation of the shape contour,
² a Gaussian distribution for representing the uncer-
tainty of the joint state vector of the kinematic and

shape parameters, and

² non-linear Kalman filters for performing the measure-
ment update.

In contrast to the random matrix model that inher-

ently relies on the elliptic shape, the approaches in this

subsection are designed for general star-convex shapes

(without using multiple subobjects). However, the in-

creased flexibility comes at the price of more complex

closed-form formulas.

In the following, we first discuss the benefits of

non-linear Kalman filters for extended object tracking.

Next, the random hypersurface model and the Gaussian

process model for star-convex shapes are introduced.

Finally, an overview of recent developments and trends

in the context of random hypersurface models is given.

1) Review–Non-linear Kalman Filtering: Consider a

general non-linear measurement function (time index is

omitted) in the form

z= h(x,v), (30)

which maps the state x and the noise v to the measure-
ment z. We assume that both the prior probability den-
sity function of the state and noise density are Gaussian,

i.e., p(x) =N (x;m,P) and p(v) =N (v;0,R). In order to
calculate the posterior density function

p(x j z) = p(z j x) ¢p(x)
p(z)

, (31)

it is necessary to determine the likelihood function

p(z j x) based on (30). Unfortunately, as the noise in
(30) is non-additive, no general closed-form solution for

the likelihood is available. As a consequence, non-linear

estimators that work with the likelihood function (e.g.,

standard particle filters) cannot be applied directly to

this kind of measurement equation. However, there are

non-linear filters that do not explicitly calculate the like-

lihood function–instead they exclusively work with the

Fig. 9. Illustration of the representation of a star-convex contour

(left) with a radius function r(Á) (right).

measurement equation (30). The most prominent exam-

ples are non-linear Kalman filters, which directly apply

the Kalman filter formulas to the non-linear measure-

ment equation (30) in order to approximate the mean

m+ and covariance P+ of the posterior density (31) as

m+ =m+Cov[z,x]P¡1(z¡E[z]) (32)

P+ = P¡Cov[x,z]Cov[z,z]¡1Cov[z,x]: (33)

Of course, in case of high non-linearity of the mea-

surement equation, this can be a rough approximation.

The exact posterior is only obtained in case of a linear

measurement equation.

Analytic expressions for the required moments E[z],
Cov[z,x], and Cov[z,z] in (32) and (33) are only avail-
able for special cases, e.g., polynomial measurement

equations. However, a huge variety of approximate

methods has been developed in the past such as the un-

scented transform [98]. An overview of recent methods

is provided in [114].

2) Random Hypersurface Model: In the following, it

is shown how the extended object tracking problem can

be formulated as a measurement equation with non-

additive noise (30) using the concept of a random hy-

persurface model. Based on the derived measurement

equation, non-linear Kalman filters can be used to esti-

mate the shape of extended objects as described above.

For this purpose, we first define a suitable parametri-

sation of a star-convex shape based on the so-called ra-

dius function r(pk,Á), which maps a shape parameter
vector pk and an angle Á to a contour point (relative to
a centre dk), see Figure 9 for an illustration. A reason-
able (finite-dimensional) shape parameter vector pk can
be defined by a Fourier series expansion [217] with NF
Fourier coefficients, i.e.,

r(pk,Á) = R(Á) ¢pk,
where

R(Á) = [1
2
,cos(Á),sin(Á), : : : ,cos(NFÁ),sin(NFÁ)],

pk = [a
(0)
k ,a

(1)
k ,b

(1)
k , : : :a

(NF )
k ,b(NF )k ]T:

Fourier coefficients with small indices capture coarse

shape features while coefficients with larger indices

represent finer details.
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The overall state vector xk consists of the shape pa-
rameters pk, location dk, and further kinematic parame-
ters ck, i.e.,

xk = [p
T
k ,d

T
k ,c

T
k ]
T: (34)

A suitable measurement equation following the ran-

dom hypersurface philosophy is formulated in polar

form,

zk = sk ¢ r(pk,Ák)+dk + vk, (35)

where sk 2 [0,1] is (multiplicative) noise that specifies
the relative distance of the measurement source from

the center, and Ák gives the angle to the measurement

vector. In [9], it has been shown that s2k is uniformly dis-

tributed in case the measurement sources are uniformly

distributed over the shape. It can be approximated by

a Gaussian distribution with mean 0.8 and covariance
1
12
. By this means, the problem of estimating a (filled)

shape has been reduced to a “curve fitting” problem,

because for a fixed scaling factor sk, (35) specifies a

closed curve. See also the discussion in Section II-D.

The parameter Ák can be interpreted as a nuisance

parameter (or latent variable) as in errors-in-variables

models for regression and curve fitting. A huge variety

of approaches for dealing with nuisance parameters has

been developed in different areas. The most simple (and

most inaccurate) approach is to replace the unknown Ák
with a point estimate, e.g., the angle between dk ¡ zk
and the x-axis. This approach can be seen as greedy

association model [50].

Having derived the measurement equation (35), a

measurement update can be performed using the for-

mulas (32) and (33). As (35) is polynomial for given

Ák, closed-form formulas for the moments in the update

equations are available.

As the greedy association model yields to a bias in

case of high noise, a so-called partial likelihood has been

developed, which outperforms the greedy association

model in many cases [50], [52], e.g., high noise scenar-

ios. For star-convex shapes, the partial likelihood model

can be obtained from an algebraic reformulation of (35)

and, hence, does not come with additional complexity

[50], [52].

A further natural approach would be to assume Ák
to be uniformly distributed on the interval [0,2¼], how-

ever, a non-linear Kalman filter implicitly approximates

a uniform distribution by a Gaussian distribution. Con-

sequently, a reasonable mean for this Gaussian approx-

imation is not obvious due to the circular nature of Ák.

Finally, we would like to note that due to the Gaus-

sian state representation, prediction can be performed

as usual in Kalman filtering, i.e., closed-form formulas

are available for linear dynamic models and for nonlin-

ear dynamic models, non-linear Kalman filters can be

employed.

3) Gaussian Process Model for Star-Convex Shapes:
Instead of using a Fourier series expansion for mod-

elling the shape contour, [198] proposed to use Gaus-

sian processes for star-convex shapes. A Gaussian Pro-

cess [153] is a stochastic process, which is completely

defined by a mean function ¹(u) and a kernel function

k(u,u0):
f(u)» GP(¹(u),k(u,u0)): (36)

For a finite number of inputs u1, : : : ,un, a Gaussian

process follows

[f(u1) ¢ ¢ ¢f(un)]T »N (¹,K), (37)

where

¹= [¹(u1) ¢ ¢ ¢¹(un)]T (38)

K =

2664
k(u1,u1) ¢ ¢ ¢ k(u1,un)

...
. . .

...

k(un,u1) ¢ ¢ ¢ k(un,un)

3775 : (39)

Gaussian processes are often used in machine learning.

In contrast to machine learning approaches, where batch

processing it typically applied, tracking applications re-

quire a recursive estimate of the Gaussian process for

shape representation. Thus, the function f(u) is approx-

imated by a finite number of function values or basis

points which are updated over time. Consequently, the

Gaussian process is described using a constant num-

ber of parameters which resembles the parameterization

used in the random hypersurface model. However, the

basis points are uniformly distributed over the angle in-

terval, i.e., a separation of the basis points into points

for coarse and fine shape features (cf. parameters for

coarse and fine in (34)) is not possible.

The kernel function k restricts the kind of functions

which can be represented by the Gaussian process, e.g.,

to symmetric functions [95], [198]. Besides the Kalman

filter-based implementations, a Rao-Blackwellised par-

ticle filter implementation of the Gaussian process

model for star-convex objects has been proposed in

[142].

4) Further developments, extensions, and variations:
In the same manner as for star-convex shapes [9], the

concept of a random hypersurface model can be applied

for circular and elliptic shapes [12].

In many applications, the object to be tracked is

symmetric, e.g., an aircraft or a vehicle. In this case

specific improvements and adoptions can be performed

in order incorporate symmetry information [51], [95].

The concept of scaling the boundary of a curve in

order to model an extended object has been combined

with level sets in [213] in order to model arbitrary

connected shapes. A closed-form likelihood for the use

in non-linear filters based on the RHM measurement

equation (35) has been derived in [174]. Elongated

objects are considered in [214]. The RHM idea can be

used in the same manner to model three-dimensional
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shapes in three-dimensional space. In addition, two-

dimensional shapes in three-dimensional space can also

be modelled with RHM ideas [51], [52]. For example,

in [52], measurements from a cylinder are modelled by

means of translating a plane curve, i.e., a circle.

It is interesting to note that clutter detections that are

not from the extended object, can improve shape esti-

mation [215], [216] by modelling them as negative in-

formation. Furthermore, camera calibration can be per-

formed by means of tracking an extended object [49].

5) Multiplicative Error Model: The basic idea of the

RHM is to model one dimension of the spatial extent

with a random scaling factor and the other one with,

e.g., a greedy association model (GAM). By this means,

Bayesian inference becomes tractable with a non-linear

Kalman filter.

A recent line of work models both dimensions with

a scaling factor [15], [209], [210], i.e., multiplicative

noise. In this way, a uniform distribution can be matched

better for simple shapes, such as circles or ellipses. The

resulting model is called Multiplicative Error Model

(MEM).

For tracking an elliptical shape, the state vector can

be defined as

xk = [c
T
k ,p

T
k ]
T (40)

where cTk is the kinematic vector (here including the
center) and

pk = [®k lk,1 lk,2]
T

is the shape parameter vector with ellipse orientation

®k, and semi-axes lengths lk,1 and lk,2. Then the ith

measurement at time k is modelled as

zik =Hck +Rot(®k)
·
lk,1 0

0 lk,2

¸"
hik,1

hik,2

#
+ vik (41)

where Hk is a matrix that picks out the object position
from the kinematic state,

Rot(®k) =
·
cos®k ¡sin®k
sin®k cos®k

¸
(42)

is a rotation matrix, vik is additive sensor noise, and both
hik,1 and h

i
k,2 are (Gaussian) multiplicative noise terms

that we assume to be mutually independent of all other

random variables. Following the reasoning for the pa-

rameter z in (13), the variances of the multiplicative

noise are set to ¾h1 = ¾h2 =
1
4
in order to match an ellip-

tic uniform spatial distribution. In this manner, the mul-

tiplicative noise models the spatial distribution, i.e., the

uncertainty of the measurement source. The correspond-

ing likelihood to (41) coincides with the likelihood used

in the random matrix approach, i.e., (14), but the ellipse

parametrisation is different.

Unfortunately, it turns out that a direct application of

the Kalman filter formulas to (41) does not give satisfy-

ing results [15] due to the strong linearities. A solution

is to augment the original measurement equation (41)

TABLE XII

Update of the EKF for the multiplicative error model [210]. Source

code: http://github.com/Fusion-Goettingen.

Input: Kinematic state prior mean mc and covariance Pc, shape vari-
able prior mean mp and covariance Pp as defined in (40), measure-

ment matrix H, measurement noise covariance R, multiplicative noise
variance ¾h1

and ¾h2
, measurement z

Output: Updated parameters mc+, P
c
+, m

p
+ and P

p
+ ,

mc+ =m
c+Cov[x,z](Cov[z,z])¡1(z¡E[z])

Pc+ = P
c¡Cov[x,z](Cov[z,z])¡1(Cov[x,z])T

mp+ =m
p +Cov[x, z̃](Cov[z̃, z̃])¡1(z¡E[z̃])

Pp+ = P
p¡Cov[x, z̃](Cov[z̃, z̃])¡1(Cov[x, z̃])T

E[z] =Hmc

Cov[c,z] = PcHT

Cov[z,z] =HPcHT + S diag(¾h1 ,¾h2 )S
T +R

S =

·
cos® ¡sin®
sin® cos®

¸
diag(l1, l2)

[® l1 l2]
T =mp

z̃=

241 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

35((z¡E[z])− (z¡E[z]))
·
¾11 ¾12

¾12 ¾22

¸
=Cov[z,z]

E[z̃] = [¾11 ¾22 ¾12]
T

Cov[z̃, z̃] =

24 3¾2
11

¾11¾22 +2¾
2
12

3¾11¾12

¾11¾22 +2¾
2
12

3¾2
22

3¾22¾12

3¾11¾12 3¾22¾12 ¾11¾22 +2¾
2
12

35
Cov[p, z̃] = PpMT

M =

24¡sin2® cos2® sin2®

sin2® sin2® cos2®

cos2® sin2® ¡sin2®

35
¢

24(l1)2¾h1 ¡ (l2)2¾h2 0 0

0 2l1¾h1
0

0 0 2l2¾h2

35

with the squared measurement z2 using the Kronecker
product and then apply a non-linear Kalman filter. In

this way, higher order moments are incorporated in the

update formulas. For this purpose, an Extended Kalman

filter is derived in [210] that results in compact update

formulas for the extent, which are depicted in Table XII.

Exact prediction can be performed for linear models, see

Table XIII.

IV. TRACKING MULTIPLE EXTENDED OBJECTS

In this section we overview multiple extended object

tracking. Regardless of the type tracking problem–
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TABLE XIII

Prediction of the EKF for the multiplicative error model prediction

[210]. Source code: http://github.com/Fusion-Goettingen.

Input: Kinematic state mean mc and covariance Pc, shape mean
mp and covariance Pp, process matrices Fc, Fp with process noise
covariances Qc and Qp

Output: Parameters mc¤,P
c
¤ , m

p
¤ and P

p
¤ for the prediction

mc¤ = F
cmc

Pc¤ = F
cPc(Fc)T +Qc

mp¤ = F
pmp

Pp¤ = F
pPp(Fp)T +Qp

point, extended, group, etc.–MTT is a problem that has

many challenges:

² The number of objects is unknown and time varying.
² There are missed measurements, i.e., at each time
step, some of the existing objects do not give mea-

surements.

² The objects that are not missed give rise to an un-
known number of detections.

² There are clutter measurements, i.e., measurements
that were not caused by a target object.

² Measurement origin is unknown, i.e., the source of
each measurement is unknown. This is often referred

to as the “data association problem.”

For multiple point object tracking the literature is

vast; recently a comprehensive overview of MTT algo-

rithms, with a focus on point objects, was written by Vo

et al. [197]. Since many of the existing extended object

MTT algorithms are of the RFS type, we focus on these

algorithms in the following (see IV-B.4 for selected ap-

proaches with other MTT algorithms). In the following

subsections we will first give a brief overview of RFS

filters, then we give examples of extended and group

object MTT algorithms, and lastly we discuss the data

association problem in extended object MTT.

A. Review–RFS filters

A random finite set (RFS) is a set whose cardinality is

a random variable, and whose set members are random

variables. In RFS based tracking algorithms both the set

of objects and the sets of measurements are modelled

as RFSS. Tutorials on RFS methods can be found in, e.g.,

[71], [126], [193], and in-depth descriptions of the RFS

concept and of finite set statistics (FISST) are given in

the books [125], [127].

The state of the set of objects that are present in the

surveillance space is referred to as the multi-object state.

Because of the computational complexity, specifically

due to the data association problem, a full multi-object

Bayes filter can be quite computationally demanding to

run, and approximations of the data association problem

are necessary. Computationally tractable filters include

the Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD) filter [128],

the Cardinalized PHD (CPHD) filter [129], the Cardinality

Balanced MeMBer (CB-MeMBer) filter [195], and the MTT

conjugate priors [194], [205].

1) PHD and CPHD filters: The first order moment of

the multi-object state is called the PHD,10 and can be

said to be to a random set as the expected value is to

a random variable. A PHD filter recursively estimates

the PHD under an assumed Poisson distribution for the

cardinality. A consequence of the Poisson assumption is

that the PHD filter’s cardinality estimate has high vari-

ance, a problem that manifests itself, e.g., where there

are missed measurements [46]. The CPHD filter recur-

sively estimates the PHD and a truncated cardinality dis-

tribution, and is known to have a better cardinality es-

timate compared to the PHD filter. The PHD and CPHD

filters were first derived in [128], [129] using probabil-

ity generating functionals.11 In [63] it is shown that the

PHD and CPHD filters can be derived by minimizing the

Kullback-Leibler divergence [104] between the multi-

object density and either a PPP density (PHD filter) or an

iid cluster process density (CPHD filter).

In both the PHD filter and the CPHD filter the ob-

jects are independent identically distributed (iid); the

normalised PHD is the estimated object pdf. When there

are multiple objects the PHD has multiple modes (peaks),

where each mode corresponds to one object. An excep-

tion to this is when two or more objects are located

close to each other; in this case a mode can correspond

to multiple objects, also called unresolved objects. The

estimated number of objects located in an area, e.g.,

under one of the modes, is given by integrating the PHD

over that area. Both the PHD filter and the CPHD fil-

ter are susceptible to a “spooky effect” [62], [127], a

phenomenon manifested by PHD mass shifted from un-

detected objects to detected objects, even in cases when

the objects are far enough away that they ought to be

statistically insulated.

Ultimately the desired output from an MTT algorithm

is a set of estimated trajectories (tracks), where a trajec-

tory is defined as the sequence of states from the time

the object appears to the time it disappears. In their most

basic forms neither the PHD nor the CPHD formally esti-

mate object trajectories. However, object trajectories can

be obtained, e.g., using post-processing with labelling

schemes [75], [76], [144].

2) CB-MeMBer filter: The CB-MeMBer filter [195] ap-

proximates the multi-object density with a multi-

Bernoulli (MB) density [125, Ch. 17]. In an MB den-

sity the objects are independent but not identically dis-

tributed, compared to the PHD and CPHD filters where

10The first order moment is also called intensity function, see, e.g.,

[126], [192].
11The probability generating functional is an integral transform that

can be used when working with RFS densities, see further in, e.g.,

[125], [127].
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the objects are iid. The Bernoulli RFS density is a suit-

able representation of a single object, as it captures both

the uncertainty regarding the object’s state, as well as

the uncertainty regarding the object’s existence. As the

name suggests, an MB density is the union of several in-

dependent Bernoulli densities, and it is therefore a suit-

able representation of multiple objects. The CB-MeMBer

filter fixes the biased cardinality estimate of the MeMBer

filter presented in [125, Ch. 17].

3) MTT conjugate priors: The concepts conjugacy

and conjugate prior are central in Bayesian probability

theory. In an MTT context, conjugacy means that if we

begin with a multi-object density of a conjugate prior

form, then all subsequent predicted and updated multi-

object densities will also be of the conjugate prior form.

Two MTT conjugate priors can be found in the literature,

both based on multi-Bernoulli representations for the set

of objects.

The first is based on labeled RFSS and is called Gen-

eralized Labeled Multi-Bernoulli (GLMB) [194]. In the

GLMB filter the labels are used to obtain target trajecto-

ries. Because of the unknown measurement origin, the

GLMB has a mixture representation, where each com-

ponent in the mixture corresponds to one possible data

association history. The GLMB filter performs well in

challenging scenarios, however, it is computationally

expensive. A computationally efficient approximation is

the Labeled Multi-Bernoulli (LMB) filter [156], which

approximates the GLMB mixture with a single labeled

multi-Bernoulli density. Both the GLMB and LMB filters

rely on handling the data association problem by com-

puting the M top ranked assignments, an analysis of

the approximation error incurred by this is presented in

[196].

The second MTT conjugate prior is based on regu-

lar RFSS, i.e., unlabeled, and is called Poisson Multi-

Bernoulli Mixture (PMBM) [205]. The PMBM conjugate

prior allows an elegant separation of the set of objects

into two disjoint subsets: objects that have been de-

tected, and objects that have not yet been detected. A

Poisson point process density is used for the undetected

objects, and a multi-Bernoulli mixture is used for the

detected objects. Explicitly modelling the objects that

have not been detected is useful, e.g., when the sensor is

susceptible to occlusions, or when the sensor is mounted

to a moving platform. Similarly to the GLMB filter, in

the PMBM filter the components in the multi-Bernoulli

mixture corresponds to different data association histo-

ries. A variational Bayesian approach to approximating

the multi-Bernoulli mixture density with a single multi-

Bernoulli density is presented in [204], leading to the

Variational Multi-Bernoulli (VMB) filter. Note that the

variational approximation does not affect the Poisson

part that models the undetected objects. The VMB filter

can be understood to be to the PMBM filter, as the LMB

filter is to the GLMB filter. However, it should be noted

that the approximations used in the VMB and LMB are

not the same.

B. Examples of extended and group MTT

1) PHD and CPHD filters: A PHD filter for extended

objects under the Poisson model [66], see also Sec-

tion II-C.2, was presented in [130]. Gaussian mixture

implementations of this extended object PHD filter, for

both linear and non-linear motion and measurement

models, are presented in [72]—[74]. The resulting filters

can be abbreviated ET-GM-PHD filters. A Gaussian in-

verse Wishart implementation, using the random matrix

extended object model [102] (see also Section III-A), is

presented in [78], [80], and the resulting filter is abbre-

viated GIW-PHD filter. A Gaussian mixture implementa-

tion using RHMs (see Section III-B) was presented in

[219]. Multiple model Gaussian mixture PHD filters can

be found in [70], [85]; the filters are applied to track-

ing of cars and bicycles, under assumed rectangle and

stick shape models, and it is shown that using multiple

measurement models can improve the estimation results.

Augmenting the implementations with gamma distribu-

tions makes it possible to estimate the unknown Poisson

measurement rate for each object [79]. The resulting

algorithms are then called gamma Gaussian (GG), or

gamma Gaussian inverse Wishart (GGIW), respectively.

An approach to group object tracking based on a

point object GM-PHD filter is presented in [35]. The

extended object PHD filter presented in [182], [183] is

derived for an object model different from the Poisson

point process model [66]. The objects are modelled

by a Poisson cluster process, a hierarchic process with

a parent process and a daughter process. The parent

process models a Poisson distributed number of objects.

For each object a daughter process models a number

of reflection points that generate measurements. An

implementation is proposed where the object is assumed

ellipse shaped and the reflection points are located on

the edge of the ellipse.

At least two different CPHD filters have been pre-

sented. The CPHD filter for extended objects presented

in [116] is derived under the assumption that “relative

to sensor resolution, the extended objects and the unre-

solved objects are not too close and the clutter density

is not too large” [116, Corollary 1]. However, this is

an assumption that cannot be expected to hold in the

general case. A CPHD filter capable of handling both

spatially close objects and dense clutter is presented in

[122], [139]—[141], and a GGIW implementation is also

presented. A comparison shows that the GGIW-CPHD fil-

ter outperforms the GGIW-PHD filter, especially when the

probability of detection is low, and/or the clutter density

is high. The price for the increased performance is that

the computational cost increases.

2) CB-MeMBer filters: An extension of the CB-MeMBer
filter [195] to extended objects, using the PPP mea-
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surement model overviewed in Section II-C.2, was pre-

sented in [218]. A Gaussian mixture implementation is

presented in [218], and Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC)

implementations of the CB-MeMBer for extended ob-

jects can be found in [118], [124]. An extended ob-

ject CB-MeMBer filter with multiple models is presented

in [97].

3) Conjugate priors: Labeled MB filters for extended

object tracking are presented in [18], [19], both a GLMB

filter and its approximation the LMB filter. GGIW imple-

mentations are presented, and simulation results show

that the labelled MB filters outperform their PHD and

CPHD counterparts. Additionally, the GLMB and LMB fil-

ters estimate object trajectories, which the PHD and CPHD

filters do only if labeling is used in post processing, see,

e.g., [75], [76]. The LMB filter was applied to LIDAR

data for rectangular objects using the separable likeli-

hood approach [167] and for star-convex objects using

a modelling with Gaussian processes [95].

A PMBM filter for extended and group objects is de-

rived and presented with a GGIW implementation in [68],

[69]. A simulation study showed that the extended ob-

ject PMBM filter outperforms the PHD, CPHD and LMB

filters, and an experiment with LIDAR data illustrates that

the PPP model can accurately represent the occluded ar-

eas of the surveillance space. The GGIW-PMBM model is

applied to mapping in [53], where a batch measurement

update is derived.

4) Non-RFS approaches: A Gaussian Mixture Mark-

ov Chain Monte Carlo filter for multiple extended object

tracking is presented in [33]. The filter is compared to

the linear ET-GM-PHD-filter [72], [74], and is shown to

be less sensitive to clutter but also considerably more

computationally costly (as measured by the average cy-

cle time). The Probabilistic Multi-Hypothesis Tracker

(PMHT) [176] allows more than one measurement per

object, and the random matrix model (Section III-A)

has been integrated in the PMHT framework, see [200]—

[202]. A variational Bayesian Expectation Maximisa-

tion approach to mapping with extended objects is pre-

sented in [120].

C. Multiple extended object data association

In MTT a data association specifies for each mea-

surement the source from whence it came: either it is

an object measurement or a clutter measurement. The

possibility of multiple measurements per object means

that in extended object MTT a data association can be

split into two parts:

1) Partition: A partition of a set, denoted P, is defined
as a division of the elements of the set into non-

empty subsets, called cells [130] and denoted W,
such that each element belongs to one and only

one cell. The cells are to be understood to contain

measurements that are from the same source, i.e., all

measurements in the cell are from the same extended

object, or they are all clutter.

Fig. 10. Partition illustration. There are three measurements z(1)
k
,

z(2)
k
, and z(3)

k
, which can be partitioned in five different ways. In the

jth partition, denoted pj , the ith cell is denoted W
j
i
. With three

measurements there is one partition with one cell, three partitions

with two cells, and one partition with three cells. Note that the

ordering of the partitions and cells is arbitrary; the particular

ordering in this example is only used for notational simplicity.

2) Cell association: An association of the cells to a
measurement source, either one of the objects or a

clutter source.

Note that an association from measurement to cell,

and from cell to source, defines an association from

measurement to source.

For Bayes optimality it is necessary to consider all

possible data associations in the MTT update. This means

that in extended and group MTT it is necessary to con-

sider all possible partitions of the set of measurements,

and for each partition one has to consider all possible

cell associations. Unless the measurement set contains

a trivial number of measurements (i.e., extremely few)

and there is a trivial number of objects, both of these

problems are intractable because there are too many

possible partitions, and too many possible cell associa-

tions. Fortunately, in the literature we can find methods

that allow us to handle both of these problems. Below

we first discuss the complexity of the partitions and the

cell associations, and then we overview the solutions to

these problems that can be found in the literature.

1) Complexity analysis: Let the set of measurements

contain n measurements in total. The number of possi-

ble ways to partition a set of n measurements is given

by the nth Bell number, denoted B(n) [161]. The se-

quence of Bell numbers is log-convex,12 and B(n) grows

very rapidly as n grows. For n= 3 measurements there

are B(3) = 5 possible partitions; an example is shown

12The sequence of Bell numbers is logarithmically convex, i.e.,

B(n)2 · B(n¡ 1)B(n+1) for n¸ 1 [45]. If the Bell numbers are

divided by the factorials, B(n)=n!, the sequence is logarithmically

concave, (B(n)=n!)2 ¸ (B(n¡ 1)=(n¡ 1)!)(B(n+1)=(n+1)!), for n¸
1 [30].
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in Figure 10. For twice the number of measurements

(n= 6) there are B(6) = 203 possible partitions, and

for n= 90 measurements there are B(90)> 10100 possi-

ble partitions. In other words, it is computationally in-

tractable to consider all partitions, and approximations

are necessary for implementation.

Let jPj be the number of cells in the partition P,
and let m be the prior number of object estimates. Each

cell can either be from one of the existing prior object

estimates, or it could be from a new object. Thus, there

are jPj+m possible sources. The number of possible

ways to associate jPj cells to jPj+m sources isμ
m+ jPj
jPj

¶
=
(m+ jPj)!
m!jPj! (43)

Similarly to the partitions, unless the number of cells

and number of objects are very small, it is infeasible to

consider all possible associations.

2) Complexity reduction: The MTT literature contains

several different methods that can be used to alleviate

the complexity, and that allows extended object MTT

filters to be implemented using limited computational

resources.

Gating, see, e.g., [5, Sec. 2.2.2.2], is a method that

removes possible measurement-to-object associations

by comparing the measurements to predictions of the

objects’ measurements. If the difference between the

measurement and the predicted measurement is too

large, the association is ruled out as infeasible. Gating

has been used in a plethora of MTT algorithms, both

for point targets and extended targets. Naturally, for

extended targets the gates must take into account the

position of the target, the size and shape of the target,

as well as state uncertainties. Using gating it is possible

to group the measurements and the objects into smaller

groups that, given the gating decision, are independent.

This way one can solve several smaller data association

problems instead of one larger data association problem.

Even after gating, there are typically too many pos-

sible partitions and cell associations. An important con-

tribution of [72], [74], [78] is to show how clustering

can be used to find a subset of partitions. The basic

insight behind the use of clustering lies in the defi-

nition of extended objects: the measurements are spa-

tially distributed around the object. Therefore spatially

close measurements are more likely to be from the

same object, than spatially distant measurements. By

only considering the partitions in which the cells con-

tain spatially close measurements many partitions can

be pruned, and the update becomes tractable.

Distance Partitioning [72], [74] is a simple method

that puts measurements in the same cell if the distance

between a measurement and its closest neighbour is less

than a threshold. A detailed description of Distance Par-

titioning is given in [72], [74], [84]. By considering

multiple thresholds, a subset of partitions is obtained.

Fig. 11. Illustration of the output form Distance Partitioning, with

17 measurements. By clustering the measurements with

progressively larger thresholds d different partitions are obtained.

The smallest and largest threshold that are used are parameters of

the clustering algorithm.

Finding a good subset of partitions is especially impor-

tant when multiple extended objects are located in close

vicinity of each other, see [19], [78], [122].

An example where Distance Partitioning is used is

given in Figure 11. In this example there are 17 mea-

surements, for which there are more than 1010 possible

partitions. Using Distance Partitioning this is limited to

five partitions. Results from both simulations and ex-

periments have shown that, despite the very drastic re-

duction in the number of partitions that are considered,

performance is not sacrificed when clustering is used,

see, e.g., [70], [76], [85], [165]. However, there may be

scenarios where two objects are so close to each other,

that their measurements may not be separated any more

based on the distance. In these scenarios, prior infor-

mation about the number of objects (e.g., based on the

current cardinality estimate) may be used to improve

partitioning (cf. [78]).

Distance Partitioning is an example of a hierarchical

single linkage clustering algorithm, see, e.g., [22] for

a discussion about clustering. Other clustering methods

have also been used in an extended object MTT context,

e.g., Gaussian Mixture Expectation Maximisation [78],

spectral clustering [208], and fuzzy adaptive resonance

theory [220], [221].

The extended object PHD and CPHD filters avoid the

cell association through approximation, and instead the

PHD is updated using all measurements. When the PHD

has a distribution mixture representation, e.g., a Gaus-

sian mixture, then the updated PHD is obtained by updat-

ing each Gaussian component in the PHD mixture with

each measurement. In other extended object MTT filters,

the number of cell associations can be reduced, either

by computing association probabilities or by finding the

best associations. Using association probabilities means

that for each measurement-object-pair we compute the

probability that the object is the origin of the measure-

ment, and the probabilities are then used in the MTT
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update. JPDA association probabilities are used in [171],

[187]. Alternatively, one can find the best association

assignment(s) by optimising a cost function that is re-

lated to the MTT predicted likelihood. The single best

assignment can be found using the auction algorithm

[20], and the M top ranked assignments can be found

using Murty’s algorithm [135]. Finding optimal assign-

ments is used in the implementations of the extended

object conjugate priors [18], [19], [68], [69]. In [175],

a JPDAF intensity filter that estimates an intensity func-

tion for each extended object is developed.

V. METRICS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Regardless of the target type–point, extended,

group or multi-path–it is important to be able to evalu-

ate the performance of a target tracking algorithm, such

that the estimates can be compared to the ground truth

and different tracking algorithms can be compared to

each other. For point targets the root mean squared er-

ror (RMSE) is a standard metric. For Gaussian assumed

state estimates, the normalised estimation error squared

(NEES) is another standard performance measure, that

incorporates also the estimated covariance matrix and

evaluates whether or not the estimate is consistent.

In extended object tracking the tracker output in-

corporates extent information, and because of this it is

not trivial to answer the question: what is the distance

between the estimate and the ground truth. It may seem

tempting to use the RMSE, however, doing so is not al-

ways straightforward as the following two examples il-

lustrate.

1) Consider an extended object with an assumed rect-

angular shape and state vector

x= [x,y,`1,`2,']
T (44a)

where x,y is the position, `1 and `2 are the dimen-

sions of the two sides, and ' is the orientation of the

side with length `1 (and does not specify the moving

direction of the object). For this state vector the two

estimates

x̂(1) = [x,y,`1,`2,']
T, (44b)

x̂(2) = [x,y,`2,`1,'+0:5¼]
T, (44c)

where width and length are switched in x̂(2), define
exactly the same shape in the Cartesian surveillance

space, however, the RMSE errors would not be the

same for the two estimates, which clearly violates

intuition.

2) In the random matrix model the extended object

state is a combination of a vector and a matrix. The

estimated vector can be compared to the ground truth

using the Euclidean norm. The matrix generalisation

of the Euclidean norm for vectors is the Frobenius

norm, and this norm can be used to compare the

estimated matrix to the ground truth. In [122] it is

suggested to use a weighted summation to combine

the vector norm and the matrix norm, however, this

leads to a problem whereby one has to determine the

weights in the summation.

In some works, see, e.g., [56], the extended object

state is broken down into specific properties, such as

position, velocity, orientation, extent area, and extent

dimensions.13 This facilitates easy interpretation of the

results, however, by this means it is no longer possible

to rank estimates from different trackers using a single

score. Furthermore, standard multi-object metrics, such

as the optimal sub-pattern assignment (OSPA) metric

[169] and the generalized OSPA (G-OSPA) [152] build

upon single object metrics that give a single output. In

other words, breaking down the extended object state

into different properties does not facilitate multi-object

performance evaluation.

A widely-used measure in computer vision is the so-

called Intersection-over-Union (IoU), which is defined

as the area of the intersection between the estimated

shape and the ground truth shape, divided by the area

of the union of the two shapes. In the extended object

tracking context, IoU has been used, e.g., for rectangular

and elliptical extended objects [73]. For axis-aligned

rectangles the IoU is simple to compute, however, for

other shapes, or rectangles that are not axis-aligned,

computing the IoU can be cumbersome. Furthermore,

the IoU is always zero for non-overlapping objects,14

meaning that the error measure is the same regardless

of how big the translational error is. This goes against

intuition, which tells us that the larger the translational

difference is between two shapes, the larger the error

should be.

One work in this direction is [211], which addresses

performance metrics for elliptically shaped extended

objects. By comparing several metrics and measures, the

so-called Gaussian Wasserstein distance is identified as

the most appropriate one. The Gaussian Wasserstein dis-

tance is available in closed-form, gives intuitive results,

and is a true metric. Unfortunately, for general shapes,

no analytic formulas for the Wasserstein distance exist,

meaning that the Wasserstein metric is currently only

suitable for objects with elliptic extents.

For star-convex shapes, the work [178] discusses

a modified Hausdorff distance that fully incorporates

different shape parametrisations.

While the existing extended object performance

measures for non-elliptic shapes, such as decomposi-

tion into specific properties and IoU, have their appli-

cations, there is still a lot of work needed to specify a

general single extended object performance evaluation

criterion. However, for multiple extended object perfor-

mance evaluation, given a chosen single object metric,

13For example, the semi-axes of an ellipse or the two sides of a

rectangle.
14For two non-overlapping shapes, the intersection is empty, and thus

the area of the intersection is zero.
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Fig. 12. Example application: tracking groups of pedestrians in video data. (a) Input image with pedestrian measurements in red.

(b) Foot-print of measurements projected onto ground plane. (c) Group tracking output, numbers are estimated Poisson rates. (d) Output

projected into input image, and visualised as elliptic cylinders.

the standard performance measures such as OSPA [169]

and G-OSPA [152] are directly applicable.

VI. EXTENDED OBJECT TRACKING APPLICATIONS

Extended object tracking algorithms have been ap-

plied in many different scenarios and have been eval-

uated using data from many different sensors such as

LIDAR, camera, radar, RGB-depth (RGB-D) sensors, and

unattended ground sensors (UGS). A list of references

that contain experiments with real data is given in Ta-

ble XIV. In this section we will present four example

applications:

² Tracking groups of pedestrians using a camera over-
looking a footpath.

² Tracking marine vessels using X-band radar.
² Tracking cars using a LIDAR mounted in the grille of
an autonomous vehicle.

² Tracking objects with complex shapes using an RGB-D
sensor.

TABLE XIV

Experiments with different sensor types

Sensor References

Automotive Radar [29], [88], [91], [92], [100], [123], [166],

[170]

Camera [27], [28], [37], [44], [159], [160]

GMTI radar [149]

Imaging Sonar [103]

LIDAR [19], [59], [60], [70], [73], [74], [78], [85],

[119], [136], [140], [147], [155], [165],

[172], [173], [201]

Marine Radar [47], [75], [76], [171], [188], [189], [190]

RGB-D [13], [14], [16], [49], [52]

Through wall radar [65]

UGS, group tracking [36]

These four examples are complementary in the sense

that they illustrate different aspects of extended object

tracking: different sensor modalities; the applicability

of extended object methods to group object tracking;
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Fig. 13. Example appliation: tracking boats and ships using marine

X-band radar. Aerial image of harbour, with sensor’s field of view

shown in red.

object shapes of different complexities; and tracking in

crowded scenarios with occlusions.

A. Tracking groups of pedestrians using camera

Automatic crowd surveillance is a complex task, and

in scenes with a large number of persons it may be in-

feasible to track each person individually. In this case

group object tracking using extended object MTT meth-

ods is a viable alternative, as this does not require track-

ing and identification of each individual. In the example

presented here camera data is used to track groups of

pedestrians that walk along a footpath. The online avail-

able PETS 2012 data set [185] is used for evaluation. For

each image in the dataset a pedestrian detector [40], [41]

is used, and the measurements are projected onto the

ground plane using the camera parameters.

In this data the groups of pedestrians are loosely

constructed and typically do not have a detailed shape

that remains constant over time. Therefore the groups

can be assumed to be elliptically shaped, and the random

matrix measurement model can be used [102]. The

ground plane measurements are input into a GGIW-PHD

filter [78], [79], and the object extractions are projected

back into the camera image for visualization. The GGIW-

PHD filter is based on the Poisson model for the number

of measurements from each group, i.e., for each group a

Poisson rate parameter is estimated. This estimated rate

can be taken as an estimate of the number of persons in

the group.

Example results are shown in Figure 12.15 The re-

sults show that the estimated ellipses are a good approxi-

mation of the pedestrian groups. The estimated Poisson

rates tend to underestimate the number of persons in

the group. The reason for this is that in groups with

many persons, some individuals tend to be occluded and

therefore are not detected. The estimated Poisson rate is

more accurate when interpreted as a lower bound for the

number of persons in the group, instead of interpreted

as a count of the number of persons in the group.

15Video with tracking results: https://youtu.be/jN-KXQqargE.

Fig. 14. Example appliation: tracking boats and ships using marine

X-band radar. a) and b) Example detections (green dots), ground

truth (real ellipse), and two estimates (red and black ellipses). The

black ellipse is when the noise is correctly modelled, and the red

ellipse shows the estimate when the noise is not modelled.

B. Tracking marine vessels using X-band radar

Harbours are busy places where many vessels share

the water, from small boats to large ships. To keep track

of where all the vessels are, marine X-band radar can

be used [76]. These sensor produce high-resolution data

that allow the tracking algorithm to estimate the size of

the vessel, further allowing the possibility to classify

the tracked vessels using prior information about the

size of different ships and boats. An example is given

in Figure 13, where the field of view of the sensor is

overlaid on an aerial image of a harbour.

The raw sensor data is pre-processed using a Con-

stant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) detector, producing po-

lar detections (range and azimuth) [76]. Because boats

and ships are best modelled in Cartesian coordinates,

polar detections are converted to Cartesian coordinates

[76]. The pre-processed data is suitable for use with

the random matrix model, meaning that the shapes of

the vessels are assumed to be ellipses. Typically neither

boats, nor ships, are elliptically shaped, however, the

major and minor axes of the estimated ellipses corre-

spond to the length and width of the vessel. If measure-

ment noise is modelled correctly low estimation errors

can be achieved, however, if the noise is not modelled

the size of the vessel is overestimated, especially in the

cross-range dimension [188]. The significant difference

between modelling the noise correctly, or not, is shown

in Figure 14. If multiple radar sensors are used, the

tracking results can be improved further [191].

C. Tracking cars using LIDAR

Autonomous active safety features are standard in

many modern cars, and in both research and industry

there is a considerable push towards fully driverless

vehicles, see, e.g., [105]. For safe operation in dense

scenes, such as inner city and other urban environments,

an autonomous vehicle must be capable of keeping track

of other objects, to avoid collisions. To this end, high

resolution sensors such as LIDAR and extended object

tracking algorithms can be used.

The high angular resolution of LIDAR sensors typ-

ically results in a large number of measurements for
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each object. Thus, if an extended object tracking filter

is not used, preprocessing is necessary to update the ob-

ject estimates. Such preprocessing commonly consists

of segmentation and clustering [94], [131], [151], shape

fitting [133], or feature extraction [137]. The drawback

of using such algorithms is that they are heavily depen-

dent on parametrization, and often suffer from over-or

under-segmentation. Especially in scenarios in which

the environment changes, or when there are different

object types, it is very difficult to find appropriate pa-

rameters. Because the tracking builds upon the data that

is input, any error during segmentation and clustering

will manifest itself as a tracking error.

In this section we will present experimental results

where LIDAR sensors and an extended object PHD fil-

ter have been used to track cars; the results presented

here are a subset of the results presented in [85]. The

LIDAR sensor is assumed to be mounted in the grille of

the ego vehicle, and the cars are assumed to be rect-

angular, with unknown length and width. The measure-

ment modelling that was used is shown in Figure 5. The

tracking problem is cast as a multiple model problem,

and a multiple model PHD filter is used to track mul-

tiple cars. A full description of the tracking algorithm

can be found in [85]. When there are multiple cars in

the sensor’s field of view the cars may occlude each

other, either partially of fully. To avoid loosing track of

cars that are occluded a non-homogeneous probability

of measurement can be used. This is illustrated in Fig-

ure 15. Similar approaches to occlusion modelling are

taken in [74], [78], [155], [207].

Experimental results in [85] show that the lateral

position of the tracked cars can be estimated with an

average error of less than 5 cm, while the average

longitudinal position error is slightly larger, around 10

to 30 cm for different datasets. The shape parameters

are estimated with an average error around 2 cm for the

width, and around 20 cm for the length. The increased

error in object length is due to the limited observability

of the object length due to the aspect angle. Example

detections and tracking results for a scenario with four

cars is given in Figure 16, snapshots of this data are also

shown in Figure 3.

D. Tracking complex shapes using RGB-D sensor

In this subsection we present an experimental setup

where complex object shapes are estimated using RGB-D

sensor data. This experiment has been published first in

[13], [14], [16]. Specifically, a moving miniature rail-

way vehicle is to be tracked from a bird’s eye view with

the help of a RGB-D camera. An optical flow algorithm

determines the velocity of each image point incorporat-

ing both the RGB and depth image sequences. Based on

a threshold on the velocity, we obtain measurements,

i.e., points classified as “moving,” that originate from

the moving object. In this manner, a varying number

Fig. 15. Occlusion example. The sensor is located in the origin;

darker color means higher probability of measurement; estimates in

orange, ground truth in blue. Thanks to the use of an occlusion

model the occluded car can be tracked with high accuracy while it

traverses an area where it cannot be detected.

Fig. 16. Results from scenario with four cars. Top: sensor data,

color coded according to time. Bottom: Estimated positions.

of noisy measurements from the object’s surface is re-

ceived at each frame, see Figure 17 for an example

frame. Due to the noisy images and inaccuracy of the

optical flow algorithm, the measurements are noisy and

do not completely fill the object surface. In fact, this

is a typical extended object tracking problem where

measurements come from a two-dimensional shape in

two-dimensional space. Figure 18 shows example re-

sults with an implementation of the star-convex random

hypersurface approach as discussed in Section III. Also,

Figure 18 shows the result obtained from an active con-

tour (snake) algorithm [99], which is a standard algo-

rithm in computer vision. In general, an active contour

model works with intensity/RGB images and not with

point measurements. It calculates a contour by mini-
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Fig. 17. Tracking a railway vehicle using a RGBD camera from a

bird’s eye view [14]. (a) Depth image. (b) RGB image.

(c) Measurements.

Fig. 18. Result for “+”-shaped vehicle: RHM (green) vs. active

contour model using depth images (yellow) [14].

mizing an energy function [99] that is composed of an

external force for pushing the contour to image fea-

tures and an internal force for regularization. In this

scenario, active contours are applied to the depth image

and hence, can be unreliable in case the vehicle passes

objects with similar depth, see Figure 18.

Alternatively, active contours can be applied to a

“smoothed” version of the point measurements: the

measurements are interpreted as an intensity image by

placing a Gaussian kernel function at each measurement

location. As indicated by Figure 19, active contours then

aim at determining an enclosing curve of the point mea-

surements in each frame. As the vehicle’s surface is

not covered completely by the measurements in a single

frame, active contours do not give a reasonable shape

estimate. Active contours are not capable of systemati-

cally accumulating individual point measurements over

time–without this capability no reasonable shape esti-

mate can be expected.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article we gave an introduction to extended

object tracking, a comprehensive up-to-date overview of

state-of-the-art research, and illustrated the methods us-

ing several different sensors and object types. Increasing

Fig. 19. Results for a “T”-shaped vehicle: RHM (green) vs. active

contour model using (smoothed) point measurements (blue) [14].

sensor resolutions mean that there will be an increasing

number of scenarios in which extended object meth-

ods can be applied. It is possible to cluster/segment the

data in pre-processing and then apply standard point ob-

ject methods, however, this requires careful parameter

tuning, thereby increasing the risk for errors. Extended

object tracking, on the other hand, uses Bayesian mod-

els for the multiple measurements per object, meaning

that the tracking performance is much less dependent

on clustering/segmentation.

During the last ten years an impressive number of

new methods and applications have appeared in the lit-

erature, covering different approaches to extent mod-

elling and multiple object tracking. This trend can be

expected to continue, as there are many open questions

to solve, and improvements that can be made. Due to the

high non-linearity and high dimensionality of the prob-

lem, estimation of arbitrary shapes is still very much

challenging. There is a need for performance bounds

for extended object tracking methods: for a given shape

model, how many measurements are required in order

for the estimation algorithm to converge to an estimate

with small error? Performance bounds may help in an-

swering the question of which shape complexity is suit-

able when modelling the object. Naturally, in most ap-

plications one is interested in a shape description that is

as precise as possible.

For arbitrary object shapes, the determination of

suitable performance metrics for the evaluation of the

shape estimate is still an open research question. Fur-

ther, existing works on extended object tracking focus

on single sensor systems (or perhaps systems with sev-

eral very similar sensors). However, the fusion of com-

plementary sensors like camera and LIDAR in an ex-

tended object tracking algorithm raises new challenges

due to the different measurement principles and percep-

tion capabilities.
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Multi Detection Joint
Integrated Probabilistic Data
Association Using Random
Matrices with Applications
to Radar-Based Multi Object
Tracking
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JOHANNES REUTER
GERD WANIELIK

In extended object tracking, a target is capable to generate more

than one measurement per scan. Assuming the target being of ellip-

tical shape and given a point cloud of measurements, the Random

Matrix Framework can be applied to concurrently estimate the

target’s dynamic state and extension. If the point cloud contains

also clutter measurements or origins from more than one target,

the data association problem has to be solved as well. However,

the well-known joint probabilistic data association method assumes

that a target can generate at most one detection. In this article, this

constraint is relaxed, and a multi-detection version of the joint inte-

grated probabilistic data association is proposed. The data associa-

tion method is then combined with the Random Matrix framework

to track targets with elliptical shape. The final filter is evaluated in

the context of tracking smaller vessels using a high resolution radar

sensor. The performance of the filter is shown in simulation and in

several experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Radar systems have become standard for many auto-

motive applications like adaptive cruise control or lane

change assistance. Customarily, these sensors have the

advantage that they need low mounting space, have low

power consumption, are available at low cost, and still

have a good resolution for ranges up to approx. 200 m.

These features make the sensor also interesting for al-

ternative applications. In this paper, these kind of radar

sensors are considered for application in marine envi-

ronment. Radars in this context typically operate with

3 GHz or 9 GHz and, as a consequence, have rather

large apertures and high energy consumption. Small un-

manned surface vessels (USV) usually do not have suf-

ficient space or energy resources for such systems. On

the other hand, very often these types of vessels operate

in harbors or on rivers and in general require only short

range surveillance [1]. Thus, automotive radar sensors

(ARS) are an interesting alternative.

When applying these sensors in marine environment,

the extension of a scanned vessel in comparison to

sensor resolution is very high. Hence, at each scan, a

point cloud of detections from an object is provided

by the sensor. This leads to an extended target tracking

problem. In order to solve this, numerous algorithms

have already been proposed, see e.g. the surveys in [2]

and [3].

Assuming the sensor does not generate stable but

fast fluctuating reflection centers, an estimation of the

target extent can be obtained by analyzing the noise dis-

tribution. If the measurements are randomly distributed

over the target extent, or the noise of the measurements

is correlated with the target’s size, [4] presented an ap-

proach for simultaneously estimating the state and ex-

tension of a target. There, the target’s physical extension

is assumed to be of an elliptical shape and is repre-

sented by a symmetric positive definite random matrix.

For many real sensors, the measurement spread is only

partially dependent on the target’s extent and also on

the sensor’s accuracy. Thus, [5] made the proposition

to model this spread as a linear combination of exten-

sion noise and measurement noise. Due to the heuristics

in [5], [6] derived a more complex filter update step

which improves the estimation results. A unification of

[4] and [5] was proposed in [7] and further extended for

non-elliptical models in [8]. An alternative for arbitrary

shapes is presented in [9], where Random Hypersurface

Models are used to estimate the extent of an object.

Besides the pure state estimation task, the measure-

ment to track data association problem has to be solved.

A typical problem in Extended Target Multi Object

Tracking (ET-MOT) is shown in Figure 1. Each object

generates several detections, and, in combination with

the clutter measurements, using the detections only it

is unclear which target created how many detections,

and where these measurements are located. A first data

association method in the context of the Random Matrix
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Fig. 1. Typical situation in extended object tracking if the targets

have an elliptical shape. The dashed lines indicate a typical

association threshold. Only detections within are considered for

update of the central track.

framework is given in [10] and [11], where the Prob-

abilistic Multi-Hypothesis algorithm is applied. Using

Random Finite Sets, various Multi Object trackers have

been presented, e.g. in [12]—[14]. Although the results

of the Labeled Multi Bernoulli in [14] are very promis-

ing, in the authors opinion it is worth to also take a

look at more traditional approaches and to investigate

how these can be modified to be applied in ET-MOT.

One of the most popular methods for assigning mea-

surements to a track is the Probabilistic Data Associa-

tion (PDA) filter [15]. It performs a measurement update

for each possible association and computes for each as-

sociation the corresponding likelihood that the selected

measurement is correct, i.e. was originated by the tar-

get. The a posteriori estimate of the track is then given

by the weighted sum of the updated state estimates. In

case that more than one object is present, the PDA is

extended to the Joint PDA (JPDA), which also reflects

the partitioning of the measurements to the tracks when

calculating the association likelihood.

Besides the state estimate, for a multi-object tracker,

the existence probability is of relevance, as well. There-

fore, [16] modified the PDA to integrate also the esti-

mation of the existence likelihood into the filtering and

data association process. The new methods are named

IPDA for the single object case and JIPDA for the multi-

object case [17], respectively, where the letter ‘I’ stands

for “Integrated.”

All these PDA algorithms rely on the common as-

sumption that an object can generate at most one mea-

surement during a sensor scan cycle. As already stated

in the abstract, for extended object tracking, this as-

sumption does not hold in general. To make PDA feasi-

ble in this context, spatial clustering of the detections in

combination with a JPDA is proposed in [18]. A version

of the PDA that can handle more than one detection was

presented in [19] and a Multi-Detection JPDA in [20].

The MD-JPDA was used to handle multi-path reflec-

tions from over-the-horizon radars. With the General-

ized PDA, also the existence estimation was introduced

into the MD-PDA by [21]. Since for multi-target track-

ing algorithms, the existence likelihood estimation is

essential, in this paper, a Multi-Detection JIPDA (MD-

JIPDA) is derived, as an extension to the JIPDA to as-

sign more than one measurement to an object.

The structure of this paper is as follows: First,

the general derivation of the MD-JIPDA is given in

section II. In section III, an implementation of the

MD-JIPDA that uses the concept of Random Matrices

is proposed. It gives a short introduction to Random

Matrices and also illustrates an approximation scheme

of the MD-JIPDA to make it real-time applicable. Some

results of Monte Carlo Simulations for different sensor

characteristics and scenarios are shown in section IV. In

the context of tracking smaller vessels in close distance

using an automotive radar sensor on USV, also some

experimental results are presented in section V, and

conclusions are drawn in section VI.

II. MULTI DETECTION—JOINT INTEGRATED
PROBABILISTIC DATA ASSOCIATION

In the original Integrated Probabilistic Data Associ-

ation (IPDA) approach, a track is considered to consist

of two components [22, p. 142]: The object’s dynamic

states and the object’s existence estimates. While the

dynamic state is a continuous random variable, the ex-

istence is a binary variable that only can take the values

“object exists” and “object does not exist.” One central

assumption of the IPDA filter, as proposed in [16], is

that an object can generate at most one measurement

at time k. The Generalized Probabilistic Data Associ-

ation Filter relaxes this constraint in such a way that

up to nmax measurements can be originated by a single

object. The obtained GPDA filter can be applied for

multi-object cases only if the objects are well separated

in the measurement space. If the targets are in close

proximity to each other, the GPDA will tend to merge

tracks. To avoid this, in this section, a new algorithm,

that can be used to consider joint track to measurement

associations is described.

In the following, the dynamic state of track t at

time k will be referred to as xtk, and Â
t
k describes the

event that the object exists and Â̄tk the complementary

event. If a set of new measurements is received, for

each track, only those measurements are considered that

fall into some elliptical association gate with constant

probability PG. Tracks that share at least one common

measurement in their association gate are put together in

a new association cluster, and a joint cluster volume Vk
can be computed. Since gating and track clustering are

commonly known techniques, the reader is referred to

the literature for further information, e.g. [23, p. 334ff].

The set of nk gated measurements will be denoted as

Zk = fz1k , : : : ,znkk g and Zk the measurements received up
to time k.
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From the Bayes’ filter update equation, the posterior

probability of the target existence is given by:

p(Âk j Zk)

=
p(Zk j Âtk)p(Âk j Zk¡1)

p(Zk j Â̄tk)p(Â̄tk j Zk¡1)+p(Ztk j Âk)p(Âtk j Zk¡1)
(1)

The predicted existence probability from time k¡ 1 is
computed from

p(Âtk j Zk¡1) = psurv ¢p(Âtk j Zk¡1), (2)

where, for simplicity, the probability of object survival

psurv is here considered as state independent. Using

a proper existence time constant ¿Â for a track, the

probability of survival is only conditioned on the sample

time T with

psurv = e
¡T=¿Â : (3)

To evaluate the likelihoods in (1), the following

assumptions are made:

² Clutter is uniformly distributed over the volume V:
pCls (n) = V

¡n

² The number of clutter measurements is Poisson dis-
tributed with constant clutter rate ¸:

pClc (n) =
(¸V)n

n!
e¡¸V

² An object is detected by the sensor with probabil-
ity PD.

² The number of measurements m generated by one

object t follows an arbitrary distribution ptc(m).

² The spatial model for a single measurement of an
object t is denoted pts(zk j xk), which is typically a
Gaussian of the form

pts(zk j xtk) =
1

PG
N (zk;Hxk,§k),

where H is the observation matrix and §k the corre-
sponding covariance.

A. Joint Association Probability

Let Hi,j denote a joint association event that de-
scribes one hypothesis how the nk measurements within

an association cluster have been created. The joint asso-

ciation events can be grouped into joint detection events

Di which assign the same detection count pattern. One
pattern assigns a specific measurement count mt to track

t, e.g. for the situation in Figure 1 the event Hi,1 =
ff4,7g,f3,5,6gg that assigns measurementsM4 andM7
to track one, andM3,M5,M6 to track two belong to the

same detection event Di as Hi,2 = ff1,7g,f3,5,6gg.

The a posterior probability of a joint event Hi,j is
defined as

p(Hi,j j Zk) = ´H ¢p(Zk,nk,Hi,j ,Di j Zk¡1)
= ´H ¢p(Zk j nk,Hi,j ,Di,Zk¡1)
£p(nk j Hi,j ,Di,Zk¡1)
£p(Hi,j j Di,Zk¡1) ¢p(Di j Zk¡1): (4)

With this definition, in order to compute the indi-

vidual probabilities for each joint detection event, the

tracks can be separated in two sets:

1) Tmis(Di): Set of tracks with no allocated measure-
ments

2) Thit(Di): Set of tracks with at least one allocated
measurement

Let further Atmis denote an event, where no mea-
surement is assigned to track t and Athit for at least one
assigned detection.

For each track t in Tmis(Di) the prior probability is
p(Atmis j Zk¡1) = 1¡PtDPtGp(Âtk j Zk¡1),

and if one or more measurements are assigned

p(Athit j Zk¡1) = PtDPtGp(Âtk j Zk¡1):
With these two definitions, the prior probability of a

joint detection event is [22, p. 161]

p(Di j Zk¡1) =
Y

t2Tmis(Di)
(1¡PtDPtGp(Âtk j Zk¡1))

£
Y

t2Thit(Di)
(PtDP

t
Gp(Â

t
k j Zk¡1)): (5)

In the next step, consider that Di assigns m1 mea-
surements to track one, m2 to track two, and mnT up to

track nT. The total number of combinations for joint as-

sociation events Hi,j in Di is given by the multinominal
coefficient. Since all events are a priori equally likely,

the a priori probability that event Hi,j is true is given by
the inverse of the multinominal:

P(Hi,j j Di,Zk¡1) =
μ

nk

nk ¡mT,m1, : : : ,mnT

¶¡1
= n¡1M ,

(6)

where mT =m1 + ¢ ¢ ¢+mnT is the total number of as-
signed measurements in the detection event Di.
In the next step, the probability of receiving nk

measurements is defined using the cardinality models

pClc (n) for clutter, and p
t
c(n) for the target:

p(nk j Hi,j ,Di,Zk¡1) = pClc (nk ¡mT)
Y

t2Thit(Di)
ptc(mt) (7)

In the last step, the probability for the newly received

measurement set Zk, given all the quantities above, is
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defined as

p(Zk j nk,Hi,j ,Di,Zk¡1)
= pCls (nk ¡mT)

Y
t2Thit(Di)

Y
l2M

pts(z
l
k j xtk): (8)

In this equation, pCls (n) is the spatial distribution of clut-

ter and p(zlk j xk) is the spatial measurement model. The
set M with cardinality mt comprises of the indices of

the measurements assigned to track t in hypothesis Hi,j .
Inserting (5), (6), (7) and (8) into (4) finally yields:

P(Hi,j j Zk)
= ´H ¢pCls (nk ¡mT)pClc (nk ¡mT) ¢ n¡1M
£

Y
t2Tmis(D)

(1¡PtGPtDp(Âtk j Zk¡1))

£
Y

t2Thit(D)
PtGP

t
Dp

t
c(mt)p(Â

t
k j Zk¡1)

Y
l2M

pts(z
l
k j xtk)

(9)

Since all feasible association hypotheses are mutu-

ally exclusive and form an exhaustive set, the normal-

ization constant ´H can be derived by demandingX
H
P(Hi,j j Zk) = 1:

B. Track-Based Association Probability
From this point, the MD-JIPDA is derived exactly

the same way as the JIPDA in [17]: The hypotheses

set H now, in general, contains several hypotheses that

assign the same measurement combination for the tth

track. Let Amti denote the ith combination hypothesis

of assigning m measurements to a track t with i=

[1, : : : ,
¡
nk
mt

¢
]. For example from Figure 1, the first two

combinations are A21 = f1,4g, which assigns detections
M1,M4 and A22 = f4,7g with detections M4,M7.
Let H̃ 2 H denote the set of hypotheses with a

specific combination Amti assigned to track t. For each

combination in Amti n fA01g, the probability that it was
generated by t and the object exists, is then given by

p(Âtk,Amti j Zk) =
X
H̃2H

P(H̃ j Zk): (10)

The set of hypotheses, where no detection is assigned

to a track is denoted H0. Then, in case of a missed

detection, following the probability that the object exists

is given by

p(Âtk,A01 j Zk) =
(1¡PtDPtG)p(Âtk j Zk¡1)
(1¡PtDPtGp(Âtk j Zk¡1))

X
H̃02H

P(H̃0 j Zk):

(11)

The final object existence is given by summing up

over all possible measurement combinations Amti 2 A:
p(Âtk j Zk) =

X
A
p(Âtk,Amti j Zk) (12)

The association likelihoods are then given by

p(Amti j Zk) = p(Amti j Âtk,Zk) =
p(Âtk,Amti j Zk)
p(Âtk j Zk)

, (13)

since assigning a measurement to a track requires the

underlying assumption that the track also exists. Since

(10)—(13) are basically the same equations as for a point

target, the reader is referred to [22, p. 162ff.] for a more

detailed derivation.

With the association likelihoods, the new posterior

state estimate is computed by

p(xtk j Zk) =
X
A
p(xtk j Zk,Amti )p(Amti j Zk), (14)

where p(xtk j Zk,Amti ) is the computed measurement up-
date for a specific combination e.g. obtained via stan-

dard Kalman filtering.

III. IMPLEMENTATION USING RANDOM MATRICES

For the derivation of the MD-JIPDA given above,

very few assumptions regarding the sensor model have

been made. Since an ET-MOT has to concurrently esti-

mate the object’s kinematic state and extension, a large

variety for the spatial model pts(z
(j)
k j xtk) and measure-

ment cardinality model ptc(mt) are possible. As one

possible approach, in this section, the implementation

of MD-JIPDA using the Random Matrix framework is

briefly described.

It is assumed that each object is of elliptical shape

and its extension is described by a symmetric positive

definite random matrix Xk. The extension is considered
to be statistically independent of the kinematic state

and of the cardinality model as well. It shall only

influence the spatial model which is then rewritten as

pts(z
(j)
k j xtk,Xtk).
For the measurement cardinality model ptc(mt), using

a Poisson distribution is the most common way. How-

ever, the expected number of detections per scan can be

different for each object. Thus, this parameter, denoted

as measurement rate °k, has to be estimated in parallel

as well.

With these two new quantities, the posterior state

estimate is now given by

p(xtk,X
t
k,°

t
k j Zk) =

X
A
p(xtk,X

t
k,°

t
k j Zk,Amti )p(Amti j Zk),

(15)

The individual steps for solving this equation are ex-

plained in the following: First some details on the ran-

dom matrix framework are given and some considera-

tions on the measurement cardinality model are exem-

plified. Since for real-time applications, evaluating all

possible combinations Amti may require too much time,

in this section, a proposal is made to handle the expo-

nential increase of the hypotheses trees. Finally, the al-

gorithm applied for track birth and deletion is presented

as well.
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A. Random Matrices

The seminal work for the Random Matrices frame-

work for estimation of extended objects was presented

in [4]. Using the Bayes’ filter, a concept to estimate

kinematic target state and its physical extension in par-

allel was established. Therefore, the following assump-

tions on the target characteristics are made: First, it is as-

sumed that the shape of the target can be represented by

an ellipse. Further, the direction of the object’s motion

shall be independent of the orientation of the ellipse.

Finally, as the most important assumption, the noise

of the measurements is mainly caused by the physical

extension. For a measurement zjk at time k it is assumed
that it can be described by a linear function of the

state xk, superimposed by a normally distributed noise
term wk:

zjk =Hxk +wk (16)

Assuming that the noise part of the measurement is

mainly due to the size of the object, the probability den-

sity function for a set of measurements Zk = fz1k , : : : ,znkk g
is defined as:

p(Zk j nk,xk,Xk) =
nkY
j=1

N (zjk;Hxk,Xk) (17)

Substituting this relationship in the Bayes’ filter recur-

sion leads to an analytic solution for state expectation

and covariance update as well as for the update of Xk.
However, for many real-world sensors, the extension

driven noise is superimposed by some non-negligible

sensor driven measurement noise. For example, radar

detections are generally in polar coordinates with range

r and detection angle Á. Thus, if targets are detected

in greater distance, this leads to a larger spread of the

measurements in azimuth. Disregarding this fact for the

estimation of the physical extension would lead to an

overestimation of the true size when the object is far

away.

To include the contribution of the sensor error to

the measurement spread, [5] proposed the probability

density function in the following way:

p(Zk j nk,xk,Xk) =
nkY
j=1

N (zjk;Hxk,cXk +Rk) (18)

However, for this model, no exact analytical solution

for p(xk,Xk j Zk) can be found. To obtain a recursive
update scheme, in [5] the assumption is made that the

target extent is predicted with sufficient accuracy, which

makes it possible to separate kinematic and extension

updates.

As already mentioned in the introduction, a more

general update scheme using the sensor model as in (18)

was presented in [6]. According to [6], this approach

has a significant better extension estimate, but at the

price of a small decrease in position accuracy, and

only if the kinematic state uncertainty is sufficiently

small. Some analysis by the authors indicated that in

combination with a GPDA, it is also quite vulnerable

to false associations. The approach by [5] seems to be

more robust, so only this approach is further considered

here.

The integration of both update schemes into the

GPDA is straight forward: For computation of p(xk,Xk j
Zk,Ami ) the update schemes can be implemented exactly
as given in the cited papers. For the track prediction,

the method proposed in [5] is used. For the sake of

completeness, the prediction and update equations are

given in the appendix.

The final tracker is designed for radar sensors, so

for filtering, the detections have to be transformed from

polar to Cartesian space using

zk =
·
rk cos(Ák)

rk sin(Ák)

¸
: (19)

Since the polar measurement standard deviation ¾r for

range and ¾Á for the detection angle will be small, the

associated covariance matrix in Cartesian coordinates is

approximated using [24]

Rk ¼
1

2
(¾2r ¡ r2k ¾2Á)

·
b+cos(2Ák) sin(2Ák)

sin(2Ák) b¡ cos(2Ák)

¸

b =
¾2r + r

2
k ¾

2
Á

¾2r ¡ r2k ¾2Á
: (20)

This makes the measurement noise state dependent,

which may have serious impact in the resulting exten-

sion estimate.

For the computation of association likelihoods in (9)

with the Random Matrix framework, the spatial model

is modified to pts(z
(j)
k j xtk,Xtk). With respect to (18), it

is defined to be a normal distribution, with expectation

Hxt
kjk¡1 and the covariance matrix given by

§k =HP
t
kjk¡1H

T+ cXtkjk¡1 +Rk:

B. Cardinality Model

In general, a target is considered to give birth to a

random number of detections in each scan. This number

is in general Poisson distributed with nearly constant

mean °. In a multi-object scenario, the individual targets

may also have different values for °, which are not

known a priori.

As long as the number of detections remains a small

single digit value (typ. ° < 5), it can be sufficient to use

an average number over all targets for °: The Poisson

distribution is rather indifferent for those values e.g. for

expecting ° = 3 the measurement probabilities ptc(m)

for m= 1 : : :6 are between [0:05,0:22]; if expecting

4, the values are in the same interval. In practice,

these little differences have no large impact on the

association likelihoods, compared to the spatial models.

For example, if m changes, the clutter model with its

factor Vnk¡m has, in general, an impact factor in the
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region to the power of ten, while the cardinality model

only changes by a factor of three at most.

However, in the case of higher detection counts, the

values of the Poisson distribution differ by orders of

magnitude as well. If the expected values are variable,

it is necessary to estimate them together with kinematic

state and extension. In [13], it was proposed to model

the distribution of ° by a Gamma Distribution and

estimate its parameters in parallel by assuming that it

is actually independent of the kinematic and extension

densities. This concept can be applied to the MD-JIPDA

as well.

The Gamma p.d.f. is defined with the two parameters

®k > 0 and ¯k > 0 as

pGAM(°;®k,¯k) =
¯®kk
¡ (®k)

°®k¡1e¡¯k°:

The expected cardinality is obtained from the expec-

tation value °k = ®k=¯k. The cardinality model for the

MD-JIPDA is then obtained from the joint likelihood

of the Poisson distribution with parameter ° and the

gamma distribution using

ptc(m) = ˜́
c ¢
Z
pPOI(m j °)pGAM(° j Zk¡1)d° (21)

= ´c ¢
1

m!

nmaxX
°=1

°
m+®t

kjk¡1¡1e¡°(¯
t
kjk¡1+1):

The normalization constant ´c has to account for the

fact that the constraint
Pnmax

m=1p
t
c(m) = 1 still must be

fulfilled. The computation of the predicted parameters

®t
kjk¡1,¯

t
kjk¡1 of the gamma distribution and also its

update equations are given in the appendix as well.

C. Hypotheses Generation

It is easy to see that the MD-JIPDA suffers even

more from the exponential increase of possible asso-

ciation hypotheses than the standard JIPDA does. To

make the MD-JIPDA computationally feasible for com-

plex scenarios with several tracks within one association

gate, or if each track can evoke a large number of mea-

surements, an approximation scheme has to be found

in such a way that not all theoretically possible com-

binations have to be evaluated. This reduction problem

is a known issue for an ET-MOT. To solve this prob-

lem, the RFS approaches, cited in the introduction, use a

combination of distance and Expectation Maximization

partitioning to cluster nearby measurements and remove

unlikely combinations.

For simplification of the MD-JIPDA, a similar con-

cept is proposed in this paper: First, a k-means clus-

tering is applied to the gated measurements for each

track individually. The number of clusters should still

be larger than the number of tracks in the specific gate.

When the number of clusters is chosen too small, the ef-

fect that measurements from different objects are put in

the same cluster is very likely to happen, as was pointed

out in detail in [12]. This would also somehow foil the

idea of a PDA since the association tree would be very

small. The authors have made good experience if the k-

means creates at least as many clusters as three times the

number of tracks. This ensures that only very few clus-

ters contain measurements of several objects since each

object is sufficiently often split. Of course, dependent

on the clutter rate or distribution of the measurements

on target, a higher cluster number may be required.

If j clusters have been created, then CA · 2j single
object association combinations are possible. Given nT
tracks in the joint association gate, the total number of

joint multi-object hypotheses is CH < (CA)
nT . Even in

the case of five clusters per track and three tracks in a

common gate, this can lead to several hundred thousand

joint hypotheses, which might be beyond of a real-time

implementation. Thus, as a second step, it is considered

that by the user, a maximum value for CH is given, from
which with the relation above, a maximum value for CA
is derived. Since the number of single object combina-

tions created after the k-means cluster can be signifi-

cantly higher, from these combinations the CA best are
selected according to the cardinality model (21). Sam-

pling proportional to the cardinality model ptc(m) has

the advantage that combinations with highly probable

detection count m are preferred. For example, if ° = 5

detections were expected and CA = 20, assuming a pure
Poisson distribution, 4 combinations that assign m= 5

detections are selected, but only one for m= 1. For each

count m, the best combinations from the spatial model

are chosen. If for a specific count m more combinations

are desired than actually available, the next available

count is selected. Only for these selected single associ-

ation combinations, the joint association hypotheses are

built. Please note that when using a reduced number of

joint hypotheses, the multinominal coefficient in (9) has

to be replaced by the actually generated combination

count of each joint detection association event.

D. Birth Model

The basis of a new track is formed by those mea-

surements that have not been assigned to a track during

the data association process. Based on these detections,

first a DBSCAN algorithm is executed to cluster closely

spaced measurements. For each cluster, a new track is

initialized. The initial existence likelihood is computed

based on the number of measurements in a cluster and

its distance to existing tracks. Consider a measurement

cluster with mean z̄ that contains nz measurements, then
the initial probability is

p(Â0) = ¯birth ¢pcardbirth(nz) ¢pspbirth(z̄): (22)

The constant ¯birth denotes the general likelihood, typ-

ically selected as the average number of new born ob-

jects per scan. The likelihood pcardbirth(¢) accounts for the
probability that a specific number of detections are part
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of a new track. Here, it is proposed to use a typical

measurement cardinality model p
tref
c as basis and set

pcardbirth(nz) =

nzX
i=1

p
tref
c (i): (23)

This model ensures that if the number of detections in

the cluster increases, also the probability of a new track

is increased.

The spatial model accounts for the distance between

the centroid and already existing tracks:

p
sp
birth(z̄) = 1¡ exp

μ
min

t21,:::,nT
fkz̄¡ ztkjkk2g=¾2d

¶
(24)

The distance kz̄¡ zt
kjkk denotes the Euclidean distance

between the centroid and the expected measurement

of track t. From all available tracks nT, the minimum

distance is selected to evaluate p
sp
birth. With the variance

¾2d , the desired distance from the centroid of an existing

track to a new track candidate can be specified.

Each new track is initialized at the center of the se-

lected cluster using the cluster spread as initial extension

estimate. If a cluster contains only very few detections,

some minimal size should be used to ensure numeri-

cal stability. The track is deleted when at any time the

existence probability falls below some small threshold.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The performance of multiple detection JIPDA using

the Random matrix update schemes given by [5] are

evaluated in two sets of Monte Carlo simulations first.

One set of simulation is designed with respect to the de-

sired real data application: A high-resolution automotive

radar that is mounted on an unmanned surface vessel or

a smaller recreational craft. The targets to be tracked are

vessels with an overall length below 10 m. For clarity,

during maneuvers, in contrast to the true behavior of a

vessel, it is assumed that the major axis of the extension

ellipse is always aligned with the direction of motion of

the object. The second set of simulations is designed

to evaluate the capabilities of the MD-JIPDA when a

higher number of detections per object is created, and a

complete evaluation of the association tree is infeasible.

In all simulations, the coordinated turn model with

xk = [x,vx,y,vy,!]
T is used as motion model, with Carte-

sian positions x,y, the corresponding velocities vx,vy
and the turn rate ! around the vertical axis.

For the evaluation of each scenario, the modified

version of the optimal sub-pattern assignment (OSPA)

metric, as introduced in [13], is applied. This modifi-

cation enhances the OSPA to incorporate also the esti-

mated target size Xkjk and measurement cardinality °kjk
of an object.

A. Low Detection Count Scenarios

To evaluate the joint data association, one scenario

with four vessels and one scenario with two vessels

are considered. For all scenarios, the measurements are

assumed to be uniformly distributed over the vessel’s

extension, and the cardinality is Poisson distributed with

constant mean. The sensor reports its measurements in

polar coordinates, where the accuracy of a point target

is ¾R = 1:0 m in range and ¾Á = 0:1
± for the bearing

angle. The observation area is set to 200 m£ 200 m,
with the sensor located in the center and its sample time

T = 1=15 s. Two different clutter rates are considered:

A lower case with a mean of 8 false alarms per scan,

(¸8 = 2 ¢ 10¡4=m2) and a high clutter case with 80 false
positives (¸80 = 2 ¢ 10¡3=m2). As a further challenge, a
different probability of detection is considered in both

cases: for the medium case, it is set to 95% and for the

high clutter case it is reduced to pD = 80%.

For tracking and filtering the following parameters

are used: The motion model process noise is set to

¾V = 0:1 m/s
2 and ¾! = 1:0

±=s. The sensor noise to
extension noise ratio in (18) is set to c= 1=4, and

the time constant for the capability of changes in the

extension is set to 5 s. The decay constant for track

existence is set to ¿E = 10 s, and the forgetting factor

for target measurement rate parameters ®kjk,¯kjk is set
to ·° = 1:25 (see prediction step in the appendix).

For the unassigned measurements, the DBSCAN

clustering is performed with a distance threshold of 5 m.

A new track is created at the cluster’s centroid position

with an initial existence likelihood of ¯birth = 0:01, a

track distance ¾d = 20 m and a Poisson distribution with

a mean of three for p
tref
c . The initial position uncertainty

is set to P0 = diagf(3 m)2, (1=2 m)2, (3 m)2, (1 m/s)2,
(1±)2g, and the initial extension is a circle with radius
2 m. If the existence probability falls below the level of

10¡5, the track is considered dead, and if the probability
exceeds 50%, the track is treated as valid.

The modified OSPA metric uses the cut-off values

cx = 3 m, cX = 30 m
2 and c° = 2 with weights wx = 0:8,

wX = 0:1 and w° = 0:1. The norm p is just set to one.

1) Scenario A.1: The fist scenario is a typical multi-

target scenario to test the general capabilities of the

proposed MOT: A total of four different objects are on

a straight line trajectory with a nearly constant velocity

of about 3 m/s, see Figure 2 and Table I for details.

All objects meet at the same area but keep the distance

to their centroids mutually of at least four meters. The

scenario has a total of 600 samples (40 s). Each object

is created and deleted at a different time step. In this

scenario, only the suboptimal MD-JIPDA version is

applied with limiting the maximum number of joint

hypotheses to 1e3.

The average results for 1000 Monte Carlo Simula-

tion are shown in Figure 3. The tracking cardinality is

computed by taking the sum of existence probability

over all created tracks at time k:
P
t p(Â

t
k). Overall, for

both clutter rates and both cardinality models, an accept-

able and almost identical performance was achieved. As

could be expected, with higher clutter rates and smaller
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Fig. 2. Targets trajectories and received measurements. Ellipses

plotted every five seconds.

TABLE I

Object characteristics for Scenario A. Colors corresponding to

Figure 2. The variables A and a denote the length of semi-major and

semi-minor axis, respectively.

Blue Red Magenta Gray

A 4 m 5 m 4 m 3 m

a 1 m 1.5 m 1 m 0.75 m

° 3 4 3 2

tbirth 8 s 0 s 2 s 6 s

tdeath 34 s 40 s 36 s 28 s

detection probability, the confirmation of a new track

takes longer but is still handled fairly well for all ob-

jects.

Eye-catching is, of course, the overestimation of

objects in case of low clutter with adaptive measurement

cardinality. When clutter measurements occur close to

a new born target, the measurement data is ambiguous:

It could stem from two smaller objects or one large

and clutter. However, clutter measurements are in total

rare, so the algorithm prefers to keep both tracks alive

for a little longer time. Thus, depending on the current

distribution of measurements, two tracks moving behind

each other are computed as the most likely event. This

effect becomes less dominating when the clutter rate

increases, since the general track confirmation takes

significantly longer. From the OSPA, it is seen that

it still actually performs slightly worse than the fixed

cardinality model. This is just due to the same effect:

Instead of one larger object, two small objects are built.

While the fixed model prefers larger objects, and after

an initial phase only one object survives, the adaptive

cardinality permits two objects, each with an expected

cardinality of one or two detections only.

Fig. 3. Track cardinality and OSPA error for different clutter rates.

The suffix ‘¡ ’ indicates MD-JIPDA with estimated measurement

cardinality, and fix with the constant model.

Fig. 4. Trajectories and measurement data for Scenario B. Ellipses

plotted every five seconds. The space between both targets is about

22 cm.

2) Scenario B.1: In the second scenario, two objects

move towards each other, proceed in parallel for approx.

15 s and then split up again (Figure 4). Both objects

have the same characteristics as object ‘Blue’ from the

scenario above. To keep the total number of hypotheses

feasible for the MD-JIPDA, a limit of nmax = 6 detec-

tions per object is set. With this, the scenario enables

a comparison between the optimal and its suboptimal

version.

The results for 1000 Monte Carlo runs are shown

in Figures 5 for the low clutter case, and in 6 for the

high clutter case. In these, the additional prefix ‘Opt’

denotes the results using full MD-JIPDA, ‘Sub’ denotes

the hypothesis limited approach.

Like in the first scenario, an overshoot in the cardi-

nality can be seen when using an adaptive measurement

rate ¡ . This is again due to the fact that in some runs,

two tracks are initialized for one object. Besides this, in

all cases, accurate tracks were created for both objects.

The fact that the cardinality remains below the true car-

dinality is due to the limited detection probability PD. In

both OSPA also an increase of the OSPA at about half

time can be observed. This is due to another well-known

problem of the JIPDA: The track coalescence. Since
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Fig. 5. Track cardinality and OSPA error for medium clutter

rate ¸8.

measurements from the other object are also taken into

account, the tracks move closer together. This leads to

an overlapping of the extension ellipses in this scenario

but with still well-separated target centroids.

These figures also reveal that there is no significant

difference between the optimal and the suboptimal ap-

proach. Although some slight edge for the optimal ap-

proach in cardinality can be seen, it actually also suffers

more from track coalescence. Nevertheless, the differ-

ences are very small, except for the computation time.

These are shown in Table II.1 In a few runs, over one

hour is required to compute the full MD-JIPDA for this

scenario. This excluded the algorithm from being used

in real-time2 applications. In contrast, the suboptimal

MD-JIPDA with a limited hypotheses count is always

within reasonable computation time. Especially with the

low clutter scenario, each update step can be handled

easily within the update time T. It also has only a small

spread between the minimum and maximum required

time. The high clutter scenario takes actually more time

than the scenario duration. This is due to a large num-

ber of tracks that are created and deleted in each update

step.

B. High Detection Count
In most cases of the simulations above, the need of

clustering or hypotheses limitation for real-time compu-

tation is rare. Thus, in this subsection, some of the sce-

narios above are simulated again using different settings

for the measurement model, e.g. an object can create at

least 10 detections per step. For this type of sensors, it is

even for a single track computationally too expensive to

1The values are obtained using single core Matlab simulation on a

3.7 GHz PC.
2Here, a tracker is considered real-time applicable when a complete

measurement update step can be computed within the sensor’s sample

time T.

Fig. 6. Track cardinality and OSPA error for high clutter rate ¸80.

TABLE II

Computation Time for the complete sequence of Scenario B.1 for

the full MD-JIPDA and the hypothesis reduced suboptimal version.

The first value is the mean time over 1000 runs, the value in

parentheses the maximum occurred time.

¸
8
Fix ¸

8
¡ ¸

80
Fix ¸

80
¡

optimal 42 s (4441 s) 33 s (4331 s) 48 s (3278 s) 50 s (1121 s)

suboptimal 13 s (16 s) 13 s (16 s) 37 s (44 s) 40 s (48 s)

evaluate all possible association hypotheses. However,

since e.g. for laser scanner such a measurement count is

quite normal, it is important to analyze how the subop-

timal approach will perform, and if it can be applied to

such problems. Since for this type of sensors the polar

sensor noise is low, it is set to zero for these simulations.

1) Scenario A.2: In general, the settings are identical

to the previous scenario A.1, except for the target count:

Each expected number of measurements in Table I is

multiplied with a factor of five, so the expected number

is between 10 and 20. In contrast to the scenarios above,

with these measurement rates, it is at no time possible

to compute a full set of joint association events. The

results using the suboptimal with a maximum of 104

hypotheses are shown in Figure 7. In these figures,

again a comparison with a fixed cardinality model with

° = 15 and the adaptive scheme are given. As could be

expected, only the adaptive scheme handles the scenario

correctly, while in the fixed case, for the large red object

in many cases, two tracks are established. This effect

is again reduced when the clutter rate is higher. For

the adaptive scheme, in all runs, the objects are tracked

accurately and of course with also better results than in

scenario A.1 due to the higher measurement count.

2) Scenario B.2: As a final scenario, the special high

clutter scenario as given in [25] is also applied. On the
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Fig. 7. Track cardinality and OSPA error for different clutter rates

for A.2. The suffix ‘¡ ’ indicates MD-JIPDA with estimated

measurement cardinality, and ‘fix’ with the constant model.

Fig. 8. Target trajectories over the clutter measurement data from

one scan in the very high clutter case.

first glance, this scenario is similar to the scenario B

with a starting turn and a parallel phase (Figure 8).

However, the conditions are completely different. Each

target is moving with a constant speed of 120 m/s

with a distance of less than one meter to the outline

of the object during the parallel phase. The first target

starts at the south-east, has a size of 40 m£ 20 m and

generates about ° = 20 measurements per scan. The

second target’s dimensions are 20 m£ 10 m with an

average measurement count of 10.

The parameters for the suboptimal assignment are

set to 5 clusters per track and a total maximum of 104

hypotheses is chosen.

For this dynamics, the parameters for track initializa-

tion and maintenance are therefore changed as follows:

The initial position uncertainty is increased to 50 m, and

the velocity uncertainty to 80 m/s. The initial extension

matrix X0 = 10
2£ I2 with DOF º0 = 10. The cardinality

model is initialized with ®0 = 10 and ¯0 = 1. The pro-

cess noise for the velocity is increased to ¾V = 3 m/s
2.

The remaining track parameters and decay constants are

the same as in the scenarios above.

Fig. 9. OSPA and track cardinality error for different clutter rates

for scenario B.2.

The scenario is evaluated with three different clutter

rates: A low clutter case of 100 false alarms per scan,

a high case with 1000 and a very high case with

5000 clutter measurements on a surveillance area of

2 ¢103 m£ 2 ¢104 m. The detection probability is in all
cases pD = 98%.

From Figure 9, it can be seen that the proposed algo-

rithm can handle this type of scenarios also very well.

As can be seen, the OSPA error is slowly increasing dur-

ing the parallel target movement. The problem of track

coalescence occurs once more. Due to the measurement

clustering by the k-means, this effect is stronger here

than in scenario B.1. This also affects the estimated size

of the targets, which becomes gradually overestimated,

however with a rather slow increase. The issue is re-

solved, as soon the targets split off again.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the experimental tests, an automotive radar sen-

sor was mounted on a small vessel. In contrast to the

simulation, the radar has an opening angle of only §26±
for a 60 m short range mode and §9± for larger dis-
tances. Due to the limited field of view, the objects un-

der observation are allowed to just perform small ma-

neuvers, as they have to remain inside the field of view

(FoV).

The test setup consists of two vessels moving in

front of the host vessel (Figure 10). For all three ves-

sels, the GPS traces are recorded. The vessels perform

small approaching and bear off maneuvers while slowly
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Fig. 10. Target vessels used for data acquisition. The left one

(blue) is also used for the single object scenario and has a size of

8:5 m£ 2:5 m. The dimensions of the right one (red) are
6:9 m£ 2:47 m.

increasing the distance to the host. The recorded trajec-

tory relative to the host and the received measurements

are shown in Figure 11.

The tracking algorithm is executed in the body-

fixed coordinates of the host vehicle. This requires the

compensation of the motion of the host vehicle for each

track before performing the update step. Since this is

done using the velocity measurement from the GPS and

the yaw rate measurement from a low-cost gyro, addi-

tional uncertainty is induced into the estimate. To take

Fig. 11. Reference trajectory of targets (red and blue ellipse) from GPS and received detections (green) in local coordinate frame. The

distance to the host vessel during the sequence varies from 20 m to 120 m. The ellipses are plotted in time intervals of 6 s. The scenario

starts in the lower left corner, when both ships enter the FoV after overtaking the host vessel. The vessels perform three “draw near and bear

away” maneuvers. After about two minutes, the red vessel turns starboard and leaves the FoV (upper right).

Fig. 12. Estimated trajectory of targets (red and blue ellipse) from MD-JIPDA filter and received detections (green) in local coordinate

frame.

this into account, for the prediction step, the method

proposed by [26] is used to rotate the ellipses according

to the motion of the host vessel. However, estimates

of the target’s yaw rate are not used for extension

prediction. The tracking parameters are identical to the

values given in the first simulation set for low clutter

tracking.

For this scenario, the MD-JIPDA is tested with adap-

tive measurement rate and a constant rate °k = 4. The

cardinality estimates and OSPA results for both schemes

are shown in Figure 13, and Figure 12 shows the es-

timate for the variable approach in a local coordinate

frame. From the cardinality plot, it can be seen that

in the beginning of the sequence, the fixed ° performs

slightly better, but at the end, when the red object moves

out of the sensor FoV, it performs significantly worse.

This is due to the fact that the target reduces to a point

target, which, in combination of a low detection rate,

leads to several low estimates of the existence probabil-

ity. This is compensated by the adaptive version. The

OSPA metric is identical for both schemes.

With increasing distance, the number of received

detections is decreasing, and so the overshoot, as seen

in the simulation, does not occur.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents generalized versions of the

JIPDA filter to assign more than one measurement to a
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Fig. 13. OSPA metric and number of tracks validated tracks for the

experimental data sets.

track. The so-called MD-JIPDA is connected to the ran-

dommatrix framework to track extended objects with an

elliptical shape. To overcome the problem of exponen-

tial increase of association hypotheses, a simple cluster

and sample technique is applied.

It was shown in simulation and real data scenarios

that the proposed MOT algorithm is capable of resolv-

ing extended targets, which are moving in close prox-

imity. The results with more complex scenarios indicate

that the MD-JIPDA can achieve quite similar results as

the RFS approaches. However, like any JPDA, it suffers

from track coalescence. Instead, it is the author’s opin-

ion, that the MD-JIPDA comes with a reduced com-

plexity e.g. when compared to the recently published

LMB. Of course, for a real comparison, the according

studies are yet to be made. Another nice feature of the

MD-JIPDA is that it can make use of well-known tech-

niques from target tracking, like e.g. gating.

The proposed hypotheses reduction is a rather coarse

and intuitive scheme, which offers space for further

improvement. An interesting alternative that has to be

investigated, is the use of an iterative approach as it

was given for the JIPDA in [27]. Starting from the

GPDA solution, the association hypothesis tree could

be successively expanded up to the desired resolution

level. Also, the problem of track coalescence must be

addressed by e.g. checking if the techniques from the

JPDA can be adopted.

APPENDIX A FILTER STEPS FOR TRACK PREDICTION
AND UPDATE

The prediction equations for sample time T are

given in Table III and the update equations for track

TABLE III

State filter prediction steps

Kinematic:

xkjk¡1 = Fkxk¡1jk¡1

Pkjk¡1 = Pk¡1jk¡1 +FkQkF
T
k

Extension:

Xkjk¡1 =Xk¡1jk¡1

±kjk¡1 = ±k¡1jk¡1 ¢ e¡T=¿±

Measurement rate:

®kjk¡1 =
1

·°
®k¡1jk¡1

¯kjk¡1 =
1

·°
¯k¡1jk¡1

TABLE IV

State filter update steps

Kinematic:

xkjk = xkjk¡1 +Kkjk¡1(z̄k ¡Hxkjk¡1)

Pkjk = Pkjk¡1 +Kkjk¡1HP
T
kjk¡1

Skjk¡1 =HPkjk¡1H
T +

1

nk
Ykjk¡1

Kkjk¡1 = Pkjk¡1H
TS¡1

kjk¡1

Ykjk¡1 = cXk¡1jk¡1 +Rk

Extension:

Xkjk =
1

±kjk
(±kjk¡1Xkjk¡1 + N̂kjk¡1 + Ŷkjk¡1)

±kjk = ±kjk¡1 + nk

Nkjk¡1 = (z̄k ¡Hxkjk¡1)(z̄k ¡Hxkjk¡1)T

N̂kjk¡1 =X
1=2

kjk¡1S
¡1=2
kjk¡1N

1=2

kjk¡1(S
¡1=2
kjk¡1)

T(X¡1=2
kjk¡1)

T

Ŷkjk¡1 =X
1=2

kjk¡1Y
¡1=2
kjk¡1Z̄

1=2

k
(Y¡1=2
kjk¡1)

T(X¡1=2
kjk¡1)

T

Measurement rate:

®kjk = ®kjk¡1 + nk

¯kjk = ¯kjk¡1 +1

state estimate for an assigned measurement set with nk
detections, centroid z̄k and spread Z̄k in Table IV.
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Converted Measurements
Bayesian Extended Target
Tracking Applied to X-band
Marine Radar Data

GEMINE VIVONE
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X-band marine radar systems are flexible and low-cost tools for
monitoring multiple targets in a surveillance area. They can provide
high resolution measurements both in space and time. Such features
offer the opportunity to get accurate information not only about the
target kinematics, as other conventional sensors, but also about the
target size.
In this paper we exploit the random matrix framework to track

extended targets. Proper measurement models to deal with the
radar’s measurement noise and its conversion into Cartesian coor-
dinates are presented here. Benefits of the proposed extended target
tracking using converted measurements can be mainly related to the
problem of the targets’ size estimation, while advantages on estima-
tion of the targets’ kinematic features can be considered negligible.
The validity of the proposed approach has been demonstrated by
using both simulated and real data. Gains up to 70% for the tar-
gets’ width estimation accuracy and around 65% for the length are
observed on real data. The integration of the proposed model into
the gamma Gaussian inverse Wishart probability hypothesis density
tracker is also provided and tested on real data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Securing the waterways is of critical importance, and

surveillance activities take on a central role. Ship traffic

monitoring and port protection represent big challenges

(e.g. in terms of law enforcement, search and rescue,

environmental protection, and resource management)

and, in the last years, it has stimulated intensive research

activities, e.g. [9], [22], [31], [41].

Radars are widely exploited technologies. Among

these, X-band marine radar systems represent flexible

and low-cost tools for tracking of multiple targets. Fea-

tures, such as high resolution in both space and time,

make these kinds of systems very appealing because,

if compared to conventional radars, they are able to

provide indications about the targets’ size and not only

about targets’ kinematics. This additional information

can be very helpful for subsequent signal processing

phases, e.g. target classification.

The tracking literature is mostly focused on ap-

proaches that make the hypothesis of at most one detec-

tion per target for each frame, see for instance [3], [7],

[28], [31], [41], which is no longer valid for the data

considered in this paper. We refer to this problem as

extended target tracking (ETT). Several approaches can

be found in the literature to address the ETT problem.

Bar-Shalom, et al. [3] propose to segment the ac-

quired image. Clustering and centroid extraction phases

are subsequently used to provide data for feeding the

probabilistic data association (PDA) algorithm. A tech-

nique for data association using a multi-assignment ap-

proach to track a large number of closely spaced (and

overlapping) targets is also presented in [24]. In [14],

the authors propose an approach for ETT under the

assumption that the number of received measurements

is a Poisson distribution. The algorithm is illustrated

with point targets, which may generate more than one

measurement and have a 1-D extension. A sequential

Monte Carlo method is also proposed in [13], where

sensor measurements are modeled as a Poisson process

with a spatially dependent intensity parameter, which

leads to the representation of physical extent as an in-

tensity distribution that avoids the evaluation of explicit

data association hypotheses. A similar approach is taken

in [8] where track-before-detect theory is used to track

a point target with a 1-D extent. The application of

track-before-detect theory together with particle filters

on X-band marine radar data has also been investigated

in [11]. An interacting multiple model data augmenta-

tion algorithm and a modified version of the mixture

Kalman filter are proposed for extended target track-

ing in [2]. Two models, based on support functions

for smooth object shapes and extended Gaussian im-

age in the non-smooth object case, are proposed and

used for extended target tracking in [39]. In [34] the

problem of group structure inference and joint detection

and tracking for group and individual targets within a
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Bayesian filtering framework is addressed. Group dy-

namical models from a continuous time setting, the in-

teraction models for closely spaced targets, and a group

structure transition model are proposed. Baum, et al.

introduce in [5], [6] the random hypersurface model

for estimating both kinematic and shape parameters of

extended targets. Specific estimators are derived for el-

liptic and star-convex shapes. In [30], Mahler proposes

an expansion to extended targets of his probability hy-

pothesis density filter [29] to manage the multi-target

tracking problem. Unfortunately, the proposed filter re-

quires processing of all possible measurement set par-

titions, which is generally unfeasible to implement. An

approach for limiting the number of considered parti-

tions is proposed and discussed in [20]. A sequential

Monte Carlo multi-target Bayes filter based on finite

set statistics is exploited for pedestrian tracking in [35].

Furthermore, a nonlinear Bayesian methodology for im-

age sequences incorporating the statistical models for

the background clutter, target motion, and target aspect

change is proposed in [10].

A popular and computationally efficient framework

to handle this issue, under the hypothesis of elliptical

spread of the target, is provided by Koch in [25] where

an approximate Bayesian solution to the target tracking

problem is proposed. Random matrices are exploited

to model the ellipsoidal object extensions, which are

treated as additional state variables to be estimated or

tracked. The target kinematic states are modeled us-

ing a Gaussian distribution, while the ellipsoidal target

extension is modeled using an inverse Wishart distri-

bution. Random matrices are used to model extended

targets under kinematic constraints [26]. In [45], [46]

and [19], the integration of random matrices into the

probabilistic multi-hypothesis tracking and the proba-

bility hypothesis density filter, respectively, address the

multi-target tracking problem. Furthermore, a new ap-

proach is derived in [12] to overcome some of the weak-

nesses in [25]. Indeed, in [25] sensor inaccuracies are

neglected and, if they are large in comparison to tar-

get size, the lack of modeling may lead to an overesti-

mation of target size, see [11]. New measurement and

time updates for [12] are proposed in [33] and [21],

respectively. An extension of random matrices for non-

ellipsoidal group and extended target tracking based on

a combination of multiple ellipsoidal sub-objects, each

represented by a random matrix, is discussed in [27]. A

comparison between random matrices and the random

hypersurface model [5] under a single target assump-

tion is given in [4]. An interesting application using

real-world radar data, acquired during the recovery op-

erations of the Costa Concordia wreckage in October

2013, and the random matrices framework is reported

in [16], [17].

An overview of the state-of-art for group and ex-

tended target tracking techniques is given in [32]. Se-

quential Monte Carlo methods and their variants are

mainly discussed. An overview including Markov chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, random matrices ap-

proaches, and random finite set statistics techniques is

also provided.

In radar signal processing a crucial point is given by

the data conversion. The measurement of the target’s

position is usually reported in polar coordinates, while

the target position and dynamic are usually modeled in

Cartesian coordinates. The effects of data conversion

have to be properly taken into consideration.

In this paper, we propose to investigate further the

conversion between polar and Cartesian coordinates

into the approach presented in [12]. An extended tar-

get tracking algorithm is presented here and two mea-

surement models using two kinds of coordinate con-

versions (i.e. the standard and the unbiased ones) are

illustrated and integrated into the random matrix frame-

work. Sects. II-C and III-B show the proposed mod-

els and how it is possible to integrate them into the

random matrix framework. Furthermore, we derive that

the update equations are similar to the ones in [12].

Estimations for both kinematic parameters (i.e. posi-

tions and velocities) and sizes are performed. The per-

formance of the proposed models are assessed on both

simulated data (reproducing three different scenarios)

and real data acquired by an X-band marine radar in-

stalled in the Gulf of La Spezia, Italy. Comparisons with

the measurement model that neglects the sensors’ noise

effects (e.g. [25]) and the one with a constant covari-

ance matrix [12] are provided. Automatic identification

system (AIS) static and kinematic reports are exploited

as ground truth in order to assess the performance. The

simulation results are confirmed by real data. Ten differ-

ent target datasets exploiting different kinds of targets,

with over 103 frames of acquisition, are used to obtain

a significant statistical analysis. It is demonstrated that

the main advantage is the improvement in the estima-

tion of target size, while comparable performance can be

shown on the estimation of kinematic parameters. More

specifically, gains up to 70% for the targets’ width es-

timation accuracy and 65% for the length are observed

by exploiting the proposed models. The integration of

the proposed model into the gamma Gaussian inverse

Wishart probability hypothesis density tracker [17] to

address real scenarios with clutter and expected multiple

extended targets is also provided and tested on real data.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this represents

the first attempt to integrate the coordinate conversion

into the random matrix framework and to quantitatively

evaluate the effects of the sensors’ noise and data con-

version in ETT using both simulated and X-band ma-

rine radar data. Indeed, even if other few performance

assessments relied upon these data can be found in the

literature, see [11], [17], a serious analysis on the effects

of the sensors’ noise has not been accounted for.

Furthermore, the problem of dealing with non-

linearities is of great interest in radar signal processing
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especially because these strategies risk to fail in spe-

cific cases and ad hoc improvements need to be imple-

mented, see e.g. [37]. This is also the case of the pro-

posed paper, in which the non-linearity problem (con-

version of data) is completely neglected for the ETT

literature, which has attracted great interest in the re-

cent years. The impact in neglecting the noise and its

conversion between polar and Cartesian coordinates is

particularly clear, see Sect. V, on the target’s size es-

timation. Nowadays, many papers propose its own ex-

tended target tracking approach and these techniques

are increasing interest thanks to the high resolution fea-

tures of several new radar systems. However, all these

approaches neglect the polar-Cartesian conversion issue

causing a bias in the estimation of the targets’ exten-

sion. Thus, new researches can arise from this paper

integrating the conversion in these approaches and by

evaluating the benefits on real radar data. The contribute

of the paper is twofold:

² Theoretical. We derive first the converted measure-
ment extended target tracking (CM-ETT), which rep-

resents the extension of the converted measurement

Kalman filter to the context of extended targets, see

Sects. II-C and III. Furthermore, the similarities with

respect to the work of Feldmann et al. [12] are re-

marked. Similar update equations can be derived but

exploiting a state-dependent covariance noise matrix.

² Experimental. We show that the CM-ETT signif-

icantly outperforms the ETT state-of-the-art strate-

gies by validating it in extensive experiments, that

is hardly to find in this literature. Several simulated

scenarios have been tested quantifying the benefits in

using the proposed model. Furthermore, the use of

10 real datasets including data from several kinds of

targets, acquired by our X-band marine radar in the

Gulf of La Spezia, together with the AIS information

enables us to further corroborate the simulated out-

comes on real data. The integration with the multiple

extended target strategy in [17] is also provided and

validated on a challenging real data set.

The work presented in this paper is an extension

of previously reported progress on ETT applied to X-

band marine radar data [40]. A broader experimental

analysis, a more detailed analysis of the literature, the

introduction of the unbiased coordinate conversion, and

the extension to the multiple ETT case integrating the

proposed converted measurement model into the gamma

Gaussian inverse Wishart probability hypothesis density

tracker [17] validating it on real data, can be considered

the main novelties of this paper with respect to the

conference version.

The paper is organized as follows. Sect. II describes

the Bayesian extended target modeling, including a co-

ordinate conversion model approach. Sect. III presents

the filtering equations that the modeling lead to. Sect. IV

is devoted to the integration of the proposed approach

into the gamma Gaussian inverse Wishart probability

hypothesis density tracker. The experimental results us-

ing both simulated and real data are shown in Sect. V.

Results in the multiple extended target tracking case are

presented in Sect. VI. Finally, conclusions and future

developments are drawn in Sect. VII.

II. BAYESIAN EXTENDED TARGET MODELING
This section is devoted to the description of the pro-

posed measurement model using converted measure-

ments and its integration into the Bayesian extended

target tracking framework presented first in [25], and

later improved in [12] with the consideration of the

sensors’ measurement errors. It is worth pointing out

that the above-mentioned papers concentrate attention

on the track filtering. Estimations under observation-

to-track association uncertainty with possible presence

of missed detections and false alarms are out-of-scope.

The same assumption is made in this paper. Readers

who are interested in this topic are instead encouraged

to see [17] and Sect. IV in order to get deeper insights

about the problem of the extended multi-target tracking

for X-band marine radar data.

A. State Model
The extended target kinematics (position and veloc-

ity) are defined in 2D Cartesian coordinates and mod-

eled by the vector xk
¢
=[xk, _xk,yk, _yk]

T, where xk, yk and

_xk, _yk are the position and velocity components along

the X, Y directions, respectively, and [¢]T is the trans-
pose operator. The extended target’s extent (shape and

size) is assumed elliptic and is modeled by the positive

definite matrix Xk.
Let Zk = fZmgkm=0 denote all the measurement sets

up to and including frame k. The extended target state,

i.e. xk and Xk, is Gaussian inverse Wishart distributed,

p(xk,Xk j Zk) =N (xk; x̂kjk,Pkjk)IW(Xk;®kjk,X̂kjk) (1)

where x̂kjk and Pkjk are the expected value and covari-

ance of the Gaussian distribution, and X̂kjk and ®kjk are
the expected value and degrees of freedom of the inverse

Wishart distribution.

B. Dynamic Model
The target’s motion is described by a nearly constant

velocity model [3]. The state-update equation is as

follows
xk = Fxk¡1 +¡wk (2)

where F= F̃− Id, Id is the identity matrix with dimen-
sion d£ d (i.e. 2£ 2 in our case), − denotes the Kro-

necker product,

F̃=
·
1 Ts

0 1

¸
, (3)

Ts is the sampling time, ¡ = ¡̃ − Id,

¡̃ = ¾pos ¢
·
T2s =2

Ts

¸
, (4)
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and ¾pos represents the process noise (equal in both X

and Y directions). The process noise wk takes into ac-
count the target acceleration and the unmodeled dynam-

ics and it is assumed to be Gaussian with zero-mean and

identity covariance matrix.

The time evolution of the extent Xk is modeled as
approximately constant over time. This model is accu-

rate for targets that can be assumed to move linearly, i.e.

targets that do not turn significantly (a turn causes the

extension to rotate). For the scenarios considered in this

paper this assumption is true. Motion models for turning

targets can be found in related literature, see e.g. [21].

C. Measurement Model Using Converted
Measurements

Measurements of the target’s positions are usually

provided in polar coordinates (i.e. in range and azimuth)

for data acquired by radar systems. However, the tar-

get motion is typically modeled in Cartesian coordi-

nates. Hence, a conventional linear Kalman filter can

be exploited only after the measurements have been

converted from polar to Cartesian coordinates. It is im-

portant for the tracking results that the effects of this

conversion are properly taken into consideration.

The components of the jth measurement vector at

frame k are defined as ³jk
¢
=[r

j
k ,μ

j
k]
T, where r

j
k and μjk are

the jth range and azimuth radar measurements at frame

k, respectively. These measurements are modeled as the

true range and azimuth values, plus measurement errors

that are zero-mean Gaussian distributed with standard

deviations equal to ¾r and ¾μ, respectively. To convert

measurements from polar to Cartesian coordinates we

employ the standard coordinate conversion,

zL,jk
¢
=[x

L,j
k ,y

L,j
k ]

T = [r
j
k cosμ

j
k,r

j
k sinμ

j
k]
T (5)

where the superscript L stands for linearization.

Taking the first order terms of the Taylor series

expansion of the standard coordinate conversion, i.e.

using linearization, we obtain the Cartesian coordinate

errors, which have zero-mean and covariance matrix [3]

RL(³jk ) = J(³
j
k )diag([¾

2
r ,¾

2
μ ])J

T(³jk ), (6)

where

J(³jk ) =

"
cosμjk ¡rjk sinμjk
sinμjk r

j
k cosμ

j
k

#
(7)

is the Jacobian matrix, and diag(¢) indicates a diagonal
matrix.

A remark is related to the validity of the standard

coordinate conversion. A rule of thumb is provided

in [3]. When it is not valid, the unbiased conversion [3]

can be exploited to deal with the problem of converting

measurements from polar to Cartesian coordinates. In

this case, we have that for the jth measurement at frame

k, zU,jk
¢
=[x

U,j
k ,y

U,j
k ]T, where

x
U,j
k = x

L,j
k b

¡1, (8)

y
U,j
k = y

L,j
k b

¡1, (9)

and b = exp(¡¾2μ=2) assuming that the noise in the polar
domain is Gaussian distributed.

The covariance matrix is as follows:

RU(³jk ) =

"
RU11(³

j
k ) RU12(³

j
k )

RU21(³
j
k ) RU22(³

j
k )

#
, (10)

where its elements are defined as [3]

RU11(³
j
k ) = (b

¡2¡ 2)(rjk )2 cos2 μjk
+[(r

j
k )
2 +¾2r ][1+ b

4 cos2μjk]=2, (11)

RU22(³
j
k ) = (b

¡2¡ 2)(rjk )2 sin2 μjk
+[(r

j
k )
2 +¾2r ][1¡ b4 cos2μjk]=2, (12)

RU21(³
j
k ) =R

U
12(³

j
k ) = b

¡2(rjk )
2=2sin2μjk

+[(r
j
k )
2 +¾2r ]b

4=2sin2μjk ¡ (rjk )2 sin2μjk:
(13)

For the radar data used in this paper the standard

coordinate conversion was empirically found to be suf-

ficient, see Sect. V for further details.

We assume, as done in [12], [25], that at each

frame there is a set of nk independent Cartesian position

measurements, denoted Zk = fzjkg (i.e. either zL,jk or

zU,jk ). The detection set likelihood is

p(Zk j nk,xk,Xk) =
nkY
j=1

p(zjk j xk,Xk): (14)

Each detection zjk is modeled as a noisy measurement of
a reflection point yjk located somewhere on the extended
target. Further, each reflection point is modeled as a

point randomly sampled from the target’s extension.

The detection likelihood is thus

p(zjk j xk,Xk) =
Z
p(zjk j yjk,xk,Xk)p(yjk j xk,Xk)dyjk (15)

In other words, the detection likelihood (15) is the

marginalization of the reflection point y out of the
estimation problem.

For the type of radar systems considered here the

measurement noise is accurately modeled as zero mean

Gaussian,

p(zjk j yjk,xk,Xk) =N (zjk;yjk,R(yjk)), (16)

where R(y) is the covariance matrix (i.e. either RL(y)
using (6) or RU(y) using (10)) obtained when converting
polar radar detections to Cartesian coordinates. Further,
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the reflection points are accurately modeled as uniform

samples from the target shape,

p(yjk j xk,Xk) = U(yjk;xk,Xk): (17)

As suggested by Feldmann et al. [12], for an elliptically

shaped target the uniform distribution (17) is approxi-

mated by the following Gaussian distribution

p(yjk j xk,Xk) =N (yjk;Hxk,½Xk) (18)

where ½ is a scaling factor. Here H is a measurement

model that selects the position components in the state

vector (i.e. H= [Id,0d] where 0d indicates the null ma-
trix with d = 2 in our case). In a simulation study Feld-

mann et al. showed that ½= 1=4 is a good parameter

setting. In the result section we will address what is

an appropriate parameter setting when using real radar

data.

By combining equations (15), (16) and (18), the

likelihood is

p(zjk j xk,Xk) =
Z
N (zjk;yjk,R(yjk))N (yjk;Hxk,½Xk)dyjk:

(19)

The marginalization (19) is analytically intractable.

To achieve a computationally efficient measurement up-

date, two assumptions are made. First, assume that

in (16) the measurement noise covariance can be ap-

proximated as R(yjk)¼R(Hxk), i.e.
p(zjk j yjk,xk,Xk)¼N (zjk;yjk,R(Hxk)): (20)

REMARK In general, this approximation is less accurate

the larger the distance is between the reflection point

y and the target’s position, as given by Hxk. This im-
plies that the approximation is less accurate the larger

the target is, since a large target means that the distance

between the reflection point and position may be large.

For the radar sensors and the targets that are consid-

ered in this paper, we have empirically found that the

approximation is sufficiently accurate.

Following the assumption in (20), applying it in

(15), considering (18), and exploiting the product for-

mula for two multivariate Gaussian distributions, we

have that

p(zjk j xk,Xk)¼N (zjk;Hxk,½Xk +R(Hxk)): (21)

Considering that the prior target distribution is Gaussian

inverse Wishart, i.e.

p(xk,Xk j Zk¡1) =N (xk; x̂kjk¡1,Pkjk¡1)

£IW(Xk;®kjk¡1,X̂kjk¡1), (22)

we assume that the following approximation holds, i.e.

p(zjk j xk,Xk)¼N (zjk;Hxk,½Xk +R(Hx̂kjk¡1)), (23)

namely the measurement noise covariance can be ap-

proximated by replacing xk with its predicted expected
value x̂kjk¡1.

REMARK This approximation is trivially satisfied when

R(¢) is a constant matrix. In general the assumption
holds approximately when R(¢) does not vary too much
in the uncertainty region for the extended target. Em-

pirically we have found that, for the sensors and targets

considered here, the signal to noise ratio is high enough

to make the uncertainty region small enough.

Under the two assumptions above, the detection like-

lihood p(zjk j xk,Xk) assumes the same form as in [12]

replacing the covariance noise matrix R with its state-

dependent version R(Hx̂kjk¡1). Thus, the measurement
update results analogous to the measurement update

proposed in [12] by substituting Rwith R(Hx̂kjk¡1). This
approach is here called converted measurement extended

target tracking (CM-ETT) and its time and measurement

updates are presented in the next section.

III. CONVERTED MEASUREMENTS EXTENDED
TARGET FILTERING

In this section we show the time update and mea-

surement update for the models presented in the previ-

ous section.

A. Time Update

With the assumed independence between the esti-

mates for centroid kinematics and extension and fur-

ther assuming independent dynamic models for both of

them, the standard Kalman filter prediction equations

can be exploited [3], [12]:

x̂kjk¡1 = Fx̂k¡1jk¡1, (24)

Pkjk¡1 = FPk¡1jk¡1F
T+¡ : (25)

The prediction of the target’s extension comes directly

from the hypothesis that the extension does not tend to

change over time, i.e.

X̂kjk¡1 = X̂k¡1jk¡1: (26)

Finally, the prediction of the degrees of freedom param-

eter ®kjk¡1 is given as [12]

®kjk¡1 = 2+exp(¡Ts=¿)(®k¡1jk¡1¡ 2), (27)

where ¿ is a time constant related to the agility with

which the target may change its extension over time.

B. Measurement Update

The measurement updated expected value and co-

variance of the state vector estimate are obtained by a

Kalman filter update [12]

x̂kjk = x̂kjk¡1 +Kkjk¡1(z̄k ¡Hx̂kjk¡1), (28)

Pkjk = Pkjk¡1¡Kkjk¡1Skjk¡1KTkjk¡1, (29)
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where

Skjk¡1 =HPkjk¡1H
T+

Zkjk¡1
nk

, (30)

Kkjk¡1 = Pkjk¡1H
TS¡1kjk¡1 (31)

are the innovation covariance and the gain, and

Zkjk¡1 = ½X̂kjk¡1 +Rk(Hx̂kjk¡1) (32)

indicates the predicted covariance of a single measure-

ment. Note that Rk(Hx̂kjk¡1) depends on the predicted
expected value x̂kjk¡1 (differently from [12] where it is

constant) and the posterior of the kinematic state con-

ditioned on xk is again assumed to be close to a normal
distribution.

The updated expected value and degrees of free-

dom of the extension estimate X̂kjk are obtained as fol-
lows [12]

X̂kjk =
®kjk¡1X̂kjk¡1 + N̂kjk¡1 + Ẑkjk¡1

®kjk
, (33)

®kjk = ®kjk¡1 + nk, (34)

where

N̂kjk¡1 = X̂
1=2

kjk¡1S
¡1=2
kjk¡1Nkjk¡1(S

¡1=2
kjk¡1)

T(X̂1=2
kjk¡1)

T, (35)

Ẑkjk¡1 = X̂
1=2

kjk¡1Z
¡1=2
kjk¡1Z̄k(Z

¡1=2
kjk¡1)

T(X̂1=2
kjk¡1)

T, (36)

Nkjk¡1 = (z̄k ¡Hx̂kjk¡1)(z̄k ¡Hx̂kjk¡1)T, (37)

and

z̄k =
1

nk

nkX
j=1

zjk, (38)

Z̄k =
nkX
j=1

(zjk ¡ z̄k)(zjk ¡ z̄k)T (39)

are the centroid measurement and the measurement

spread. Note that the marginalized prior density of the

target extension is assumed to be an inverse Wishart

density [25]. This implies that the posterior is again of

the same form.

IV. GAMMA GAUSSIAN INVERSE WISHART
PROBABILITY HYPOTHESIS DENSITY

A multiple extended target tracker is briefly de-

scribed in this section. The converted measurements

model in Sect. II is integrated in the measurement up-

date exploiting the results in Sect. III to obtain an im-

provement in the targets’ size estimation. The core of

the tracker is a probability hypothesis density (PHD) fil-

ter which provides for each radar frame the kinematics,

the size and the shape, as well as the expected number

of detections relevant to each target occurring in the

surveillance area. The filter is fed with the measure-

ments provided by the detector described in Sect. V-D.

The extended target state »k can be redefined as

»k
¢
=(°k,xk,Xk), (40)

where the random vector xk and Xk represent again the
kinematic and extension states and °k > 0 is the mea-

surement rate that describes how many measurements

the target, on average, generates per frame. The num-

ber of target generated measurements is assumed to be

Poisson distributed, and °k is in this case the Poisson

rate [13], [14].

Conditioned on a history of previous measurement

sets, Zk, »k is modeled as a gamma-Gaussian-inverse
Wishart (GGIW) distribution [12], [18],

p(»k j Zk) = p(°k j Zk)p(xk j Zk)p(Xk j Zk) (41a)

= G(°k;®gkjk,¯kjk)N (xk; x̂kjk,Pkjk) (41b)

£IW(Xk;®kjk,X̂kjk)
= GGIW(»k;³kjk), (41c)

where ³kjk = f®gkjk,¯kjk, x̂kjk,Pkjk,®kjk,X̂kjkg is the set of
GGIW density parameters.

The probability hypothesis density (PHD) Dkjk(¢) is
an intensity function whose integral is the expected

value of the number of targets, and whose peaks corre-

spond to likely target locations, see [15], [29]. The PHD

intensity is typically approximated either using Sequen-

tial Monte Carlo methods, see [43], or using distribution

mixtures, see [20], [42]. In this case, the PHD intensity

Dkjk(¢) at frame k, given the measurement sets up to
and including frame k, is approximated by a mixture of

GGIW distributions,

Dkjk(»k) =
JkjkX
j=1

w
(j)
kjkGGIW(»k;³ (j)kjk), (42)

where Jkjk is the number of components, w
(j)
kjk is the

weight of the jth component, and ³
(j)
kjk is the density pa-

rameter of the jth component. On behalf of brevity, no

detail for the GGIW tracker is provided. The interested

reader can refer to [17] to get all the information related

to the time and measurement update equations and the

post-processing step (i.e. mixture reduction, track ex-

traction, and track estimation).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The validity of the proposed approach is here demon-

strated by exploiting both simulated and real data. The

latter are acquired by an X-band marine radar located

in La Spezia, Italy. Further to the aim of validating our

approach, as already proposed in [31], we exploit, for

tracking assessment, the automatic identification system

(AIS) [1] static/kinematic messages.
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Fig. 1. The X-band marine radar’s field of view (in red).

The proposed Bayesian ETT method is compared to

two other approaches: one random matrix-based track-

ing algorithm without a model accounting for the sen-

sors’ errors, i.e. with Rk = 0 [25], and another random
matrix-based approach that exploits a constant covari-

ance matrix R [12]. The proposed method (both in the
case of the standard and the unbiased conversion) is here

named converted measurements-ETT (CM-ETT). For a

constant covariance matrix R three different possibilities
are tested. They are calculated using (6) by setting μjk
to the azimuth mean value on the surveillance area, and

letting r
j
k assume one of three values. This gives three

different matrices: R1 calculated for targets that move
close to the sensor around range 0.5 km; R2 calculated
for range 2 km, corresponding to the middle of the con-

sidered surveillance area; and R3 hypothesizes that the
target sails in a longer range area, around 4 km range.

This section is organized as follows. A description

of the X-band marine radar experiment is provided to

the reader in Sect. V-A. The real datasets used for the

validation of the approach and the AIS message format

are briefly illustrated in Sects. V-B and V-C, respec-

tively. The detection strategy is presented in Sect. V-D,

while, Sects. V-E and V-F are related to the analysis of

the results on simulated and real data, respectively.

A. X-band Marine Radar Experiment

The X-band marine radar is a coherent linear fre-

quency modulated continuous wave radar [38]. It is a

compact and lightweight system, still maintaining a high

performance with relatively simple electronics, since the

transmitted power is low and constant.

The radar is installed in the Gulf of La Spezia (Italy)

(see the radar’s field of view in Fig. 1). The use of

pulse compression [44] and a small transmitted power

make it a compact, quickly deployable, and scalable

system, used for research in the areas of extended target

detection and tracking, with application to surveillance

TABLE I

Marine Radar Specifications

Parameter Specification

Frequency 9.6 GHz

Bandwidth Adjustable up to 150 MHz

Range resolution ¢r = 1 m

Antenna type Rotating slotted waveguide

Antenna angular resolution ¢μ = 1±

Antenna angular aperture

elevation

20±

Gain 32 dBi

Azimuth antenna speed 0 (stopped) up to 40 revolutions

per minute

Polarization Linear horizontal

Transmitted power Adjustable 50 mW—5 W

(17—37 dBm)

Pulse repetition frequency Adjustable 350 Hz—10 KHz

of small craft at short to medium ranges (maximum 5—

6 km) for harbor protection and coastal surveillance.

The marine radar has an antenna mounted on a ro-

tor with variable speed of rotation and the possibility

to lock and hold the position towards a specific direc-

tion with 0:1± accuracy. The main radar parameters are
shown in Tab. I. The radiating system for this node con-

sists of two slotted waveguide antennas, one for trans-

mitting and another for receiving, both using linear hor-

izontal polarization. Nevertheless, cross polar vertical-

horizontal signatures can be collected in bistatic mode.

The high directivity of the slotted waveguide allows a

precise determination of the angular position of a target,

also allowing the acquisition of targets at long distance

with small power.

B. Datasets

Ten datasets have been acquired by the X-band

marine radar located in the Gulf of La Spezia, Italy.

They have been used for the performance assessment of

our approach. The 10 AIS tracks, one for each dataset,

are depicted in Fig. 2. They have been generated by

8 different ships. The main features of these ships are

briefly outlined below:

² Grand Holiday is a Bahamian passenger (cruise) ship
with Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI) equal

to 255803790. The size of this ship is 222 m£ 32 m.
The gross tonnage is 46052 t.

² Palinuro is a three-masted, iron-hulled barquentine,
active as a sails training vessel for the Italian Navy.

The MMSI is equal to 247939000. The size of this

ship is 59 m£ 10 m.
² Fabio Duo is an Italian cargo with MMSI equal to
247241500. The size of this ship is 80 m£ 16 m. The
gross tonnage is 2080 t.

² Euro is an Italian passenger ship with MMSI equal to
247030500. The size of this ship is 28 m£ 6 m.

² Monokini is a pleasure craft with MMSI equal to
6904672. The size of this ship is 45 m£ 8 m.
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Fig. 2. AIS tracks for all the analyzed datasets.

² Maersk Savannah is a Danish container ship with
MMSI equal to 219231000. The size of this ship is

334 m£ 45 m. The gross tonnage is 92293 t.
² Portovenere is an Italian tug with MMSI equal to
247076200. The size of this ship is 28 m£ 10 m. The
gross tonnage is 279 t.

² San Venerio is an Italian tug with MMSI equal to
247841000. The size of this ship is 31 m£ 10 m. The
gross tonnage is 307 t.

C. AIS Data

Ships and vessels exceeding a given gross ton-

nage1 are equipped with AIS transponders for position-

reporting, as established by the SOLAS Convention [1].

Ships repeatedly broadcast their name, position, and

other details for automatic display on nearby ships.

While this allows ships to be aware and keep track of

other ships in their immediate vicinity, coastal states will

also be able to receive, plot, and log the data by means of

base stations along the coast. AIS reports contain both

dynamic information (e.g. latitude, longitude, course-

over-ground (COG), speed-over-ground (SOG), time)

and static information (e.g. vessel type, size informa-

tion).

To allow their proper use as ground truth for our

applications, AIS ship reports are checked in order to

remove possible outliers, missing position reports, and

unreliable data. An interpolation phase is also required

to align in time radar data and AIS contacts.

D. Detection Strategy

Each radar image is processed by a detector to ob-

tain a cloud of detections that represents the input for

the Bayesian extended target tracking approaches. In

1The AIS is required for all the ships exceeding 300 gross tonnage and

engaged on international voyages, for all cargo ships of 500 gross ton-

nage, not engaged on international voyages, and all passenger ships.

On average, a gross weight of 300 t corresponds to a length of about

25 m.

Fig. 3. (a) Amplitude of X-band marine radar data and

(b) detections with AIS information for Frame 30 on the Grand

Holiday dataset.

this paper, we exploit a maximum likelihood detec-

tor, which represents a good trade-off between compu-

tational burden and performance. Generally speaking,

other more computationally demanding approaches are

possible, i.e. an ordered statistic-based constant false

alarm rate (CFAR) detector [36], but their comparison

is here considered out of scope.

Two assumptions are made in this phase. First, the

conditional independence among nearby pixels is as-

sumed. Furthermore, the distributions of the power im-

ages under the target and non-target hypotheses are con-

sidered exponential. The rate parameters ¸t > 0 (i.e. un-

der target hypothesis) and ¸nt > 0 (i.e. under non-target

hypothesis), which characterize the whole exponential

distributions, are estimated using the k-means clustering

algorithm [23]. An example of detections for Frame 30

on the Grand Holiday dataset is depicted in Fig. 3.

E. Simulated Results

The analysis of results reached by the compared al-

gorithms on simulated data is here performed. Three

kinds of simulations are exploited in order to under-

stand the capabilities of the approach to work in similar

conditions with those expected in the real-world. First,

a ship of 80 m£ 30 m has been simulated sailing on

a straight line from 1 km to 4 km along the range di-

rection using a nearly constant velocity model [3] with

zero-mean Gaussian noise described by the parameter

¾pos, see Eq. (2). The spread of the detections is Gaus-

sian distributed in polar coordinates according to the

used model with scaling parameter ½ equal to 1. The

simulator parameters are shown in Tab. II.

Fig. 4 shows the comparison between the standard,

see Eq. (5), and the unbiased, see Eqs. (8) and (9), con-

versions. We can easily see that the outcomes provided

by both the models are equivalent (for both kinematic

and size estimations). This further corroborates the val-

idation limit rule of thumb in [3], which claims the

equivalence between the two models for the considered

radar and surveillance area extension. Indeed, following
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Fig. 4. (a) Position, (b) velocity, (c) length, and (d) width estimations for the proposed CM-ETT approaches on simulated data. Triangular

markers are used for indicating the approach using the standard coordinate conversion model, while, circles are exploited for the unbiased

conversion.

TABLE II

Parameter Setting Simulator

Parameter Value Specification

Ts 2 s Sampling time

¾pos 10¡4ms¡2 Std. process noise

§

·
0:6653 ¡0:6453
¡0:6453 1:1764

¸
¢ 103 Cov. spread target

kmax 400 Number of frames

Nd 2000 Num. detects. frame

¾sr 0.5 m Std. noise range

¾s
μ

0:5± Std. noise azimuth

the above-mentioned rule, the maximum range rmax that

allows proper use of the standard coordinate conversion

is defined as

rmax = 0:4
¾r
¾2μ
; (43)

that is, by substituting the values in Tab. IV, about 3 km,

in agreement with the defined surveillance area. Thus,

in order to ease the reading of the following results,

from hereon we will omit the unbiased conversion.

REMARK The rule of thumb in (43) results satisfied

in the most of radar systems, but this is not the case

in sonar systems or in long range radar with small

¾r and relatively large ¾μ. When the above-mentioned

condition is not verified, the unbiasedness property

is not valid and the unbiased conversion has to be

exploited instead of the simpler linearization.

The estimations provided by the compared

approaches are depicted in Fig. 5. The outcomes con-

firm the ability of the proposed models to properly take

into account the measurement noise. Because the ana-

lyzed case shows a ship that sails radially with respect

to the radar position and the inaccuracy in range is less

than the one in azimuth (as we will see after for the

first real case), no difference is perceptible along the

range direction (i.e. the target’s length). The advantages

are instead obvious along the azimuth direction (i.e. the

target’s width). More specifically, comparing the pro-

posed approach with the one using Rk = 0 or the one
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Fig. 5. (a) Position, (b) velocity, (c) length, and (d) width estimations for the compared approaches on simulated data for a target that

follows a radial track.

using R1 it is clear that the more the target obtains large
values of range, the greater the advantages are (see the

differences for high time values). Both Rk = 0 and R1
result in the width being overestimated. Using R3 gives
the opposite behavior, i.e. the width is underestimated.

Finally, R2 gives a performance that is in-between the
results of the R1 and the R3 algorithms.
The second test case simulates the target sailing in

an almost constant range track. Because we simulate an

almost constant range track the opposite width/length

estimation results are expected with respect to the pre-

vious test case. Fig. 6 shows the kinematic and size es-

timations provided by the compared approaches. Again,

the CM-ETT shows its ability to properly estimate both

the length and width parameters. As expected, consid-

erable advantages are shown for the cross-range size

estimation (length), while comparable performance can

be pointed out for the estimation of the width parameter

(along-range size).

The third test case in Fig. 7, where a non-along con-

stant range and non-radial track is simulated, corrobo-

rates that the proposed CM-ETT gives improved perfor-

mance both for the cross-range size and the along-range

size. Again, comparing the proposed approach with the

one using Rk = 0 or the one using R1 it is clear that the
more the target obtains large values of range, the greater

the advantages are. Finally, R2 represents again a good
compromise among the compared approaches.

A final note is related to the estimation of the

kinematic parameters (i.e. position and velocity). All

the algorithms perform well and the results reached

by them can be considered comparable, see Figs. 5(a)—

(b), Figs. 6(a)—(b), and Figs. 7(a)—(b). Indeed, for this

application, the sensors’ inaccuracies mainly impact the

estimation of the ship sizes instead of the kinematic

parameters.

Finally, Tab. III shows the performance assessment

for all the three simulated test cases. Best results are

in boldface. The root mean square errors (RMSEs) in

position (i.e. ²pos), velocity (i.e. ²vel), width (i.e. ²wid),

and length (i.e. ²len) are calculated. Furthermore, the

RMS Frobenius error (FE) (i.e. ²FE) between the sim-

ulated (reference) matrix S, which describes the ellip-
soidal simulated target, and the estimations provided by

the 5 compared approaches X̂ is shown in Tab. III. This
is defined as kX̂¡SkF , where k ¢ kF is the Frobenius
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Fig. 6. (a) Position, (b) velocity, (c) length, and (d) width estimations for the compared approaches on simulated data for a target that

follows an almost along constant range track.

TABLE III

Performance Assessment on Simulated Data

Test Cases Methods ²pos ²vel ²wid ²len ²FE

Rk = 0 0.242 0.003 25.8 0.4 595.0

Rk =R1 0.242 0.003 25.2 0.4 578.3

Radial Track Rk =R2 0.242 0.003 17.3 0.5 361.5

Rk =R3 0.247 0.003 30.1 0.6 249.8

CM-ETT 0.242 0.003 0.2 0.4 18.9

Rk = 0 0.441 0.004 1.6 87.1 5414.6

Rk =R1 0.441 0.004 1.6 86.9 5396.0

Almost Constant Range Track Rk =R2 0.441 0.004 1.3 83.5 5117.4

Rk =R3 0.441 0.004 0.2 72.1 4232.3

CM-ETT 0.439 0.004 0.2 1.4 56.8

Rk = 0 1.545 0.004 8.1 12.3 677.9

Rk =R1 1.545 0.004 7.9 12.0 659.8

Non-along Constant Range/Non-radial Track Rk =R2 1.546 0.004 5.1 7.4 401.2

Rk =R3 1.548 0.004 29.8 8.1 584.2

CM-ETT 1.546 0.004 0.2 0.4 18.2

norm. This further metric is also able to capture all the

differences between estimated and reference matrices,

e.g. due to target rotations. The first samples are left out

in the calculation of the errors because of the random

initializations of the compared approaches. Conclusions

as above can be drawn starting from the analysis of the
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Fig. 7. (a) Position, (b) velocity, (c) length, and (d) width estimations for the compared approaches on simulated data for a target that

follows a non-radial and non-along constant range track.

outcomes in the table. These results will be further cor-

roborated by the analysis of the real data provided in

the next subsection.

F. Real X-band Marine Radar Data

The description of the outcomes on real data ac-

quired by the X-band marine radar described in Sect. V-

A is here provided. The main features of the 8 ships that

generate the 10 datasets are shown in Sect. V-B.

Initially, we determine an appropriate value for the

parameter ½ (cf. Eq. (18)). Two values of ½ are tested

using the CM-ETT approach. In a simulation study pre-

sented by Feldmann et al. [12], it is suggested to use

½= 1 to model a Gaussian spread of the detections,

while ½= 1=4 models a uniform distribution. Fig. 8

clearly shows that the CM-ETT with ½= 1=4 performs

better obtaining a closer match with the AIS ship infor-

mation. This experimental analysis confirms that data

with a uniform detection spread is best modeled by

½= 1=4. In the remainder of the paper, the compared

extended target filters are implemented with ½= 1=4.

The other tracking parameters used in the experiments

are shown in Tab. IV. The sampling time Ts is indicated

ranging from 2 s to 5 s. The reason why we have a

range instead of a fixed value is that the azimuth an-

tenna speed to acquire the 10 real datasets is different

from a dataset to the other, see Tab. I for the radar spec-

ifications. Hence, we have different parameters’ config-

uration in order to obtain a trade-off between the sam-

pling time and the number of samples acquired along

the azimuth direction, which, for instance, can have an

impact on the aliasing. Therefore, the Ts parameter used

in the tracking approach can be directly derived by the

selected azimuth antenna speed value _μ (i.e. Ts = 60=
_μ).

The ¿ parameter is instead adjusted according to the

used Ts value. ¿ is related to the agility with which the

target may change its extension over time. Thus, the

datasets with lower Ts values tend to have a more static

(i.e. less variable along frames) target extensions (i.e.

higher ¿ parameters are advisable). This is due to the

fact that targets sail for a higher number of frames in

the same zone and, thus the acquisition system tends

to have a same target representation (i.e. less variable

target extensions are expected). However, the tuning of
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Fig. 8. (a) Position, (b) velocity, (c) length, and (d) width estimation for the CM-ETT using ½= 1 (red solid line) and ½= 1=4 (black

dashed line) on the Grand Holiday dataset.

TABLE IV

Parameter Setting Real Cases

Parameter Value Specification

Ts 2 s—5 s Sampling time

¿ 10/5 Agility object size

¾pos 0:2 ms¡2 Std. process noise

vmax 10 ms¡1 Maximum velocity

¾r ¢r=2 (see Tab. I) Std. noise range

¾μ ¢μ=2 (see Tab. I) Std. noise azimuth

this parameter as the other parameters in Tab. IV can-

not be considered critical, e.g. ¾pos and vmax have simply

been tuned according to the kinds of targets and the area

under test (i.e. medium and large ships that sail in the

near coastal area).

A graphic representation of the gains in estimating

the size by properly accounting for the measurement

noise is provided in Fig. 9 on the Grand Holiday dataset.

The target, in this case, is moving toward higher range

values in an almost radial direction, as can be seen

in Fig. 2. Six frames are depicted in Fig. 9 starting

from Frame 30 to Frame 180 with temporal resolution

equal to 60 s (i.e. an image every 30 frames). We only

compare results using the proposed approach and using

Rk = 0, because showing all results makes the figures
too cluttered. The more the ship sails toward high range

values (i.e. the higher the frame number), the greater the

spread of the detections. This behavior is mainly due to

the polar geometry of the acquisition of the radar.

A first remark is related to Fig. 9(a). Indeed, it is

simple to see that in the radar’s short range operat-

ing region, the proposed model that compensates the

radar’s noise effects does not gain advantage with re-

spect to the Rk = 0 model. The advantages between the
proposed approach and the Rk = 0 model become more
evident with increasing range. Note that due to the al-

most radial track, the target width parameter shows the

greatest performance gain. A better match between the

algorithm that runs with the proposed model and the

ground-truth is straightforward. These outcomes con-

firm the simulations and they are shown in Figs. 10(c)

and (d). Kinematic features are well captured by all the
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Fig. 9. Estimated ellipsoids provided by the Rk = 0, the CM-ETT, and the ground-truth on the Grand Holiday dataset. (a) Frame 30.
(b) Frame 60. (c) Frame 90. (d) Frame 120. (e) Frame 150. (f) Frame 180.

TABLE V

Performance Assessment on Real Data

Methods ²pos [m] ²vel [ms¡1] ²wid [m] ²len [m]

Rk = 0 35.4 0.85 38.4 41.0

Rk =R1 35.4 0.85 37.5 39.6

Rk =R2 35.4 0.84 23.5 26.8

Rk =R3 35.4 0.80 18.0 21.6

CM-ETT 35.4 0.84 11.8 14.3

approaches, see Figs. 10(a) and (b). For the error in po-

sition, a small displacement between the AIS reports and

the estimations provided by the presented algorithms

can be pointed out. This is due to the fact that the AIS

reports the position of the AIS transponder, while the

algorithms estimate the position of the center of the tar-

get, which generally speaking, can differ from the AIS

transponder’s position.

A further test case on the Portovenere dataset is also

detailed in Fig. 11. This dataset is composed of 130

frames. The AIS track is depicted in Fig. 2. Advantages

in the size estimations for the proposed model can be

easily pointed out, see Figs. 11(c) and (d). Again, no

gain can be seen in the estimation of the kinematic

parameters, see Figs. 11(a) and (b). In this case, due

to the non-radial track direction, these benefits can be

appreciated on both length and width size estimations.

To further corroborate the validity of the proposed

approach in providing an improved method of estimat-

ing the targets’ size and to have a more significant

statistical analysis, 8 further real test cases have been

performed (the total amount of frames analyzed by the

presented algorithms is about 103). On behalf of brevity,

the results are summarized in Tab. V, where the RM-

SEs in position ²pos, velocity ²vel, width ²wid, and length

²len averaged on all the datasets are shown. The Frobe-

nius error is not available for the real test cases because

of the lack of the targets’ real orientation in the AIS

information. Best results are in boldface. Due to the

random initialization of the algorithms, the first frames

are neglected to evaluate the RMSEs. No gain can be

pointed out for the kinematic parameters’ estimation and

the outcomes can be considered good in the light of

the above-mentioned considerations with regard to the

AIS information. The advantages are clear and the er-

rors in both width and length are significantly reduced

by properly considering the radar’s measurement noise.

The RMSEs in width are 11.8 m for the CM-ETT al-

gorithm, 18.0 m for the R3 method, and 38.4 m in the

case of the Rk = 0 approach. Whereas, the RMSEs in
length are 14.3 m, 21.6 m, and 41.0 m, respectively. A

histogram representation of the absolute errors in width

and length for the compared algorithms is depicted in

Fig. 12. The results for R1 and R2 are worse than the
results for R3, therefore we only compare the proposed
CM-ETT filter to R3 and Rk = 0. Same conclusions as
in Tab. V can be drawn.
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Fig. 10. (a) Position, (b) velocity, (c) length, and (d) width estimations for the compared approaches on the Grand Holiday dataset.

It is evident that by properly modeling the polar

measurement noise the errors in both width and length

are significantly reduced. For the data used here, the

average gains of the proposed CM-ETT approach are

70% compared to the Rk = 0 approach and 35% with

respect to R3 for the targets’ width estimation accuracy,
while advantages of 65% and 34%, respectively, can be

observed for the targets’ length estimation accuracy.

VI. MULTI-TARGET EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section the experimental results for the case

of multiple extended targets in a cluttered environment

are shown. The performance metrics used to assess the

quality of the approach are presented first. Afterwards,

the experimental results on a real dataset acquired by the

X-band marine radar located in the Gulf of La Spezia,

Italy, are described.

A. Performance Metrics

This subsection is devoted to the description of the

performance metrics, already introduced in [31], suit-

able for performance assessment in a multiple target and

cluttered environment. They are briefly listed, below:

² The time-on-target (ToT) is defined as the ratio be-
tween the time during which the tracker follows the

target and the whole time duration of the true target

trajectory. Its ideal value is 1.

² The false alarm rate (FAR) is defined as the number
of false track contacts normalized with the recording

interval and the area of the surveyed region. Its ideal

value is 0 that indicates no false alarm.

² The track fragmentation (NTF) is calculated by sum-
ming the number of radar tracks associated with a

unique AIS track. It provides a measurement of the

track fragmentation (TF). The ideal value is 1.

² The tracker accuracy (TA) is evaluated using the
errors in position (²pos), velocity (²vel), length (²len),

and width (²wid). Average values along frames are

provided as overall indexes. The ideal values are 0.

B. Experimental Results

The assessment is conducted on real data acquired

by the X-band marine radar. The main parameters

used for the GGIW-PHD approach are summarized in

Tab. VI. The dataset consists of 260 frames. AIS data
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Fig. 11. (a) Position, (b) velocity, (c) length, and (d) width estimations for the compared approaches on the Portovenere dataset.

Fig. 12. Histograms of absolute errors in (a) length and (b) width for the Rk = 0, the Rk =R3, and the CM-ETT approach calculated on all
the datasets.

are exploited as ground-truth. An example of the out-

comes of the GGIW tracker with converted measure-

ments model in the case of three very closely spaced

targets is shown in Fig. 13. The tracking results are de-

picted in Fig. 14. They show the estimations for both

kinematic and size parameters for all the targets in the

scenario. Solid lines denote the values provided by the

AIS, while dashed lines represent the estimations pro-
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Fig. 13. Tracking of three spatially close targets that are part of the multiple extended target data set: (a) Frame 70; (b) Frame 90. AIS

contacts are depicted with yellow square markers. The outcomes of the GGIW tracker with converted measurements model are indicated

with colored ellipses.

TABLE VI

Parameter Settings GGIW-PHD

Parameter Value Specification

Ts 2 s Sampling time

´k 1.04 Forgetting factor

¾a, ¾w 0:1 ms¡2,
0:1¼

180Ts
ms¡2 Kinematic noises

n 100 Extension uncertainty

¿ 99 Temporal decay

½ 1/4 Scaling parameter

¾r, ¾μ ¢r=2, ¢μ=2 (see Tab. I) Measurement noises

¯FA 100=V(A) m¡2 Clutter density

PD 0.99 Detection probability

PS 0.99 Survival probability

w
(b)
k

10¡2 Birth weight

m
(b)
k

05£1 Birth mean

P
(b)
k diag

μ
1,1,1,1,

0:01¼

180Ts

¶
Birth covariance

®
(b)
k
, ¯

(b)
k

0.04, 0.008 Birth rate

v
(b)
k
, V

(b)
k

120, 0:01Id Birth extension

w̄0 0.5 Extraction threshold

T 10¡3 Pruning threshold

U 25 Merging threshold

w̄1, w̄2, w̄3 1.1, 1, 0.8 Weight thresholds

vided by the GGIW tracker. The proposed approach

reaches overall good performance. More specifically,

we can appreciate only a small displacement between

AIS information and the tracker’s position estimation

due to the fact that our approach estimates the center of

the ellipse that represents the target (i.e. the ship), while

the AIS returns the position of the transponder located

on-board (usually not the ellipse’s center). A further

remark is related to the size estimation. Thanks to the

usage of the proposed model, the tracker is able to com-

pensate the usual bias in the size estimation with respect

to the AIS values mainly due to the non-idealities of the

acquisition system (i.e. the width of the radar antenna

pattern’s main lobe).

Regarding to the performance metrics, the TA in-

dexes confirm the previous analysis. Indeed, Tab. VII

shows limited errors. Average errors are 30.7 m and

0.69 ms¡1 that are due to the discrepancy between
the information provided by the radar and the one

that the AIS is able to provide. Average errors for

the size estimation are 19.7 m in length and 6.9 m

in width and can be considered limited for the ships

under test (we have ships hundreds meter long and

an obscuration phenomena that affects the size estima-

tion of the ship with maritime mobile service identity

(MMSI) equal to 351361000 and increases the ²len and

the ²wid).

The ToT is always very high (except for the ship

with MMSI = 247031200, which is on the border of

the surveillance area and could be not properly detected

for some frames and the ship with MMSI = 247222500

that is a pilot boat and is often shadowed by or merged

with the container ship with MMSI = 351361000). The

overall ToT is 85%, see Tab. VII. Furthermore, the TF

is almost ideal (with average values equal to 1:20). The

small reduction of this index is only due to the obscu-

ration phenomena for the container ship with MMSI =

351361000. Indeed, for about 40 frames, the passen-

gers ship with MMSI equal to 255803790 interposed

between the container ship and the radar causing a frag-

mentation of the container ship track for few frames and

a reduction of the size estimation for that period. Finally,

the FAR index is about 6:7 ¢10¡7 s¡1m¡2. Furthermore,
it is worth pointing out that the most of the false alarms

are due to signal leakages in the electronics, buoys, and

ghosts (coming from the radar antenna pattern’s sec-

ondary lobes).
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Fig. 14. Dashed lines represent tracks estimated by the GGIW tracker, while solid lines are used to depict AIS contacts. The association

between GGIW estimated tracks and AIS tracks is indicated with different colors.

TABLE VII

Tracking Metrics

MMSI Ship 247031200 247076200 247222500 255803790 351361000 Average Results

²pos [m] 5.05 14.3 20.1 51.6 62.7 30.7

²vel [ms¡1] 0.52 0.41 0.49 0.33 1.70 0.69

²len [m] 22.2 9.8 2.9 11.2 52.4 19.7

²wid [m] 4.0 2.4 7.2 5.2 15.8 6.9

ToT 0.66 0.91 0.69 0.99 0.98 0.85

NTF 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.20

FAR [m¡2s¡1] 6:7 ¢ 10¡7
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A maritime-surveillance system based on an X-band

marine radar has been presented. The ability to esti-

mate the targets’ positions, velocities, and sizes using

extended target tracking approaches relying upon ran-

dom matrices has been evaluated. Standard and unbi-

ased models have been proposed to properly take into

account the radar’s measurement noise. The validation

has been conducted on both simulated and real data ac-

quired by an X-band marine radar node installed in the

Gulf of La Spezia, Italy. The integration of the proposed

model into the gamma Gaussian inverse Wishart proba-

bility hypothesis density tracker has also been provided

and tested on real data. Although comparable perfor-

mance on the estimation of kinematic parameters has

been pointed out, the experimental analysis confirms

the ability of the proposed approach to better estimate

the targets’ size with respect to the approaches in [25]

and [12], thanks to the use of proper models of the

radar’s measurement noise. Average gains up to 70%

for the targets’ width estimation accuracy and 65% for

the length are observed on real data.

Future developments are devoted to the integration

of the converted measurements model in other extended

target tracking frameworks, such as the random hyper-

surface one, enabling a fair comparison among the dif-

ferent frameworks to track extended targets using po-

lar/Cartesian coordinate conversion.
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Priority-Based Tracking of
Extended Objects
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MARK CAMPBELL

Inspired by human perception, a novel framework for dynami-

cally allocating algorithmic and computational resources to achieve

variable precision tracking of extended objects is presented. Proba-

bilistic object relevancy metrics reflect the priority of each tracked

object to the consumer of the tracking output, and are leveraged

to trigger mode transitions in a hybrid system implementation of

the proposed priority-based framework. In this way, the bulk of the

algorithmic and computational resources are reserved for tracking

objects of highest priority with high-precision methods, while low

priority objects are tracked with inexpensive, qualitative methods.

An example implementation of the proposed framework is provided

for an autonomous driving application, in which the consumer of the

tracking output is an anticipatory path planner. Simulation results

demonstrate the ability of the framework to automatically trade

computational complexity for tracking precision as a function of an

object’s priority to the tracking consumer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Humans consistently outperform robots in percep-

tual tasks despite certain hardware advantages favoring

robots over humans; this suggests that human cognition

is superior to analogous robotic algorithms in these ar-

eas, and potentially worth emulating. For instance, sen-

sors providing metric information over a wide field-of-

view (FOV) are readily available for robots, while hu-

man sensors provide ordinal information, at best, over a

limited FOV. In fact, empirical studies have concluded

that human vision provides ordinal information via a va-

riety of visual cues, such as occlusion, binocular dispar-

ities, and motion parallax, which the human brain fuses

into a single cohesive belief of the perceptual space

[12], [13], [25], [27]. As distance from the observer

decreases, the number, type, and quality of available

ordinal cues increases, and the human belief quickly

converges from an imprecise ordinal representation to

a precise metrical one, despite purely ordinal sensor in-

formation.

As with many other biological phenomena, the char-

acteristic of human perception described above serves as

a complement to most human ventures, in that humans

typically only require detailed, metrical representations

of the nearby scene in which they are currently an ac-

tive participant; therefore, anything more than a general

ordinal awareness of objects at greater distances is, at

the very least, a misallocation of limited cognitive re-

sources, and a precursor for distraction.

Given that computers/robots with finite computa-

tional resources are often employed to perform human

tasks such as navigation or driving, many of the re-

quirements of human perception discussed above apply

equally well to computer/robotic perception. However,

analogs to the complementary human perception char-

acteristics are largely absent from robotic algorithms.

Therefore, inspired by human cognition, this work pro-

poses a priority-based framework for allocating algo-

rithmic and computational resources as a function of

priority in extended object tracking (EOT); the auto-

matic allocation of computational resources as a func-

tion of priority is a novel contribution to the EOT field.

Object tracking is a perception application in which

the states (e.g. kinematics) of objects present in the local

environment are estimated from sensor data. Extended

objects are defined as objects of non-negligible size

relative to the sensor resolution, such that they cannot

be accurately modeled as a mathematical point. EOT

differs from traditional object tracking in that it violates

the foundational assumption that each object can return,

at most, a single measurement per sensor query. Further,

extended objects cast shadows in sensor data, known

as occlusion shadows, which result in incomplete or

missing measurements of the objects of interest–this

includes self-occlusion, in which the object surface

nearest the sensor occludes its remaining self. While the

proposed priority-based framework is general enough to
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Fig. 1. Distilled spectrum of extent model complexity and tracking

precision, which tend to be directly correlated.

consider any EOT methods, the authors are particularly

interested in the general case in which the extended

object size and shape is unknown a priori. Therefore,

tracking approaches that rely on this information, such

as spatial distribution models [14], are not included in

the following discussion of prior work.

Various successful approaches to extended object

tracking in the absence of a priori shape information

have been proposed, spanning a spectrum of computa-

tional complexity and tracking precision. Two central

and related factors determining an EOT algorithm’s po-

sition on this spectrum, are the detail and accuracy of

the object shape/extent model. Specifically, detailed and

accurate knowledge of object shape/extent enables high

fidelity sensor models that offer a precise and detailed

interpretation of the sensor data, and its relationship to

the object state. In this way, detailed and accurate ex-

tent models engender high precision tracking, generally

at the expense of increased computational complexity.

Fig. 1 depicts a generalization of this trade-off, patently

distilled for the following discussion of prior work.

At the low complexity end of the spectrum, qualita-

tive/topological object tracking approaches exist, where

the object state definition itself is imprecise by nature.

For example, the state could be defined as a single dis-

crete random variable representing the region of space,

or topological node, that a dynamic object occupies over

time. Qualitative state representations have gained inter-

est in robotic applications due to their efficiency, scal-

ability, and natural synergy with inexpensive ordinal

sensor information, such as that provided by monoc-

ular cameras or human input [28]. In a conceptually

related approach, traditional static occupancy grid map-

ping concepts have been extended to characterize dy-

namic scenes [2], [32]. These approaches tend to be ex-

tremely efficient, but their qualitative/topological state

representation is too imprecise for many applications,

such as those requiring agents to safely interact with

other dynamic objects.

Moving along the spectrum toward higher precision,

simple parametric object shape models are prescribed

a priori, and the parameters of the model are jointly es-

timated as states in the object tracker. Common simple

parametric shapes include circular discs [6], ellipses [5],

[7], [10], [23], [24], and rectangles [8], [26], [31]. These

simple shape models generally represent a tight enclos-

ing bound or circumscription of the true, more complex,

underlying shape, rather than the shape itself; therefore,

they are sufficient for tracking a variety of arbitrarily

shaped objects without a priori knowledge of the object

shape or size. However, the inherent, uncharacterized

mismatch between the true underlying object shape and

the simple prescribed circumscription restrict the sen-

sor model fidelity, thereby degrading tracking precision.

This degradation is mitigated somewhat by increasing

the complexity and flexibility of the shape bound, which

is the goal of star convex random hypersurface models

(RHM) [9]. These models are appropriate when detailed

a priori information about object shape and size is un-

available, and computational efficiency is at a premium.

A simple and intuitive method for tracking arbitrar-

ily shaped extended objects involves the use of occu-

pancy grids anchored to an object-centric coordinate

frame, dubbed Object Local Grid Maps (OLG) [3].

OLG shape models can be rigorous and flexible, how-

ever, the precision and complexity depend on an ap-

propriate choice of grid extent and resolution, which

requires some a priori knowledge of the size and shape

complexity of objects to be tracked.

Finally, at the high precision end of the spectrum,

very detailed, non-parametric point cloud models are

employed [18]—[20], [29], [30], [34]—[37]. These mod-

els are extremely flexible in providing rich, 2 or 3-

dimensional (3D) renderings of the true underlying ob-

ject surfaces for arbitrary shapes, and often do not re-

quire a priori information about the object shape and

size. These detailed surface representations enable high

precision sensor models, which, in turn, contribute to

high precision kinematic state estimates; all at the ex-

pense of high computational complexity. Therefore,

these methods are appropriate when tracking precision

is at a premium, a priori information about object shape

and size is unavailable, and computational resources are

abundant.

Akin to human perception, within a given EOT ap-

plication the relevance of each object to the consumer

of the tracking output, henceforth referred to as the con-

sumer, may vary from object-to-object or from instant-

to-instant. For example, in a surveillance application,

objects exhibiting anomalous behavior may be more rel-

evant than those exhibiting benign behavior; in naviga-

tion, nearby objects may be more relevant than distant

objects; or in a pursuit application, the lead object may

be more relevant than other followers. In these cases, the

EOT requirements may also vary with object relevance,

deeming a single appropriate EOT method difficult to

identify.

This work addresses this issue by proposing a

priority-based tracking framework for extended objects,

where priority refers to the object’s relevance to the

consumer. The proposed framework is implemented via

a hybrid system model in which each discrete mode
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represents a different EOT method with unique charac-

teristics on the complexity-precision spectrum of Fig.

1. Further, probabilistic object relevancy metrics are

designed to reflect the time-varying priority of each

object to the consumer, and leveraged to inform the

hybrid system switching strategy. In this way, objects

most relevant to the consumer are allocated more re-

sources and tracked with higher precision, while ob-

jects of peripheral relevance are efficiently accounted

for with minimal computational burden. To demonstrate

the ability of the framework to prioritize objects by

automatically trading computation for tracking preci-

sion, an example implementation of the hybrid frame-

work is provided for an autonomous driving applica-

tion in which the consumer is an anticipatory plan-

ner.

Section 2 formally defines the general object track-

ing problem, Section 3 introduces the proposed hy-

brid system implementation of the priority-based EOT

framework, Sections 4 and 5 provide an example imple-

mentation of the hybrid framework for an autonomous

driving application, Section 6 presents a discussion of

simulation results, and finally 7 provides some conclud-

ing remarks.

2. OBJECT TRACKING PROBLEM FORMULATION

The goal of general multi-object tracking is to es-

timate the full latent object state history, X1:K , of an

unknown number of maneuvering objects, NO, from a

history of noisy observations, Z1:K , without knowledge

of object controls or intent. Probabilistic inference pro-

vides a rigorous means for accounting for the many

sources of uncertainty in the problem, deeming it a valu-

able tool for multi-object tracking. Specifically, rather

than estimating the latent variables directly, inference

methods estimate the joint posterior probability distri-

bution over the latent variables conditioned on the ob-

servations,

p(X1:NO1:K j Z1:K) =
NOY
n=1

p(Xn1:K j Z1:K ,X1:n¡11:K ) (1)

from which optimal estimates of state trajectories, X̂1:NO1:K ,

can be computed via existing techniques, such as Min-

imum Mean Square Error (MMSE) or Maximum-a-

Posteriori (MAP).

In most practical applications, it is accurate to model

the objects as being mutually independent, p(Xn1:K j
Xm1:K) = p(X

n
1:K) 8n 6=m, which is convenient in that it

simplifies the full joint multi-object tracking problem

into the product of single-object marginals that can be

studied independently in parallel:

p(X1:NO1:K j Z1:K) =
NOY
n=1

p(Xn1:K j Z1:K) (2)

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the Hidden Markov model

(HMM) used to represent the single-object tracking problem.

Shaded nodes denote observed variables, and unshaded nodes

denote the hidden, i.e. latent, variables to be estimated.

Therefore, theoretical development in object tracking is

commonly focused on the single-object tracking prob-

lem, i.e. estimating:

p(X1:K j Z1:K) (3)

Further, computation of the posterior in (3) is made

tractable, efficient, and deterministic via the following

conditional independence assumptions, which gives rise

to the Hidden Markov model (HMM) depicted graphi-

cally in Fig. 2:

p(Zk j Xk,Z`) = p(Zk j Xk) 8` 6= k
p(Xk j Xk¡1,Xk¡`) = p(Xk j Xk¡1) 8` > 1 (4)

Lastly, online tracking applications require state esti-

mates in real-time as data is received, and are often prin-

cipally concerned with the current object state, rather

than the full time-history. Therefore, the inference prob-

lem is further simplified to estimating:

p(Xk j Z1:k) 8k 2 f1, : : : ,Kg (5)

That is, the marginal distribution over the states at any

time, k, is conditioned only on the observation history

through k.

Given the HMM of Fig. 2, (5) can be computed

recursively at each time step via the following two step

process:

1) Prediction step: the posterior state belief at the pre-

vious time step, p(Xk¡1 j Z1:k¡1), is propagated for-
ward in time via the prescribed stochastic object dy-

namics model represented by the transition density,

p(Xk¡1,Xk). The result is the prior state belief at the
current time step: p(Xk j Z1:k¡1).

2) Update step: the prior state belief at the current

time step, p(Xk j Z1:k¡1), is updated with the current
observation via the prescribed stochastic measure-

ment model represented by the observation density,

p(Xk,Zk). The result is the posterior state belief at

the current time step: p(Xk j Z1:k).
Estimating (5) is commonly referred to as filter-

ing, which can be supplemented with smoothing to esti-

mate the full posterior distribution over the state history

in (3).
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Fig. 3. Hybrid model of the proposed tracking framework, where

G and I denote the guards and invariants governing the discrete
mode transitions.

3. ESTIMATION FRAMEWORK

As discussed in the introduction, human visual per-

ception degrades from a precise metrical representation

to a rough ordinal one as distance from the observer in-

creases; this is a direct consequence of the diminishing

quality and availability of ordinal visual cues, and an

evolutionary advantage given finite cognitive resources

and the relative importance of close objects compared

to distant ones. In characterizing this phenomenon, cog-

nitive scientists have discretized perceptual space into

three distinct regions defined by distance from the hu-

man observer. Specifically, in order of decreasing dis-

tance and improved convergence to a metrical repre-

sentation: Vista space, Action space, and Personal space.

In human trials, the distances to the boundaries divid-

ing these regions were found to depend on a variety of

variables, including the quality of the observer’s vision,

and characteristics of the particular scene, e.g. clutter,

object familiarity, and scene geometry [13] [12].

Many natural analogies exist between human and

robot/computer perception; both operate under resource

constraints (cognition vs. computation), and both uti-

lize sensor information that often degrades with dis-

tance from the observer, to name only two. Given these

analogies, and the fact that computers/robots are often

designed to perform human tasks, such as surveillance

or navigation, a priority-based tracking framework in-

spired by the human perception concepts of attention

and focus is proposed here, which automatically trades

computational and algorithmic resources for tracking

precision as a function of object relevance to the con-

sumer of the EOT output.

Fig. 3 depicts the hybrid system model designed to

implement the proposed priority-based EOT framework.

Each discrete mode, Vista, Action, and Personal, repre-

sents a unique EOT approach chosen from the left, cen-

ter, and right, respectively, of the complexity-precision

spectrum depicted in Fig. 1. Further, probabilistic object

relevancy metrics inform the mode switching strategy

such that, as an object becomes increasingly relevant

to the consumer, the tracker transitions along the path:

Vista ! Action ! Personal, causing the overall track-

ing framework to transition from left to right on the

spectrum depicted in Fig. 1. In this way, objects most

relevant to the consumer are allocated more resources

and tracked with higher precision, while objects of pe-

ripheral relevance are efficiently accounted for with in-

expensive EOT methods.

The parameters of the hybrid system model of Fig.

3, i.e. the modal EOT methods and object relevancy

metrics, should be chosen to reflect the specific EOT

application and goals motivating the use of the pro-

posed priority-based framework. In this way, the op-

timal parameterization of the proposed priority-based

framework in Fig. 3 is highly application and consumer

dependent, and therefore beyond the scope of this work.

However, for demonstration purposes, an example pa-

rameterization for an autonomous driving application

is provided in the coming sections, coupled with some

discussion of equally valid alternatives. For this exam-

ple, the consumer of the tracker output is an anticipatory

planning routine tasked with planning control inputs to

safely progress the vehicle toward its destination. In this

vein, the consumer defines object priority in terms of its

potential contribution to the current plan. Specifically,

while all objects in the local environment are considered

when planning a future path, those that have potential

to violate the planner’s safety requirement are of the

highest priority, i.e. those that pose an immediate risk

of collision, followed by those with potential to violate

the planner’s liveness requirement, i.e. those that inhibit

the ego-vehicle’s progress toward the goal location.

While beyond the scope of this paper, the hybrid sys-

tem framework depicted in Fig. 3 can also be outfit to

address alternative tracking goals. For instance, consider

the goal of achieving tracking robustness. An EOT ap-

proach robust to occlusion could be selected when driv-

ing in a cluttered environment, e.g. [1], [15], [34], [35],

[37], while an alternative approach may prove prudent

when the clutter subsides. In heavy traffic, cars could

be tracked in groups rather than individually, e.g. [24],

or EOT methods that account for the inherent correla-

tions in the behavior of the traffic participants could be

developed; i.e. by omitting the independence assump-

tion leading to (2). Further, the model can be outfit

to transition according to ability-based (or other) met-

rics, rather than object relevance. For instance, general

object trackers, such as those discussed in the intro-

duction, can be leveraged at object track initialization

when specific static attributes of the object, such as ob-

ject type or class, are unavailable; then, as estimates

of the static object attributes converge, the system can

transition to more specific, ad hoc, trackers designed to

leverage information inferred from the estimated object

attribute. Alternatively, a unique synergy may exist be-

tween EOT approaches and available senor types; for

instance, dense 3D colored point cloud approaches, e.g.
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TABLE I

Suggested modal tracking methods

Vista Space Action Space Personal Space

Nonparametric

Qualitative Parametric Bound Surface

² Temporal
occupancy grid [2]

² Markov chain
occupancy grid [32]

² Topological

² Circular Disk [6]
² Ellipse [5], [7],
[10], [23], [24]

² Rectangle [8],
[26], [31]

² Star Convex
RHM [9]

² 2D Point Cloud
[29], [30], [34]—[37]

² 3D Point Cloud
[18]—[20]

² 3D Surface
Reconstruction

e.g. KinectFusion [21]

[18]—[20], perform well in regions of space where the

field-of-view (fov) of a color camera intersects the fov

of one (or more) lidar sensor(s). In cases such as this,

transitions can be triggered as objects enter and exit the

fov of different sensors, or areas of multi-sensor over-

lap, leveraging the identified synergistic sensor-tracker

pairings.

4. MODAL TRACKING APPROACHES

The focus of this work is to invoke high precision

EOT methods for objects that are relevant to the con-

sumer, and inexpensive EOT methods for objects that

are of peripheral relevance. Therefore, the Vista, Action,

and Personal space models are chosen from the left, cen-

ter, and right of the tracking spectrum presented in Fig.

1, respectively. A partial list of existing EOT approaches

appropriate for each mode is provided in Table I, and

those chosen for the autonomous driving example are

presented in detail in the coming sections.

Note that, while not a requirement of the priority-

based EOT framework, all measurement models chosen

for the autonomous driving example correspond to sen-

sors providing (potentially multiple) position/distance

returns per query, such as lidar, radar, or binocular/RGB-

D cameras. Throughout the paper, an unadorned Zk
denotes the raw position measurement, or set of mea-

surements, at time step k, while superscripted variables,

ZV/A/Pk , denote a particular interpretation of the raw data

(e.g. metadata, or summary statistics) leveraged by the

sensor model associated with the hybrid mode identified

in the superscript.

4.1. Vista Space Model

Vista mode is reserved for objects with the most pe-

ripheral significance to the consumer; a general aware-

ness of objects in Vista space is useful, but the computa-

tional resources required for detailed object tracking are

better spent elsewhere. Further, similar to human sen-

sors, robot sensor precision/resolution often degrades

with distance from the sensor (e.g. the spatial resolu-

tion of a spinning lidar); in these cases, the tracking

precision also degrades with distance from the sensor

regardless of the chosen tracking algorithm, and thus the

benefits of ‘high precision’ methods are limited. To this

Fig. 4. Qualitative abstraction of the perceptual space of the ego

robot. Left: Eight qualitative discrete states comprised of two range
sets and four bearing quadrants. Right: Graphical model

representation of the available transitions between the qualitative

states of the discrete abstraction. Dashed arrows denote transitions

enabled by the discrete time nature of the filter driven by the finite

temporal resolution of the sensor.

end, the perceptual space surrounding the ego-vehicle

is abstracted into the eight disjoint discrete qualitative

states depicted in Fig. 4 (left), the topology of which is

encoded in the state transition diagram in Fig. 4 (right).

Each qualitative state, XVk , is parameterized by a bear-

ing and a range interval, BXV
k
and RXV

k
, respectively, de-

fined as:

BXV
k
=
¼

2
¢
½
XVk +

·
¡1
2
,
1

2

¶¾
RXV

k
=

½
[0, ½̄) if XVk 2Near
[½̄, 1) if XVk 2 Far

(6)

where ½̄ is the user-defined range boundary between

‘Near’ and ‘Far’; i.e. the circle in Fig. 4 (left).

Qualitative state representations have gained inter-

est in robotic/computer applications, such as relational

mapping [28], due to their efficiency, scalability, and

natural synergy with inexpensive ordinal sensor infor-

mation, such as that provided by monocular cameras

or human input. The qualitative states depicted in Fig. 4

are chosen because of their similarity to human account-

ing of objects in the Vista space of human perception;

common robotic sensors provide this information di-

rectly (i.e. bearing and range), eliminating the need for

intricate interpretations of the data, such as reasoning

about object shapes and surfaces. The object state in

Vista space, XVk , is then an integer denoting the quali-

tative state of the object at time k, the belief of which,

p(XVk j Z1:k), is distributed according to a categorical dis-
tribution.

4.1.1. Belief Prediction:
Minding the conditional independence rules defined

in (4), the posterior categorical distribution over the

object state at time k¡ 1 is predicted forward to time
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k as follows:

p(XVk j Z1:k¡1) =
X
XV
k¡1

p(XVk¡1,X
V
k j Z1:k¡1)

=
X
XV
k¡1

p(XVk j XVk¡1)p(XVk¡1 j Z1:k¡1) (7)

where p(XVk¡1 j Z1:k¡1) is the posterior state distribution
at time k¡1, and p(XVk j XVk¡1) is the symmetric discrete
state transition density defined over the transition graph

on the right of Fig. 4:

p(XVk j XVk¡1) =
L(XVk j XVk¡1)P
XV
k
L(XVk j XVk¡1)

(8)

where the conditional likelihood function is defined as:

L(XVk = {) j XVk¡1 = |) =

8>>><>>>:
LI if {= |

L./ if { ./ |

L.̃/ if { .̃/ |

0 if { 6./ |

(9)

and ./, 6 ./, and .̃/ denote adjacency, non-adjacency, and
diagonal adjacency of qualitative states (Fig. 4 left),

and appear as solid, missing, and dashed edges between

graph nodes in Fig. 4 (right), respectively. When applied

to the graph in Fig. 4, the conditional distribution in (8)

is depicted as the following symmetric, positive definite

matrix:

p(XVk j XVk¡1) =

XV
k¡1

XV
kz }| {8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

2666666666666664

pI p./ 0 p./ p./ p.̃/ 0 p.̃/

p./ pI p./ 0 p.̃/ p./ p.̃/ 0

0 p./ pI p./ 0 p.̃/ p./ p.̃/

p./ 0 p./ pI p.̃/ 0 p.̃/ p./

p./ p.̃/ 0 p.̃/ pI p./ 0 p./

p.̃/ p./ p.̃/ 0 p./ pI p./ 0

0 p.̃/ p./ p.̃/ 0 p./ pI p./

p.̃/ 0 p.̃/ p./ p./ 0 p./ pI

3777777777777775
(10)

where:

p(¢) =
L(¢)

LI+3L./+2L.̃/
(11)

Conceptually, the likelihoods, L(¢), can be set according
to the relative area of the boundary associated with each

type of transition, giving: LI > L./ > L.̃/.

4.1.2. Belief Update:
Minding the conditional independence rules defined

in (4), the prior categorical distribution at time k, (7),

is updated to reflect the observation at time k via the

following equation:

p(XVk j Z1:k) =
p(XVk ,Zk j Z1:k¡1)
p(Zk j Z1:k¡1)

=
p(Zk j XVk ) ¢p(XVk j Z1:k¡1)P8
XV
k
=1p(Zk j XVk ) ¢p(XVk j Z1:k¡1)

(12)

where p(XVk j Z1:k¡1) is the prior computed in (7).

The conditional measurement likelihood, p(Zk j XVk ), is
found by counting the sensor returns from the discrete

region of space corresponding to XVk , parameterized by

the bearing and range intervals defined in (6):

p(Zk j XVk ) =
nz
kX

`=1

(¯z` 2 BXVk )\ (½z` 2 RXVk ) (13)

where ¯z` and ½z` denote the bearing and range to sensor

return z` 2 Zk 8` 2 f1, : : : ,nzkg. Note that the argument to
the sum in (13) evaluates to 1, for points that lie within

the discrete region of space corresponding to XVk , and

0 for those that do not; in this way, (13) counts the

observations supporting qualitative state XVk .

4.2. Action Space Model

Action mode is reserved for objects of increasing

significance to the consumer. For the autonomous driv-

ing example, these objects have a significant impact on

the planning routine (i.e. the consumer), but are not at

an immediate risk of collision [16], [17]. Therefore, a

reasonable estimate of the object’s position, velocity,

and approximate size are desired to effectively antici-

pate their future behavior, and effectively plan around

them. To this end, the extended object tracking approach

chosen for the action space in the autonomous driving

example is the random matrix method introduced in [23]

and studied further in [24] and [5]. For the random ma-

trix approach, the object state in action space at time

k, XAk , is defined as a random vector representing the

objects position and velocity in the motion plane:

XAk =

26664
x

y

_x

_y

37775
k

(14)

and the object extent in the motion plane is modeled

as an ellipse by way of a symmetric positive definite

random matrix, Ek:

Ek =
·
ex ex,y

ey,x ey

¸
k

(15)

The tracking problem in (5) is then to estimate the

joint distribution over the object state and elliptical

extent given the history of measurements, Z1:k:

p(XAk ,Ek j Z1:k) (16)
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The joint distribution in (16) can be factored exactly into

the product of vector and matrix valued distributions:

p(XAk ,Ek j Z1:k) = p(XAk j Ek,Z1:k)p(Ek j Z1:k) (17)

where p(XAk j Ek,Z1:k) is the vector valued distribution
over the object state, modeled as a multivariate Gaus-

sian, and p(Ek j Z1:k) is the matrix valued distribution
over the elliptical object extent, modeled to be inverse

Wishart:

p(XAk j Ek,Z1:k) =N (X̄Akjk,PAkjk)
p(Ek j Z1:k) =W¡1(ªkjk,®kjk) (18)

Thus, the posterior distribution in (16) is fully specified

by the Gaussian mean, X̄Ak , and covariance, P
A
k , coupled

with the inverse Wishart scale matrix, ªk, and degrees
of freedom, ®k.

The inverse Wishart distribution serves as the con-

jugate prior for the covariance matrix of a multivariate

Gaussian. Further, the mean, Ēk, variance of the ({,|)th
element, (¾

{,|
kjk)

2, and covariance between the ({,|)th and

(`,m)th elements, ¾
({,|),(`,m)
kjk , of the extent matrix belief,

p(Ek j Z1:k), are computed from the inverse Wishart pa-

rameters as:

Ēkjk =
ªkjk

®kjk + d¡ 1
(19)

(¾
{,|

kjk)
2 =

(®kjk ¡ d+1)(Ã{,|kjk)2 + (®kjk ¡ d¡ 1)Ã{,{kjkÃ|,|kjk
(®kjk ¡ d)(®kjk ¡ d¡ 1)2(®kjk ¡ d¡ 3)

¾
({,|),(`,m)

kjk =
2Ã

{,|

kjkÃ
`,m
kjk +(®kjk ¡ d¡ 1)(Ã{,`kjkÃ|,mkjk +Ã{,mkjk Ã|,`kjk)

(®kjk ¡ d)(®kjk ¡ d¡ 1)2(®kjk ¡ d¡ 3)
(20)

where d is the dimension of Ek (d = 2 in this case).

4.2.1 Belief Prediction:
The kinematic states evolve according to a stochastic

continuous time differential equation model of the form

in (66) provided in Appendix A. Therefore, the Kalman

filter prediction equations in (69) are used to compute

the mean and covariance of the prior state belief at

time k:

p(XAk j Z1:k¡1) =N (X̄Akjk¡1,PAkjk¡1) (21)

The dynamics model matrices, FAk and G
A
k , are defined

as a function of the ego vehicle rotation matrix, Mego
g,k ,

and its time-derivatives:

FAk =

"
02£2 I2£2

(Mego
g,k )

TM̈ego
g,k ¡2(Mego

g,k )
T _Mego

g,k

#

GAk =
·

02£2
¡(Mego

g,k )
T

¸
(22)

where subscript ‘g’ indicates that the variable is de-

scribed in a global coordinate frame, and superscript

‘ego’ denotes that the variable pertains to the ego vehi-

cle dynamics, and is provided by an independent lo-

calization routine on-board the ego vehicle. The ego

vehicle rotation matrix and its time-derivatives are de-

fined as:

Mego
g,k =

"
cosÁ

ego
g,k ¡sinÁegog,k

sinÁ
ego
g,k cosÁ

ego
g,k

#

_Mego
g,k =

@Mego
g,k

@Á
ego
g,k

_Á
ego
g,k

M̈ego
g,k =

@Mego
g,k

@Á
ego
g,k

Á̈
ego
g,k ¡Mego

g,k (
_Á
ego
g,k )

2 (23)

The process noise represents the object acceleration in

the ego reference frame, which is assumed to be driven

by the following Gaussian white noise process:

WA
k »N

Ã"
ẍ
ego
g,k

ÿ
ego
g,k

#
,QAk

!
(24)

The elliptical object extent evolves according to the

following rotation, accounting for the changing perspec-

tive of the ego-vehicle:

Ek =M
ego
g,¢kEk¡1(M

ego
g,¢k)

T (25)

where Mego
g,¢k is a rotation matrix accounting for the

change in orientation of the ego-vehicle from k¡ 1 to k:

Mego
g,¢k =

"
cos(Á

ego
g,k ¡Áegog,k¡1) ¡sin(Áegog,k ¡Áegog,k¡1)

sin(Á
ego
g,k ¡Áegog,k¡1) cos(Á

ego
g,k ¡Áegog,k¡1)

#
(26)

Therefore, the parameters of the inverse Wishart

distribution are predicted over the time interval, ±t, using

the following equations:

ªkjk¡1 =M
ego
g,¢kªk¡1jk¡1(M

ego
g,¢k)

T

®kjk¡1 = exp
μ¡±t
¿

¶
(®k¡1jk¡1¡ 2)+2 (27)

where ¿ is the user-defined time constant governing the

rate of change of the object extent.

4.2.2. Belief Update:
The measurement of objects in action space is de-

fined as an observation of the object centroid:

ZAk =
1

nzk

nz
kX

`=1

z`k (28)

where z`k 8` 2 f1, : : : ,nzkg are the individual raw sensor

returns at time k. The measurement in (28) is mod-

eled as:

ZAk =HX
A
k + ºk

H= [I2,02] (29)
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where the measurement noise is defined as:

ºk »N (02,R̄k)
R̄kjk¡1 =ªkjk¡1 +R

A
k (30)

where RAk is the measurement noise covariance of each
individual sensor return, which is typically provided by

the sensor specification. Notice that the sensor uncer-

tainty reflected in (30) is bloated by the object extent

scale matrix, ªkjk¡1, thus tracking precision degrades
for large objects.

Given the sensor model in (29), the measurement re-

lated parameters of the joint Gaussian distribution over

the object state and measurement in (71) are given as:

Z̄Ak =HX̄
A
kjk¡1

PAZk =HP
A
kjk¡1H

T+
1

nzk
R̄kjk¡1

PAXkjk¡1Zk = P
A
kjk¡1H

T (31)

and the Kalman filter equations in (73), provided in Ap-

pendix A, are used to compute the posterior distribution

over the object state in (17) and (18):

p(XAk j Ek,Z1:k) =N (X̄Akjk,PAkjk) (32)

The parameters of the inverse Wishart distribution

are updated to get the posterior distribution over the

object extent in (17) and (18),

p(Ek j Z1:k) =W¡1(ªkjk,®kjk) (33)

using the following equations:

ªkjk =
1

®kjk
(®kjk¡1ªkjk¡1 + N̂kjk¡1 + §̂kjk¡1)

®kjk = ®kjk¡1 + n
z
k (34)

where:

N̂kjk¡1 =¨kjk¡1Nkjk¡1¨
T
kjk¡1

§̂kjk¡1 = ¥kjk¡1§k¥
T
kjk¡1 (35)

and:

Nkjk¡1 = (Z
A
k ¡ Z̄Akjk¡1)(ZAk ¡ Z̄Akjk¡1)T

§k =

nz
kX

`=1

(z`k ¡ZAk )(z`k ¡ZAk )T

¨kjk¡1 =ª
1=2

kjk¡1(P
A
Zk
)¡1=2

¥kjk¡1 =ª
1=2

kjk¡1R̄
¡1=2
kjk¡1 (36)

Matrix square roots when computing ¨kjk¡1 and ¥kjk¡1
in (36) are computed via the Cholesky factorization.

4.3. Personal Space Model

Personal space is reserved for objects with para-

mount relevance to the consumer; for the autonomous

driving example, these are objects deemed to be at

immediate risk of collision. For this reason, precise

estimates of object kinematics and occupied space are

critical for safely interacting with objects in personal

space, deeming the tracking approaches chosen for Vista

and Actions spaces insufficient.

For the autonomous driving example, the personal

space object state is defined as the position, velocity,

and orientation of the object relative to some arbitrary

initial orientation, described in a coordinate frame fixed

to the ego-vehicle centroid:

XPk =

26666664

x

y

_x

_y

Á

37777775
k

(37)

Note that the orientation, Á, is decoupled from the object

heading, tan¡1( _x= _y), to accommodate arbitrary objects
with a variety of latent motion constraints.

The object extent, Âk, is modeled as the most recent

lidar scan returned from the object at each time step,

p(Âk j Z1:k) =N (Zk,Rk) (38)

effectively maintaining a detailed, non-parametric, rep-

resentation of the immediately visible object surface over

a single time step.

4.3.1. Belief Prediction:
Given that the first four object states in (37) are

identical to XAk given in (14), they evolve according to

the same model. The additional state, the orientation

of the object, evolves according to the following scalar

differential equation:

_Ák =
_Ág,k ¡ _Á

ego
g,k (39)

Therefore, the parameters of the prior distribution at k,

p(XPk j Z1:k¡1) =N (X̄Pkjk¡1,PPkjk¡1) (40)

can be computed using the Kalman filter equations

in (69), provided in Appendix A, using the following

model:

FPk =
·
FAk 04£1
01£4 0

¸
GPk =

·
GAk 02£1
01£2 ¡1

¸
WP
k »N (W̄P

k ,Q
P
k ) (41)

where:

W̄P
k =

"
W̄A
k

_Á
ego
g,k

#

QPk =

"
QAk 02£1
01£2 q _Ág,k

#
(42)
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The object is assumed to be a rigid body, thus the

object extent, Âk, is propagated forward in time via the

following rigid body transform:

Âk =M
Block
¢k (Âk¡1¡TBlockk¡1 )+TBlockk (43)

where:

MBlock
¢k = Inz

k¡1
−
·
cos(Ák ¡Ák¡1) ¡sin(Ák ¡Ák¡1)
sin(Ák ¡Ák¡1) cos(Ák ¡Ák¡1)

¸
TBlockk = 1nz

k¡1£1−
·
xk

yk

¸
(44)

− denotes the kronecker product, and (xk,yk,Ák) refer

to the position and orientation object states in (37).

The parameters of the prior distribution over the object

extent at k,

p(Âk j Z1:k¡1) =N (Â̄kjk¡1,PÂkjk¡1 ) (45)

can be computed with the Sigma Point Transform [22].

4.3.2. Belief Update:
The measurement of objects in personal space is

inspired by [29], [30], and defined as an observation

of the extremities of the object:

ZPk =

264 ¯
cw
k

¯ccwk

½k

375 (46)

where ¯cwk , ¯
ccw
k , and ½k denote the clockwise and coun-

terclockwise most bearings, and the minimum range to

the object. The measurement model corresponding to

(46) is defined as:

ZPk = h(Âk) + ºk (47)

where Âk is the extent model, and h(¢) is a function
extracting the measurement metadata in (46) from Âk.

The measurement related parameters of the joint dis-

tribution over the measurement metadata, ZPk , and object

state, XPk , in (71), specifically, Z̄
P
k , P

P
Zk
, and PPXkjk¡1Zk , are

computed from the prior distributions over the state,

(40), and object extent, (45), using the Sigma Point

Transform [22]. Finally, the parameters of the posterior

state distribution,

p(XPk j Z1:k) =N (X̄Pkjk,PPkjk) (48)

are computed with the Kalman filter update equations

in (73), and the distribution over the object extent is

updated with (38); i.e. replacing the prior extent belief

with the most recent lidar scan.

5. MODE TRANSITIONS

The mode transitions among, Vista, Action, and

Personal spaces, depicted in Fig. 3, are fully defined

by their guards, G, and invariants, I, informed by the
object relevancy metrics, as well as the state transition

functions of the form, X{k = g|!{(X
|
k), which transform

TABLE II

Example relevance-based metrics

Relevance definition Associated Metric

² Proximity ² Distance to object
² Danger ² Probability of collision

² Anomalous/erratic behavior ² Â2 test on tracker innovations
² Object of interest ² Object recognition probability

the state belief from the source mode representation, |,

to that of the destination mode, {.

In hybrid system theory, the invariants are a set of

conditions that must be satisfied for the system to op-

erate within each discrete mode. This is in contrast to

the guards, which are a set of conditions that must be

satisfied to invoke each discrete mode transition. For

the autonomous vehicle example, the hybrid system of

Fig. 3 is deterministic; i.e. the invariants are chosen to

be perfectly aligned with the guards, such that, at any

given instant, there is a single valid mode of operation,

and all 3 modes are reachable. The focus of this work

is to invoke high precision EOT methods for objects

that are relevant to the consumer, and inexpensive EOT

methods for objects of peripheral relevance. Therefore,

metrics informing the guards and invariants should be

chosen to reflect a measure of the consumer’s definition

of object relevance. A list of example relevance defini-

tions coupled with suggestions for relevancy metrics is

provided in Table II. The definitions and metrics chosen

for the autonomous vehicle example are presented in the

following sections along with their associated guards,

invariants, and mode transition functions.

5.1. Vista $ Action

5.1.1. Probabilistic object relevancy metric:
For the autonomous driving example, the relevancy

metric informing transitions between Vista and Action

modes is chosen as the probability that the object is ‘Far’

from the ego-vehicle, p(Fark j Z1:k); ‘Far’ is defined by
the discrete abstraction in Fig. 4, as the object occupying

any of the first four qualitative states. Therefore, the far

probability metric is computed as:

p(Fark j Z1:k) = p
0@ 4[
XV
k
=1

XVk j Z1:k

1A
=

4X
XV
k
=1

p(XVk j Z1:k) (49)

where the equality of the first and second lines of (49)

is conditioned on the fact that the qualitative states

are disjoint. For the transition from Vista to Action,

V!A, p(XVk j Z1:k) is the current state belief posterior
computed during the measurement update step. For the

reverse transition, VÃA, p(XVk j Z1:k) is computed from
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(12) with a uniform prior over the qualitative states, XVk .

Specifically,

p(XVk j Z1:k) =
p(Zk j XVk )P
XV
k
p(Zk j XVk )

(50)

where p(Zk j XVk ) is the vista mode measurement likeli-
hood defined in (13).

5.1.2. Guards:
The guards are defined by thresholding the proba-

bilistic object relevancy metric defined above. Specifi-

cally,

GV!A
¢
=p(Fark j Z1:k)· pV,A

GVÃA
¢
=p(Fark j Z1:k)> pA,V (51)

where pA,V ¸ pV,A are user-defined probability thresh-
olds.

5.1.3. Transition functions:
Given that the Vista model, by design, reflects only

low fidelity qualitative information about the object

position, it does not have much to offer the continuous

metrical Action model in terms of a transition function;

therefore, at the V!A transition, the Action model

is initialized directly from the lidar scan. Specifically,

the inverse Wishart parameters of the extent model

distribution are computed as:

ªk =
1

nzk
§k

®k = n
z
k (52)

where §k is defined in (36), and n
z
k is the number of

measurement returns at time k. The Gaussian parameters

of the state distribution are computed as:

X̄Ak =

264 ZAk

¡ _xegog,k
¡ _yegog,k

375
PAk =

24 1nzk R̄k 02£2

02£2 PAV0

35 (53)

where ZAk and R̄k are the mean and covariance of the
Action space centroid measurement, defined in (28) and

(30), respectively, and PAV0 is set to a large diagonal ma-
trix reflecting the large amount of uncertainty in the

velocity initialization. Note that the velocity state ini-

tialization is naive in assuming the object is static in

the global reference frame. However, the linear prop-

erties of the dynamics and measurement model in (22)

and (28) allow for a quick estimate convergence from a

potentially poor initialization, as demonstrated in the re-

sults section. More elaborate initialization schemes can

be implemented without loss of generality.

At the VÃA transition, the Vista model is initialized
from (50), which was already computed to evaluate the

guard, GVÃA, in (51).

5.2. Action $ Personal

5.2.1. Probabilistic object relevancy metric:
For the autonomous driving example, the relevancy

metric governing the transitions among Action and Per-

sonal modes is chosen as the anticipated probability of

collision with the object over a defined time horizon, h,

p(Ck:k+h j Z1:k). The anticipated probability of collision,
p(Ck:k+h j Z1:k), is taken as the maximum instantaneous

collision probability over each time step in the hori-

zon, h:

p(Ck:k+h j Z1:k) = max
`2f1,:::,hg

[p(Ck+` j Z1:k)] (54)

Conceptually, the instantaneous collision probabilities,

p(Ck+` j Z1:k) 8` 2 f1, : : : ,hg, are computed as the prob-
ability that the space occupied by the object intersects

that of the ego vehicle at each future instant, k+ `. As

demonstrated in Fig. 5, mathematically this is equivalent

to the probability that the ego-vehicle centroid (i.e. the

origin of the tracking coordinate frame) lies within the

anticipated collision region, Ok+`, defined as the dilation
of the uncertain object extent at time k+ ` by the known

ego vehicle extent.

Thus the anticipated instantaneous collision proba-

bility is calculated as:

p(Ck+` j Z1:k) = exp(¡ 1
2
(D̄minOk+`jk )

TP¡1
DminOk+`jk

D̄minOk+`jk ) (55)

where:

DminOk+`jk »N (D̄minOk+`jk ,PDminOk+`jk
) (56)

is the vector from the ego vehicle to the closest point

in the collision region, Ok+`, the mean and covariance
of which can be computed using the sigma point trans-

form [22].

In the simplest case, object state anticipation over

the time horizon is accomplished by iterating over the

usual filter prediction step. However, for highly dy-

namic scenes or large time horizons, the state uncer-

tainty can quickly explode to produce an uninformative

belief. In these cases, it is recommended to leverage

more intelligent, specialized anticipation methods that

integrate advanced features such as traffic lane follow-

ing controllers, traffic laws, etc. [16], [17].

5.2.2. Guards:
The guards are defined by thresholding the proba-

bilistic object relevancy metric defined above. Specifi-

cally,

GA!P
¢
=p(Ck:k+h j Z1:k)¸ pA,P

GAÃP
¢
=p(Ck:k+h j Z1:k)< pP,A (57)
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Fig. 5. Demonstration of the instantaneous collision probability

calculation for an object in Action space. Top: Belief of the elliptical
object extent at time k. Right: Anticipated belief of the elliptical
object extent at time k+ `. Bottom: Probability of collision. Note
that the ego-vehicle centroid was swept over the space to generate

the probability contours for demonstration purposes, however, in

practice, the collision probability only needs to be evaluated at the

ego vehicle centroid labeled EGO in the figure.

where pA,P ¸ pP,A are user-defined probability thresh-
olds.

5.2.3. Transition functions:
Given the similarity of the state representations in

(14) and (37), the state transition functions for A!P is:

X̄Pk =

·
X̄Ak

0

¸
PPk =

·
PAk 04£1
01£4 ²

¸
(58)

where ² is a small positive number indicating perfect

knowledge of the initial relative orientation, Ák, while

maintaining the positive definite requirement of PPk ;
since the extent models do not identify the front of

the object, Ák is defined as the orientation relative to

some arbitrary initialization, and thus can be initialized

with absolute certainty to any numerical value. The

distribution over the object extent in Personal space,

p(Âk j Z1:k), is initialized from the current lidar scan

returned from the object via (38).

The state transition function from AÃP is de-

fined as:

X̄Ak = X̄
P
k (1 : 4)

PAk = P
P
k (1 : 4,1 : 4) (59)

and the inverse Wishart parameters of the distribution

over the object extent are initialized from the lidar scan

as in (52).

5.3. Invariants

For the autonomous driving example, the invariants

are chosen such that as a guard enables a transition

between two modes, the invariant for the source mode

is violated, and the invariant for the destination mode is

satisfied. Specifically:

IV
¢
=p(Fark j Z1:k)> pA,V

IA
¢
=(p(Fark j Z1:k)· pV,A)\ : : :

(p(Ck:k+h j Z1:k)< pA,P)

IP
¢
=pP,A · p(Ck:k+h j Z1:k) (60)

In this way, deterministic transitions are triggered as

soon the guard is satisfied.

6. SIMULATION RESULTS

To demonstrate the ability of the proposed priority-

based framework in Fig. 3 to automatically trade com-

putation for tracking precision as a function of object

relevance, the framework, as parameterized in Sections

4 and 5 for the autonomous driving example, is evalu-

ated over the two simulated scenarios depicted in Figs.

6 and 7. The scenario depicted in Fig. 6 involves a star

shaped object maneuvering with continuously variable

orientation and velocity along a spiral trajectory cen-

tered on the stationary ego vehicle; this scenario is in-

tended to represent a somewhat arbitrary, unstructured,

and challenging tracking application. The scenario de-

picted in Fig. 7 represents a common autonomous driv-

ing scenario in which the ego-vehicle and object (mod-

eled as rectangles) pass each other with less than 0.5 m

clearance in a four-way controlled intersection. The ve-

hicles initially approach the intersection at a constant

cruising speed of 12 m/s (¼ 26:8 mph), decelerate to
a full stop at the edge of the intersection, pause for

3 s, then accelerate straight through the intersection un-

til they reach their initial cruising speed.

Data is simulated for a 360± field-of-view planar

lidar firing at 12.5 Hz with 0:5± bearing resolution, fixed
to the centroid of the ego vehicle. Random sensor noise

is sampled independently for each beam in each scan

from N (0,1 cm2) and added to the lidar range returns
to simulate the accuracy of realistic lidar sensors. The

filter parameters used for both simulations are defined

in Table III. All simulations were coded in Matlab with

all feature accelerators and code optimizers turned off,

and run on a single thread of an Intel® Core™ i7-4770

CPU @ 3.40 GHz. Given that the code is written in an

interpreted language and has not been optimized, only

discussion about relative computational effort among

the tracker modes is meaningful.

For this evaluation, precision, °n¡¾k , is defined as:

°n¡¾k = Ā¡1(p(Xk j Z1:k),n) (61)

where Ā(p(Xk j Z1:k),n) denotes the expected value of
the area enclosed by the n¡¾ confidence bound. To
obtain a fair comparison with objects in Vista space,
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Fig. 6. Simulated scenario of a star shaped object spiraling in

toward the ego-vehicle and then back out over a period of 40 s; 13

time steps are shown.

Fig. 7. Simulated scenario of a rectangular object passing the ego

vehicle head-on in close proximity at an intersection; three time

steps are shown.

TABLE III

Hybrid tracking parameters

Mode

Transitions Vista Action Personal

pV,A 0.45 ½̄ 30 m ¿ 60 s

pA,V 0.55 pI 0.2

pA,P 0.5 p./ 0.1

pP,A 0.1 p.̃/ 0.01

h 1 s

the object position belief is taken to be uniformly dis-

tributed over the qualitative region represented by the

state, and the n¡¾ confidence bound is interpreted as
the area required to enclose the same probability, p(n),

as the n¡¾ confidence bound of a Gaussian, where
n¡¾ refers to the Mahalanobis distance from the mean

of the distribution:

p(n) = 1¡ exp
μ
¡n

2

2

¶
(62)

Specifically, for the discrete abstraction in Fig. 4:

Ā(p(Xk j Z1:k),n) =

8><>:
p(n) ¢¼ ¢ E[½

2
o¡ ½2i ]
4

if Vista

n2 ¢¼ ¢
q
jPxy
kjkj otherwise

(63)

where ½i and ½o denote the inner and outer radii of the

qualitative regions associated with the Vista states. The

expected value in the numerator of the Vista case of

(63) becomes:

E[½2o¡ ½2i ] = p(Xk 2 Far j Z1:k) ¢ ½2max : : :
¡ [2 ¢p(Xk 2 Far j Z1:k)¡1] ¢ ½̄2 (64)

where ½max denotes the maximum range of the sensor,

p(Far j Z1:k) is defined in (49). Note that the expression
in (64) reflects that ‘Far’ states in Vista space are

bounded at the sensor range, ½max = 80 m; while this

is not technically an attribute of the abstraction in Fig.

4, it is a sensible bound to avoid infinite area (and

infinitesimal precision) given that, inherent in the event

that the object returns a sensor measurement, is the fact

that the object must be within the range of the sensor.

For the purposes of this evaluation, computational

effort, ²k, is defined as the clock time required to com-

pute each filter recursion, ±tcomputation, normalized by the

filter time step dictated by the sensor frequency, fsensor:

²k = ±tcomputation ¢fsensor (65)

Figs. 8 and 9 demonstrate the tracking performance

for the star and intersection scenarios, respectively, by

comparing the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) velocity

estimates to the simulated truth values. In both sce-

narios, the filter appears inconsistent (under-confident)

when in Action space, i.e. it is overestimating the filter

uncertainty. This is an artifact of some over-simplifying

assumptions in the object extent model limiting the

amount of information that can be extracted from the

lidar scan. Specifically, despite the centimeter-level pre-

cision of the lidar sensor, the measurement model in

(29) reflects the naive and highly uncertain expectation

that the origin of each lidar return is the centroid of

the elliptical extent; a direct consequence of the extent

model lacking a concept of object surface. Note that

this naiveté is also a subtle but critical feature enabling

the random matrix approach (Action space) to be com-

putationally simple and efficient while simultaneously

remaining flexible and robust in tracking objects from

a variety of classes and applications. This measurement

origin uncertainty is reflected in the measurement noise

model of (30), which scales directly with the size of

the object extent, and is ultimately the source of the

degraded tracking precision in Action space.
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Fig. 8. Performance in tracking the velocity states for the star

scenario: Left: MAP estimates overlaid on ground truth, Right:
tracking error and 1¡¾ bounds. Note that there is not a concept of

velocity in Vista space.

Fig. 9. Performance in tracking the velocity states for the

intersection scenario: Left: MAP estimates overlaid on ground truth,
Right: tracking error and 1¡¾ bounds. Note that there is not a

concept of velocity in Vista space.

Also apparent in Figs. 8 and 9 is that, as objects

approach the ego vehicle, the likelihood that the ego-

vehicle may interact with the object increases and the

tracker transitions to Personal mode. This transition trig-

gers a dramatic improvement in the estimate uncertainty,

which is a critical feature enabling the ego vehicle to

safely maneuver in close proximity with uncooperative

dynamic objects. In both scenarios, the filter quickly re-

covers from the naive velocity initialization defined in

(53) within two time steps (0:16 s) of the filter transition

from Vista to Action mode. Further, the filter seamlessly

transitions between Action and Personal modes in both

directions, mitigating the need for elaborate initializa-

tion schemes; a direct consequence of the synergy be-

tween models.

Figs. 10 and 11 plot the precision, ² defined in (61),

and computational effort, ° defined in (65), over time,

Fig. 10. Computational effort, ², and precision, °, as a function of

time (left) and range to the closest point on the object (right) for the

star scenario.

Fig. 11. Computational effort, ², and precision, °, as a function of

time (left) and range to the closest point on the object (right) for the

intersection scenario.

TABLE IV

Efficiency vs. Precision

Vista Action Personal

Mean Effort, ²̄ 0.01203 0.02180 0.03653

% of max Effort 32.9% 59.7% 100%

Mean Precision, °̄ 0.00126 0.04257 0.52372

% of max precision 0.24% 8.1% 100%

for both the star and intersection scenarios, respectively;

the combined summary of these metrics is provided in

Table IV. Baseline refers to a tracker that operates solely

in Personal mode to emphasize the contribution of the

hybrid framework depicted in Fig. 3. The Personal

model is used for comparison, as it is the only model of

the three that achieves the tracking precision required

for interacting with objects in close proximity–a re-

quirement of many robotics applications, including au-

tonomous driving. As designed, both the computational
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Fig. 12. Probabilistic object relevancy metric trajectories for the

star scenario. Annotations referring to events in the ground truth

scenario are provided for perspective. Top Row: Probability that the
object is ‘Far’ away, governing the transitions between Vista and

Action modes. Bottom Row: Anticipated collision probability for a
h= 1 s time horizon, governing the transitions between Action and

Personal modes. Left Column: Variables plotted against time. Right
Column: Variables plotted against distance to the closest point on

the object.

effort and the tracking precision increase as the filter

transitions from Vista through Action to Personal mode,

and the reciprocal trend exists for transitions in the op-

posite direction. Specifically, in terms of computational

effort, roughly 3 objects can be tracked in Vista mode

for every 2 in Action mode, and every 1 in Personal

mode, at the cost of decreased tracking precision. The

periodic spike in the Personal mode precision for the

star scenario in Fig. 10 is a direct consequence of the

measurement model in (47) reflecting latent character-

istics of the object shape, which invokes a relatively

strong viewpoint-dependence for the state observability

compared to the other tracking modes. This character-

istic is not as apparent in Fig. 11 for the intersection

scenario, due to the relatively simple object shape, and

slow, acyclic, viewpoint changes compared to the star

scenario; however, it is briefly apparent as the vehicles

pass each other in close proximity at t¼ 13 s, when the
viewpoint is changing most rapidly.

Lastly, Figs. 12 and 13 demonstrate the trajectories

of the probabilistic object relevancy metrics for both

scenarios. The flat region in the bottom left of Fig. 13

in the approximate range, 5:5 s< t < 8:5 s, corresponds

to the 3 second pause of both vehicles before proceeding

through the intersection. Notice that, while range to the

closest point on the object inherently factors into the

collision probability, it is not an accurate predictor in

itself. This is most apparent in the bottom right of Fig.

13, in that the collision probability is strictly higher as

the vehicles approach each other at the center of the

intersection (portion of the curve labeled ‘On coming’

in Fig. 13) than it is after they depart the intersection in

Fig. 13. Probabilistic object relevancy metric trajectories for the

intersection scenario. Annotations referring to events in the ground

truth scenario are provided for perspective. Top Row: Probability
that the object is ‘Far’ away, governing the transitions between Vista

and Action modes. Bottom Row: Anticipated collision probability
for a h= 1 s time horizon, governing the transitions between Action

and Personal modes. Left Column: Variables plotted against time.
Right Column: Variables plotted against distance to the closest point

on the object.

opposing directions (portion of the curve labeled ‘Out

going’ in Fig. 13). This is a direct result of the antic-

ipatory nature of the collision probability. Specifically,

as the vehicles approach, the algorithm anticipates that

the distance between them continues to narrow, increas-

ing the likelihood of an impending collision; conversely,

as the vehicles depart, the algorithm anticipates that the

distance between the objects continues to grow, decreas-

ing the likelihood of an impending collision. This char-

acteristic is not as apparent in Fig. 12 due to the spiral

object trajectory. Specifically, given that the object ap-

proaches the ego vehicle without ever driving directly

at it, the anticipation routine predicts that this behavior

continues, and the probability of impending collision is

relatively small until the object is within approximately

3 m of the ego vehicle. Given this attribute, and the ex-

act symmetry of the spiral trajectory about t= 20 s, the

minor asymmetries in the collision probability in Fig. 12

(bottom) can be predominately attributed to the increase

in the precision of the state belief in the latter half of

the scenario (labeled ‘Sprial Out’ in Fig. 12)–a direct

consequence of the hybrid mode transition to Personal

space.

7. CONCLUSION

Inspired by human perception, this paper introduces

a novel method to dynamically allocate algorithmic and

computational resources to achieve variable precision

tracking of extended objects. Many sensible extended

object tracking (EOT) methods exist, with the main dis-

tinction being the model chosen to represent the object

extent. In general, simple extent models result in com-
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putationally efficient EOT, but engender low precision

tracking by way of imprecise sensor models (i.e. large

measurement source uncertainty); conversely, detailed

and complex extent models tend to be computationally

expensive, but engender high precision tracking by en-

abling complementary detailed and precise sensor mod-

els.

With the assertion that objects in a given scene are

often of variable importance to the consumer of the

tracker output, a priority-based tracking framework is

proposed, enabling objects of critical importance to the

consumer to be tracked with relatively expensive, high

precision methods, and objects of peripheral importance

to be tracked with relatively efficient, low precision

methods. The proposed priority-based framework is

a direct analog to the human perception concepts of

attention and focus.

The priority-based EOT framework is parameter-

ized for an example autonomous vehicle application in

which the consumer of the tracking output is an an-

ticipatory planner. Probabilistic object relevancy met-

rics are derived to convey the priority of an object to

the consumer, and inform mode transitions in the hy-

brid model implementation of the priority-based EOT

framework. Simulation results for two different scenar-

ios are presented and compared to a baseline high pre-

cision EOT algorithm. The results demonstrate that the

priority-based framework enables a significant compu-

tational savings by relaxing its precision requirements

for objects deemed to be of peripheral importance, while

maintaining high precision tracks for objects regarded

as essential to the consumer (i.e. the anticipatory plan-

ner).

APPENDIX A KALMAN FILTER

This section provides the Kalman filter prediction

and update equations [4], [11], [33].

A.1. Prediction

Given a stochastic linear vector differential equation

model the form:

_Xk = FkXk +GkWk

Wk »N (W̄k,Qk) (66)

describing the object dynamics, and a Gaussian belief

of the posterior object state at time k¡ 1,

p(Xk¡1 j Z1:k¡1) =N (X̄k¡1jk¡1,Pk¡1jk¡1) (67)

the Gaussian prior distribution at time k is obtained by

predicting the posterior at k¡ 1 over the time interval ±t:

p(Xk j Z1:k¡1) =N (X̄kjk¡1,Pkjk¡1) (68)

where the mean and covariance are computed using the

following equations:

X̄kjk¡1 =
Z k

k¡1
_Xtdt

Pkjk¡1 =©k¡1Pk¡1jk¡1©
T
k¡1 +¡k¡1(Qk ¢ ±t)¡ Tk¡1

(69)

where:

©k¡1 =
Z k

k¡1
Ftdt, and ¡k¡1 =

Z k

k¡1
Gtdt (70)

X̄kjk¡1, ©k¡1, and ¡k¡1 are computed using numerical
integration techniques, such as Runge-Kutta.

A.2. Update

Given that the object state, Xk, and measurement, Zk,

are jointly Gaussian:

p(Xk,Zk j Z1:k¡1) =

N
Ã"
X̄kjk¡1

Z̄k

#
,

"
Pkjk¡1, PXkjk¡1Zk
PTXkjk¡1Zk , PZk

#!
(71)

where X̄kjk¡1 and Pkjk¡1 are the mean and covariance of
the prior state distribution computed in (69), and Z̄k, PZk ,
and PXkjk¡1Zk are the measurement mean, covariance, and
state-measurement covariance derived from the partic-

ular sensor model. Then, the posterior distribution over

the object state conditioned on the measurement is also

Gaussian:
p(Xk j Z1:k) =N (X̄kjk,Pkjk) (72)

with parameters computed as:

X̄kjk = X̄kjk¡1 +Kk(Zk ¡ Z̄k)
Pkjk = Pkjk¡1¡KkPZkKTk (73)

where Rk is the measurement noise covariance provided
by the sensor specification, and the Kalman gain, Kk, is
defined as:

Kk = PXkjk¡1ZkP
¡1
Zk

(74)
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Extended Object Tracking with
Exploitation of Range Rate
Measurements

STEVEN BORDONARO
PETER WILLETT
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MARCUS BAUM
TOD LUGINBUHL

In active sonar and radar target tracking, measurements consist

of position and often also include range rate. Tracking algorithms

use these measurements over time to estimate target state compris-

ing position, velocity and, where applicable, turn rate. In most cases

there is an underlying assumption in the tracking algorithm that the

target is a “point target” (i.e. the target has no physical extent). An-

other common assumption is that at most one measurement per scan

originates from the target. For certain combinations of transmitted

waveform and target type, the resolution of the waveform is such

that the target is “over-resolved” (i.e. the sensor resolution is high

enough that closely spaced scatter centers can be resolved). For such

cases the point target assumption must be replaced with an extended

target assumption. This work provides a methodology to exploit the

extended nature of the target for the case of a rigid target whose

spatial characteristics are fixed with respect to the line of motion.

By employing a combination of the expectation maximization (EM)

algorithm and allowing more than one measurement per scan to

originate from the target, a technique is developed that uses a single

scan of raw measurements that include range, bearing and range

rate to provide an estimate of target position, velocity, heading and

turn rate. This single scan estimate is then used in a nearly constant

turn rate extended Kalman filter to provide a multi-scan estimate

of the target state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In active sonar and radar target tracking systems,

the goal is often to provide an estimate of the target’s

state using measurements of range, bearing and range

rate. Target dynamics are best modeled in Cartesian

coordinates and consist of position, velocity and often

include acceleration or turn rate. Common models for

target dynamics are the nearly constant velocity, nearly

constant acceleration and coordinated turn models [1].

In the formulation of the tracking algorithm it is

common to assume that the target has no physical

extent. This assumption is reasonable if the resolution

of the transmitted waveform is greater than or equal

to the size of the target. If, however, the resolution

of the measurements is small enough that the spatial

characteristics of the target can be measured, this “point

target” assumption must be relaxed.

If the sensor is capable of resolving individual mea-

surement sources within an extended target and detailed

knowledge is available to model these sources, the tar-

get can be modeled as a set of discrete measurements

sources within an extended object [2]. An alternative is

to estimate the overall shape of the target as opposed

to individual components. Within this shape estimation

approach, numerous models exist. Two approaches that

represent the extended target as an ellipse are [14],

which uses symmetric, positively definite (SPD) ran-

dom matrices; and the approach of [3] which employs

a random hypersurface model (RHM). The RHM ap-

proach has been extended to more complex shapes in [2]

by using star-convex RHMs. Irregular shapes are han-

dled in [15] by using multiple (possibly overlapping)

ellipses. Another approach to modeling spatial extent

uses the assumption that the number of target measure-

ments is Poisson distributed, with the measurement(s)

drawn from a spatial distribution [9], [10], [11].

While these approaches are excellent and fairly lib-

eral with regards to shape, a different approach is cho-

sen here that aims to fully exploit the range rate mea-

surements at the expense of using a somewhat more

restrictive target model. The target model chosen in this

research is that of a target “template” that characterizes

the locations of target highlights (i.e. the active reflec-

tors of the target). While the size and orientation of

the target is unknown, the relationships of the highlight

locations are assumed to be known a priori. It is also

assumed that the target is rigid and has spatial charac-

teristics that are fixed with respect to the line of motion.

(The model can be viewed as a parameterized version

of a “discrete” spatial distribution, as discussed in [5],

[10]. The idea of using a set of reflectors can also be

found in [13]; however, in [13] the relative positions of

the reflectors are based on a known target size, while in

the model proposed here, the size is unknown.) With this

parametrized model, a single scan estimate of position,

velocity, heading and turn rate can be made. This single

scan estimate can then be utilized in a multi-scan tracker
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(e.g. an extended Kalman filter) with a coordinated turn

motion model (nearly constant turn rate) [1].

To provide the target estimate, the measurements

from the extended target must be assigned to the indi-

vidual target highlights. This is achieved by employing

a combination of the EM algorithm and a version of

the probabilistic multi-hypothesis tracker (PMHT) asso-

ciation model [18]. Unlike many tracking approaches,

the PMHT (even for a single point target) does not as-

sume there is at most a single measurement per tar-

get. There is therefore a natural compatibility between

the PMHT and extended objects, which have multiple

measurements per target. Also advantageous is that the

algorithm is very flexible and easy to extend [22]. A

pertinent example of this is that the PMHT has been

successfully employed in extended object tracking us-

ing random matrices [20], [21]. The relationship of the

PMHT association model with spatial distributions is

also discussed in [10] and [9].

The combination of this target extent model and EM

based estimation results in an algorithm with similar

characteristics to one from a different field (image pro-

cessing). This concept of aligning measured points to a

template can be viewed as a version of surface registra-

tion. The iterative closest point algorithm (ICP) [23] is a

common approach for surface registration. Its extension,

the multi-scale EM-ICP [12], uses a similar formulation

to the one proposed here; however, the approach of the

present paper allows for the more general measurement

error model needed for radar/sonar processing and uti-

lizes range rate measurements. The novel aspect of the

approach proposed here is the employment of a template

based target model and utilization of existing techniques

(EM, observed information matrix and the EKF) in an

innovative way to exploit the extended nature of the

target to improve state estimates.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

Section II introduces the model for the extended tar-

get and the measurements; Section III describes the ap-

proach for single and multi-scan estimation; Section IV

provides a simulation of the algorithm and examines

the resulting performance and Section V provides some

concluding remarks. This paper is a continuation of the

work presented in [7], with portions of [7] repeated here

for continuity. This paper extends [7] by (i) modifying

the measurement model to improve performance, (ii)

providing an estimate of the converted measurement er-

ror covariance using the observed information matrix

and (iii) utilizing the converted measurement in an ex-

tended Kalman filter.

II. THE MODEL

A. Extended Target Model with Discrete Reflectors

In active radar and sonar processing, the transmitted

signal is reflected off the target and returns to the

receiver, resulting in measurements of range, bearing

and range rate. The reflections are due to a finite number

of strong reflectors, such as the nose and engines of

an aircraft or the bow and sail of a submarine. For

waveforms with high spatial resolution, it is possible

to resolve the individual reflectors from the target as

opposed to the integration of all the reflectors. In many

cases there is general knowledge of the relative locations

of the primary reflectors for a given target class (e.g.

a military aircraft), that can reasonably represent a

number of targets in that class. Using this premise, an

extended target model approach can be developed as

in [7].

The target is therefore represented as a set of M

highlights (i.e. reflectors) forming a template for a

general target. Each reflector, j = 1 ¢ ¢ ¢M, is specified
with a probability of detection, ³j , and a position in 2D

Cartesian coordinates,

tj =
·
xt(j)

yt(j)

¸
(1)

relative to the center of the target. While the shape of

the target is known, the orientation, Ã, location (of the

center), x= [x y]T, and size, s, are unknown.
An assumption is made that the direction of travel of

the object is along the orientation, Ã, of the target (i.e.

the plane flies forward, not sideways).1 Furthermore,

we assume the target is following a coordinated turn

(nearly constant speed and turn rate) motion model.

Using these assumptions the turn rate, _Ã, and speed,

v, can be estimated using a single scan of data.

B. Measurement Model
The measurement vector for a single scan of N

measurements for time step k is

zRAWi
(k) =

264 rm(i,k)®m(i,k)

_rm(i,k)

375 i= 1, : : : ,N (2)

where the measurement vector includes range, r, bear-

ing, ®, and range rate, _r.

The measurement error for the raw measurements is

assumed to be Gaussian with covariance matrix

RRAW =

264 ¾2r 0 ½¾r¾_r

0 ¾2® 0

½¾r¾_r 0 ¾2_r

375 (3)

where ¾r, ¾®, and ¾_r are the standard deviations of the

range, bearing and range rate measurement noise. The

correlation coefficient between the range and range rate

measurement noise is ½.

III. ESTIMATION APPROACH
An overview of the new approach is shown in Fig.

1. First the raw measurements from a single scan are

1Note that, due to wind forces, the direction of movement of the

aircraft, or track, is not necessarily same as the heading. Although

this difference is neglected here, the difference may not negligible in

certain scenarios.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the extended target tracking approach.

converted to Cartesian coordinates using the approach

of [6]. These converted measurements are used in an

EM algorithm for a single scan estimate of target posi-

tion, size, heading, velocity and turn rate. The observed

information matrix is calculated and used as a surrogate

for the error covariance of this estimate. Finally, an ex-

tended Kalman filter with a coordinated turn motion

model is used to combine the single scan estimates into

a multi-scan estimate of the target state.

A. Measurement Conversion for an Individual
Measurement
It is advantageous to first convert the raw measure-

ments into Cartesian before processing. The raw mea-

surements are converted into measurements of Cartesian

position, x and y, and velocity, _x and _y using a simplified

version of the method described in [6].

zi(k) =

26664
xm(i,k)

ym(i,k)

_xm(i,k)

_ym(i,k)

37775 (4)

= e¾
2
®=2

26664
rm(i,k)cos®m(i,k)

rm(i,k)sin®m(i,k)

_rm(i,k)cos®m(i,k)

_rm(i,k)sin®m(i,k)

37775 (5)

The conversion from range rate into Cartesian velocity

assumes that the cross range rate is zero and accounts

for any error in this assumption by setting the variance

in the cross range rate dimension to infinity (or equiva-

lently, setting the inverse to zero). This is implemented

using the inverse converted measurement covariance,

Rij(k)
¡1, which has a dimension of four by four, but

is rank 3.

The converted measurement error covariance, Rij(k),

is calculated according to Appendix A.

B. EM Single Scan Estimate from Multiple
Measurements

1) Likelihood Model: Using the set of N measure-

ments in combination with the target model, a single

scan estimate of target position, size, heading, speed and

turn rate can be calculated. The unknown parameters to

be estimated form the vector ª

ª = [xT s Ã v _Ã]T (6)

The following probabilistic model is used for the

likelihood function of ª :

pz(zi jª ) =
MX
j=1

¼jpij(zi jª ) (7)

where, ¼j is treated as the prior probability of a mea-

surement originating from reflector j and pz is the con-

ditional probability density for a single measurement

given ª . This value is approximated using the proba-
bilities of detection (³j , j = 1, : : : ,M) by assuming each

measurement comes from one of the reflectors, namely,

¼j =
³jPM
l=1 ³l

(8)

The probability density function (pdf) for a given

measurement-to-reflector combination, pij is given by

pij(zi jª ) = j2¼Rij j¡1=2

¢ f¡ 1
2
ºij(ª ,zi)

TR¡1ij ºij(ª ,zi)g (9)

where ºij(ª ,zi), the difference between measurement i
and reflector j, is

ºij(ª ,zi) = zi¡

2664
sD(Ã)tj + x

v cosÃ¡ s _Ãjtj jsin(Ã+ μj)

v sinÃ+ s _Ãjtj jcos(Ã+ μj)

3775 (10)

where

D(Ã) =

·
cosÃ ¡sinÃ
sinÃ cosÃ

¸
(11)
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Fig. 2. Turn rate contribution to range rate.

is the rotation matrix,

jtj j=
q
xt(j)

2 + yt(j)
2 (12)

is the distance from reflector j to the target center,

μj = atan2(yt(j),xt(j)) (13)

is the angle of the line from the center to reflector

j; relative to the reference direction, and Rij is the

converted measurement error covariance matrix (see

appendix A).

The term sD(Ã)tj + x provides the position of target
highlight j, scaled by the size, s, rotated by the heading

Ã, and translated by the position of the target center x.
In order to simultaneously estimate target speed

(along its heading) and turn rate, the contribution of

these terms to the measured instantaneous velocity must

be separated. The terms v cosÃ and v sinÃ are the con-

tributions of the target center’s velocity to measured ve-

locity. The terms s _Ãjtj jsin(Ã+ μj) and s
_Ãjtj jcos(Ã+ μj)

are the contributions due to turn rate. Fig. 2 shows the

path of the target on the left [7]. When the motion of

the target center is removed (as shown on the right), the

motion of the individual highlights due to turn rate is

evident.

The incomplete-data log-likelihood of ª based on

all the measurements Z is given by [4]:

lnL(ª ;Z) = lnpZ(Z jª )

= ln

NY
i=1

pz(zi jª )

=

NX
i=1

ln

0@ MX
j=1

¼jpij(zi jª , tj)
1A (14)

where pZ is the conditional probability density of the set
of measurements Z, given ª . For each measurement, zi,

one has here the summation of its pdf if originated from

reflector j and weighted by ¼j .

2) Solving for ª : To estimate ª , one can find the
vector that maximizes (14). The difficulty with (14)

is the log of a sum. However, by recognizing (7) as

a mixture model, the problem can be approached with

the EM algorithm. The inside summation can be rewrit-

ten according to the EM approach using binary mul-

tipliers as missing data. The “missing” data are asso-

ciation variables that declare which reflector produced

each measurement [16]. These association variables are

expressed as binary vectors where each element in the

binary vector corresponds to a reflector.

The binary vectors are defined as

Y = [yT1 , : : : ,yTN]T (15)

where yi = [yi1, : : : ,yiM]
T is aM-dimensional binary vec-

tor (0 or 1), such that yij is one if measurement i is a

reflection from reflector j, and zero otherwise. Each

vector yij contains only one nonzero element. The com-

plete log-likelihood, based also on Y is
lnLc(ª ;Z,Y) = lnpc(Z,Y jª )

=

NX
i=1

ln

0@ MX
j=1

yij¼jpij(zi jª )
1A

=

NX
i=1

MX
j=1

yij ln(¼jpij(zi jª )) (16)

where pc is the conditional probability density of the

complete data, Z and Y, givenª . If we view the missing
data, Y, as random variables, the EM Q function can

now be found. In the EM algorithm, the Q function is

iteratively maximized. This function is the expectation

of the complete log-likelihood, with the expectation

operation conducted with respect to the unknown data
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Y, given the observed data, Z, and the estimate of ª
from the previous iteration, ª (l), namely,

Q(ª ;ª (l),Z) = EflnLc(ª ;Z,Y) j Z,ª (l)g (17)

Q(ª ;ª (l),Z) =
NX
i=1

MX
j=1

wij(ª
(l),zi) ln(¼jpij(zi jª ))

=

NX
i=1

MX
j=1

wij(ª
(l),zi)

[ln(¼j)¡ 1
2
ln(j2¼Rij j)

¡ 1
2
ºij(ª ,zi)

TR¡1ij ºij(ª ,zi)] (18)

where wij is the estimate of the posterior association

probabilities yij given the measurements and the previ-

ous estimate ª (l), allowing for more than one measure-

ment to be a reflection from a single reflector. Since

this association model allows for more than one mea-

surement to be a reflection from a single reflector, the

model is an application of the PMHT association model

[18]. The association probabilities are

wij(ª
(l),zi) = py(yij j zi,ª (l))

=
¼jpij(zi jª (l))PM
m=1¼mpim(zi jª (l))

(19)

where py is the conditional probability of an association

pair, given ª (l) and measurement zi. The wij calculation
given above assumes a clutter free environment. The

extension to a cluttered environment is quite straight-

forward and simply requires an additional clutter dis-

tribution term in the denominator of the expression for

wij [18] and the appropriate modification to Y .
For the M step of EM, the Q function is maximized

with respect to ª . The ª that maximizes (18) can be

found by solving

rªQ(ª ;ª (l),Z) = 0 (20)

to yield ª (l+1), where

rªQ(ª ;ª (l),Z) =¡1
2

24rª NX
i=1

MX
j=1

wij(ª
(l),zi)

¢ ºij(ª ,zi)TR¡1ij ºij(ª ,zi)
#
(21)

Since R¡1ij is symmetric and using

rxff(xT)Af(x)g= 2(rxf(x))TAf(x) (22)

one can simplify (21)

rªQ(ª ;ª (l),Z) =¡
NX
i=1

MX
j=1

wij(ª
(l),zi)

¢ (º 0ij(ª ))TR¡1ij ºij(ª ,zi) (23)

where
º 0ij(ª ) =rªºij(ª ,zi) (24)

The components of º 0ij(ª ) are

º 0ij(ª ) =¡

26664
1 0 a13 a14 0 0

0 1 a23 a24 0 0

0 0 a33 a34 a35 a36

0 0 a34 a44 a45 a46

37775 (25)

where 26664
a13

a23

a33

a34

37775=
2664

D(Ã)tj

¡ _Ãjtj jsin(Ã+ μj)

_Ãjtj jcos(Ã+ μj)

3775 (26)

26664
a14

a24

a34

a44

37775=
2664

sD0(Ã)tj

¡v sinÃ¡ s _Ãjtj jcos(Ã+ μj)

v cosÃ¡ s _Ãjtj jsin(Ã+ μj)

3775 (27)

·
a35

a45

¸
=

·
cosÃ

sinÃ

¸
(28)·

a36

a46

¸
=

·¡sjtj jsin(Ã+ μj)

sjtj jcos(Ã+ μj)

¸
(29)

and

D0(Ã) =
·¡sinÃ ¡cosÃ
cosÃ ¡sinÃ

¸
(30)

Since (20) cannot be solved directly, a first order
Taylor expansion is used to find ª (l+1), the maximizing
ª , given ª (l), namely,

NX
i=1

MX
j=1

wij(ª
(l),zi)º

0
ij(ª )

TR¡1ij

¢ [ºij(ª ,zi) + º 0ij(ª )(ª (l+1)¡ª (l))] = 0 (31)

which leads to

ª (l+1) =ª (l)

+

Ã
NX
i=1

MX
j=1

wij(ª
(l),zi)º

0
ij(ª )

TR¡1ij º
0
ij(ª )

!¡1

¢
Ã

NX
i=1

MX
j=1

wij(ª
(l),zi)º

0
ij(ª)

TR¡1ij ºij(ª ,zi)

!¯̄̄̄
¯
ª (l)

(32)

The resulting EM algorithm is defined as follows:

1) Initialize ª (l)

2) Calculate w using (19)

3) Solve for ª (l+1) using (32).

4) Iteratively repeat steps 2 and 3 until a convergence
criterion is met (e.g. when the increase in the com-
plete log-likelihood is below a threshold).

5) Set ª̂ (k) =ª (L) at the last iteration, l = L.
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C. Observed Information Matrix

In order to provide a measure of uncertainty for the

estimate ª̂ , critical information for tracking, the ob-
served information matrix is used as a surrogate for the

inverse covariance matrix. Oakes’ formula [17] for the

observed information matrix is used (see Appendix B).

¡rªrTª lnL(ª ;Z) =¡[rªrTªQ(ª ;ª (L),Z)
+rªrTª (L)Q(ª ;ª (L),Z)]

(33)

Evaluating (33) using ª =ª (L) results in the “observed

information matrix,” I(ª̂ ;Z) [16].
The first term on the right hand side of (33) is the

observed information if the associations were known,

Ic(ª̂ ;Z):
Ic(ª̂ ;Z) =¡rªrTªQ(ª ;ª (l),Z) (34)

=¡
NX
i=1

MX
j=1

wij(ª
(l),zi)

¢ [(º 0ij(ª ))TR¡1ij º 0ij(ª )+Bij(ª ,zi)] (35)
where the B matrix is based on the second derivative

of º,

Bij(ª ,zi) =¡

26666666664

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 b34 0 b36

0 0 b34 b44 b45 b46

0 0 0 b45 0 0

0 0 b36 b46 0 0

37777777775
(36)

with components:

b34 =

2664
D0(Ã)tj

¡ _Ãjtj jcos(Ã+ μj)

¡ _Ãjtj jsin(Ã+ μj)

3775
T

R¡1ij ºij(ª ,zi) (37)

b36 =

26664
0

0

¡jtj jsin(Ã+ μj)

jtj jcos(Ã+ μj)

37775
T

R¡1ij ºij(ª ,zi) (38)

b44 =

2664
¡sD(Ã)tj

¡vcosÃ+ s _Ãjtj jsin(Ã+ μj)

¡v sinÃ¡ s _Ãjtj jcos(Ã+ μj)

3775
T

R¡1ij ºij(ª ,zi)

(39)

b45 =

26664
0

0

¡sinÃ
cosÃ

37775
T

R¡1ij ºij(ª ,zi) (40)

b46 =

26664
0

0

¡sjtj jcos(Ã+ μj)

¡sjtj jsin(Ã+ μj)

37775
T

R¡1ij ºij(ª ,zi) (41)

The second term on the right hand side of (33)

accounts for the association uncertainty, Im(ª̂ ;Z). This
is found by taking the derivative of Q with respect to

ª , and taking the derivative with respect to ª (L)T , i.e.

Im(ª̂ ;Z) =¡rªrTª (L)Q(ª ;ª (L),Z)

=¡
NX
i=1

MX
j=1

w0ij(ª
(L),zi)(º

0
ij(ª ))

TR¡1ij ºij(ª ,zi)

(42)

where w0 is the derivative of (19)

w0ij(ª
(L),zi) = ¼jpij(zi jª (L)) (43)8<:

Ã
MX
m=1

¼mpim(zi jª (L))

!¡2

¢
MX
m=1

[¼mpim(zi jª (L))

¢ (º 0im(ª (L)))TR¡1im ºim(ª
(L),zi)]

¡ (º
0
ij(ª

(L)))TR¡1ij ºij(ª
(L),zi)PM

m=1¼mpim(zi jª (L))

9=;
D. Extended Kalman Filter for Multi-Scan Estimation
The single scan estimate of the target state can be

used in an EKF to provide multi-scan estimates. The

EKF for a coordinated turn motion model is well known

for the case of position only measurements (pp. 466—

470 of [1]). The state vector for the CT-EKF is

μ̂ = [x
μ̂

_x
μ̂
y
μ̂

_y
μ̂

_Ã
μ̂
]T (44)

Note that the subscript μ̂ is used to avoid confusion

between the elements of μ̂ and ª .
The dynamic equation is

μ(k+1) = f[k,μ(k)] +¡ (k)À(k) (45)

and the state prediction is:

μ̂(k+1 j k) = f[k, μ̂(k j k)] (46)

where f[k, μ̂(k j k)] is:2666666666664

1
sin( _Ã

μ̂
(k)T)

_Ã
μ̂
(k)

0 ¡1¡ cos(
_Ã
μ̂
(k)T)

_Ã
μ̂
(k)

0

0 cos( _Ã
μ̂
(k)T) 0 ¡sin( _Ã

μ̂
(k)T) 0

0
1¡ cos( _Ã

μ̂
(k)T)

_Ã
μ̂
(k)

1
sin( _Ã

μ̂
(k)T)

_Ã
μ̂
(k)

0

0 sin( _Ã
μ̂
(k)T) 0 cos( _Ã

μ̂
(k)T) 0

0 0 0 0 1

3777777777775
μ̂(k j k)

(47)
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and

¡ (k) =

26666664

1
2
T2 0 0

T 0 0

0 1
2
T2 0

0 T 0

0 0 T

37777775 (48)

The state prediction covariance is:

P(k+1 j k) = F(k)P(k j k)F(k)T

+¡ (k)Q(k)¡ (k)T (49)

where Q is the covariance of the process noise, À, and

F(k) =
@f(k)

@μ

¯̄̄̄
μ=μ̂(k+1jk)

(50)

Two modifications to the CT-EKF in [1] are necessary

for this application. This first is in the observation func-

tion. Using the single scan estimate, ª̂ , as the observa-

tion, the full state vector can be observed, thus elimi-

nating the need for an observation matrix (commonly

referred to as the H matrix, i.e., here H is the identity

matrix). The single scan observation, zC and the inverse
observation error covariance, R¡1C , are:

zC(k) =

26666664

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 cosÃ 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 sinÃ 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

37777775ª (k) (51)

RC(k)
¡1 = (A¡1)TI(ª̂ ;Z)A¡1 (52)

where I(ª̂ ;Z) was defined following (33).

A=

26666664

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ¡sinÃ 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 cosÃ 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

37777775 (53)

A second modification is required since R¡1C is not

necessarily invertible. The inverse error covariance ma-

trices for the individual measurements, R¡1ij , are not in-
vertible due to the fact that the information related to

cross range velocity is zero (it has a zero eigenvalue in

the cross range rate direction). Although, R¡1C will be

invertible for most scans, it is not invertible if the target

aspect is 90±, or if there is only one measurement in the
scan. To allow for this possibility, the information form

of the EKF is utilized. The EKF update is:

W(k+1) = [P(k+1 j k)¡1 +RC(k+1)¡1]¡1

¢RC(k+1)¡1 (54)

P(k+1 j k+1) = [P(k+1 j k)¡1

+RC(k+1 j k)¡1]¡1 (55)

μ̂(k+1 j k+1) = μ̂(k+1 j k)+W(k+1)
¢ [zC(k)¡ μ̂(k+1 j k)] (56)

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

A. Implementation

1) EM Initialization: As with any optimization ap-

proach, care must be taken when employing the algo-

rithm during initialization to avoid convergence to a lo-

cal maximum. The initialization approach chosen here

is as follows.

The initial value for x(0) is simply the mean of all
the position measurements. The initial value for size,

s(0), is set to the ratio of the average distance from

the measurement to x(0) and the average distance of
the target highlight, t, to the target center. The initial
value for heading, Ã(0), is calculated by finding the

covariance of the position measurements and estimating

the heading based on the largest eigenvector. The initial

speed and turn rate are set to 0.

A particular concern for local maximums for many

target models is one at a heading of 180 degrees from

the true heading. To avoid maximizing at this incorrect

heading, the algorithm is optimized using two initial

headings, 180 degrees apart, and the result with the

highest likelihood is used.

Even with proper initialization, converging to a local

instead of global maximum is a concern. To help, the R

matrix is artificially inflated for the first few iterations

of the algorithm. This tends to smooth the likelihood

surface. Optimization on the augmented surface first re-

duces the probability of converging to a local maximum.

This approach is related to the deterministic annealing

EM algorithm [19].

2) Limitations: It is important to note the limitations

of the algorithm in its ability to estimate velocity and

turn rate. Regardless of the target model, the ability to

estimate velocity from range rate measurements will be

limited when the target is traveling across the line of

sight from the sensor. Turn rate estimation will also be

limited for targets that do not have significant width

when the target is traveling directly towards or away

from the sensor. To analyze these effects the Cramer-

Rao low bound (CRLB) is examined for two target

types. Evident in (33) is that the CRLB is a function of

the measurements. The looser bound of (35) is used here

and is calculated using the expected measurement. The

bound provides a lower bound on the average square
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Fig. 3. CRLB analysis (using (35)) for a target that has width (target 1) and one without width (target 2).

error, but is looser than the CRLB due to the fact that it

does not consider assignment uncertainty. Nevertheless,

this bound is sufficient to demonstrate the limitations

in the algorithm at various aspect angles. For this test

the heading was varied from ¡180 to 180 degrees, the
probability of detection was set to 1, the size was set to

70 m, position set to [10 0]T km, the speed set 120 m/s

and the turn-rate set to 3 deg/sec. The measurement

error covariance was set as follows:

1) ¾r = 2 m

2) ¾_r = 1 m/s

3) ¾® = 0:05 deg

4) ½¾r¾_r = 0

As seen from Figure 3, if the target has width then

turn-rate and speed can be estimated at all aspects with

the exception of +=¡ 90 degrees. In the case of a
line-like target, such as target 2 in Figure 3, speed

can be estimated at all aspects with the exception of

aspects near +=¡ 90 degrees, while turn-rate cannot be
estimated at +=¡ 90 degrees and near 0 or 180 degrees.
3) Implementation Details: There are three notable

implementation details that are required for robust per-

formance of the algorithm. The first is dealing with the

inability to estimate velocity when the target aspect is

90 deg. Since the true error covariance of the single scan

estimate is unknown, the observed information matrix

serves as a surrogate. When the true target aspect is
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Fig. 4. Target template

90 deg, while the observed aspect is near, but not equal

to 90, the observed information matrix will be over-

confident in the velocity estimate. To avoid this, when

the estimated aspect, based on μ̂(k+1 j k), is near 90
degrees, the velocity estimate should not be used. This

is achieved by setting the appropriate rows and columns

of RC(k)
¡1 to zero. (For targets with little or no width, a

similar test is required for turn-rate estimation at aspects

near 0 or 180 deg.)

A related issue is that when the estimated target

aspect is close to 90 deg, components of RC(k)
¡1 may be

close to zero, resulting in a badly conditioned matrix. In

these cases, only the position portion of the single scan

estimate is used. (Note that the first issue occurs when

the true target aspect is 90 deg, while the second issue

is when the estimated target aspect is close to 90 deg).

Finally, since the EM algorithm may converge on a

local maximum, gating is used to validate the single scan

estimate based on the innovation in the EKF update.

If the innovation for either the velocity or turn-rate is

too large, only the position portion of the single scan

estimate is used. Again, this is achieved by setting the

appropriate rows and columns of RC(k)
¡1 to zero.

B. Results

The new algorithm was tested in a aircraft tracking

application. The target template is based on a commer-

cial airliner (see Fig. 4), with probability of detections

for the highlights at 0.8 and 0.9. The aircraft follows

the path shown in Fig. 5. The measurement error co-

variance was set the same as Section IV-A.2. The EKF

is implemented assuming the following process noise:

Q =

2664
(0:25)2 0 0

0 (0:25)2 0

0 0
³
0:6

¼

180

´2
3775 (57)

Fig. 6 shows the average normalized estimation

error squared (ANEES) [1] and mean square error

Fig. 5. Target path for the test case. The position of the target at

each scan is shown. The first scan, as well as any scan that is

starting a maneuver is labeled. The sensor position is at the origin.

The line-of-sight for the first scan is also shown.

for position, velocity and turn rate. Errors are shown

for the state prediction (μ̂(k j k¡ 1)) for the algorithm
(EXTGTEKF). Since the primary advantage of the pro-

posed algorithm is the exploitation of the target shape

to extract speed and turn rate, a tracker that does not ex-

tract these quantities is used for comparison (POSEKF).

The POSEKF is identical to the EXTGTEKF, with the

important exception that only the position portion of

the observation, zC, is used. This is achieved by set-
ting the appropriate rows and columns of RC(k)

¡1 to
zero. The proposed algorithm exhibits better consis-

tency (ANEES closer to 1) and, in general, improved

mean square error (MSE). Unlike the POSEKF algo-

rithm, the EXTGTEKF does not lag in the turn-rate

estimate since turn-rate is measured directly. The turn

rate estimate for the EXTGTEKF is significantly bet-

ter when the turn initiates, but it worse in steady state.

This is due to the fact that the turn rate estimate for the

POSEKF requires three position measurements, result-

ing in a smoother estimate. It is a trade-off between lag

and smoothing. Performance of the EXTGTEKF is, as

expected, degraded for target aspects near 90 deg. (e.g.

near scan 19), as the EXTGTEKF reverts to position

only measurements during those periods.

V. CONCLUSION

A novel approach to extended object tracking has

been presented. A target model has been developed

for the target spatial characteristics that is appropriate

for estimation, flexible enough to handle various target

types, and loose enough such that exact knowledge of

the target size is not required. By restricting the spatial

characteristics to be fixed with respect to the line of

motion, the resulting algorithm allows for single scan

estimation of position, heading, size, velocity and turn

rate by using measurements of position and range rate.

These single scan measurements when used in a multi-

scan tracking algorithm (i.e. extended Kalman filter)

provide improved estimates of target position, velocity
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Fig. 6. Results of a 500 run Monte Carlo evaluation of the estimated state for the new EXTGTEKF and a position-only cluster tracker

(CLUSTEREKF). a. Average Normalized Estimation Error Squared (ANEES). b. Mean Square Error (MSE) for Position Estimate. c. Mean

Square Error (MSE) for Velocity Estimate. d. Mean Square Error (MSE) for Turn Rate Estimate.

and turn rate compared to a traditional cluster tracker

using only position measurements. A primary advantage

is that the new method, unlike methods using only

position measurements, does not suffer from a lag in

the estimation of turn rate and the resulting estimation

errors.

APPENDIX A CONVERTED MEASUREMENT ERROR
COVARIANCE

The converted measurement error covariance is ap-

proximated using a simplification of [6]. The calculation

requires a prediction, which is based on the one step

prediction, μ̂(k j k¡ 1). Using this prediction, in combi-
nation with the target template and the previous estimate

of the size, s, the state of an individual highlight can be

calculated (which will be referred to as xj).
First the predicted highlight state is rotated into the

estimate’s line of sight (LOS) coordinate system. Noting

that the inverse of the direction cosine matrix, D(®m),

is its transpose, the rotated state is calculated as:

x̂R =D(®t)
Tx̂j (58)

where the predicted bearing to the highlight is

®t = tan
¡1
Ã
x̂2k+1jk
x̂1
k+1jk

!
(59)

and x̂n is the nth component of x̂.

R11R =
1
2
[(x̂1R)

2 +¾2r ](1+ e
¡2¾2®)e¾

2
® ¡ (x̂1R)2 (60)

R12R = 0 (61)

R13R =
1
2
(x̂1Rx̂

3
R + ½¾r¾_r)(1+ e

¡2¾2®)e¾
2
® ¡ x̂1Rx̂3R (62)

R22R =
1
2
[(x̂1R)

2 +¾2r ](1¡ e¡2¾
2
®)e¾

2
® (63)

R23R =
1
2
(x̂1Rx̂

4
R)(1¡ e¡2¾

2
®)e¾

2
® (64)

R33R =
1
2
[(x̂3R)

2 +¾2_r ](1+ e
¡2¾2®)e¾

2
® ¡ (x̂3R)2

+ 1
2
[(x̂4R)

2 +¾2_c ](1¡ e¡2¾
2
®)e¾

2
® (65)

Since the cross range rate measurement, _cm, is non-

informative, its standard deviation, ¾ _c, is infinite. One

can, however, set the value of ¾_c used in (65) based

on an a priori estimate of the standard deviation of

target cross range rate to capture the effect that the

cross range rate has on the ability to measure the line

of sight velocity. The remaining components of the

measurement noise covariance in the coordinate system,

RR (e.g. R
44
R , R

34
R ), are are set to infinity to capture that

_cm is non-informative. It is therefore useful to deal with

the inverse of RR and note that for a positive definite

covariance matrix,·
¾21 ½¾1¾2

½¾1¾2 ¾22

¸¡1 ¯̄̄̄
¯
¾2!1

=

·
(¾21)

¡1 0

0 0

¸
(66)
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therefore

R¡1R =

26664
0

(R1:3,1:3R )¡1 0

0

0 0 0 0

37775 (67)

The measurement noise covariance for (5), Rij , is

R¡1ij =D(®t)R
¡1
R D(®t)

T (68)

Since R¡1C is not invertible, Rij is not available for use

in the Kalman filter gain calculation; one has to use the

information form of the Kalman filter. The determinant

of Rij (needed for (9) in the calculation of wij using

(19)) is also not available, so the determinant of RR is

used as a surrogate.

This is a simplification of (35)—(38) in [6]. The

simplification is warranted due to the more accurate

measurement in the present manuscript when compared

to the measurement accuracy of [6].

APPENDIX B OAKES’ FORMULA

In [17], a simple explicit formula is given for the

observed information matrix. A summary of Oakes’

work is provided below with the necessary background

from [8].

L(ª ;Z) = pZ(Z jª )

=
pc(Z,Y jª )pZ(Z jª )

pc(Z,Y jª )
(69)

where pc(Z,Y jª ) is defined after (16). Let k(X j Z,ª )
be the conditional probability of the complete data, X ,
given the observed data, Z, namely

k(X j Z,ª ) = pc(Z,Y jª )
pZ(Z jª )

(70)

Therefore

L(ª ;Z) = pc(Z,Y jª )
k(X j Z,ª ) (71)

and

lnL(ª ;Z) = lnpc(Z,Y jª )¡ lnk(X j Z,ª ) (72)

Taking the expectation of both sides with respect

to the conditional distribution of X given Z, using the
previous estimate ª (l) for ª gives

lnL(ª ;Z) = EflnLc(ª ;Z,Y) j Z,ª (l)g
¡Eflnk(X j Z,ª ) j Z,ª (l)g

=Q(ª ;ª (l),Z)¡H(ª ;ª (l),Z) (73)

using (17) and where

H(ª ;ª (l),Z) = Eflnk(X j Z,ª ) j Z,ª (l)g (74)

In [8] the following is shown using Jensen’s inequality,

H(ª ;ª (l),Z)·H(ª (l);ª (l),Z) (75)

for all ª in the parameter space. This is fundamental in

the proof for EM convergence, and leads to

rªH(ª ;ª (l),Z)jª=ª (l) = 0 (76)

Assuming that the expectation with respect to X and
differentiation with respect to ª are interchangeable,

Efrª lnk(X j Z,ª ) j Z,ª (l)g= 0 (77)

Also, from equivalent statements of Fisher’s informa-

tion,

¡EfrªrTª lnk(X j Z,ª ) j Z,ª (l)g
= Efrªk(X j Z,ª )rªk(X j Z,ª )T j Z,ª (l)g

(78)

Differentiation of (73) with respect to ª gives

rª lnL(ª ;Z) =rªQ(ª ;ª (l),Z)
¡Efrª lnk(X j Z,ª ) j Z,ª (l)g

(79)

By evaluating (79) using ª (l) =ª and noting (77), we

obtain

rª lnL(ª ;Z) =rªQ(ª ;ª (l),Z)jª (l)=ª (80)

Differentiation of (79) with respect to ª gives,

rªrTª lnL(ª ;Z)
=rªrTªQ(ª ;ª (l),Z)
¡EfrªrTª lnk(X j Z,ª ) j Z,ª (l)g (81)

Differentiation of (79) with respect to ª (l) gives,

0=rªrª (l)TQ(ª ;ª (l),Z)
¡Efrª lnk(X j Z,ª )rª (l) lnk(X j Z,ª )T j Z,ª (l)g

(82)

where 0 is the appropriately sized null matrix.
Substitution ª =ª (l) and adding (81) and (82) re-

sults in

rªrTª lnL(ª ;Z) =rªrTªQ(ª ;ª (l),Z)
+rªrTª (l)Q(ª ;ª (l),Z)

(83)

This result is used in (33), using the ª (l) from the last

EM iteration for a scan (i.e. ª (L)).
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